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Preface by the Hon'ble Member in charge of the Public Works Department.

In July 1875 the Government of Bombay in forwarding certain Surveys and Reports

connected with the Karachi Harbour Works, also submitted a communication from the

Superintendent regarding the injurious action said to have been in progress in certain parts

of the harbour, and observed that it was possible further reports would tend to show that the

effect on some of the works was not so harmful as the previous ones would seem to indicate,

for the deterioration brought to notice was due to a temporary cause only.

Further investigation did not, however, confirm this hopeful view, and in submitting its

subsequent proceedings, the Government of Bombay remarked that the subject was one of

serious consideration, and one on which an early decision with respect to future operations

was very desirable.

It appeared to me that the subject was of paramount importance, for not only was it

desirable to obtain some tangible benefit for the laige sums of public money that had been

expended on the harbour, but the construction of the Indus Valley Railway then approaching

completion was calculated to bring: a large increase of trade demanding increased facilities for

entering the port aud more conveniences for tbe shipping lying within it. The Government

of India accordingly on my recommendation decided that a Committee should be appointed

to take the matter into consideration, and to ensure the subject being properly investigated,

the following general instructions were laid down for the guidance of the Examining

Officers :—

(a).—To ascertain what were the chief features of the natural harbour previous to any

efforts at improvements being made.

(0) .—To compare the present state of the harbour with the former taking care to discri

minate those changes which are due to natural causes from those created by

artificial means, and from those produced by combined natural and artificial

action.

(c).—To state the nature of the remedial measures that should be undertaken in those

spots where it was ascertained that either natural or artificial causes or both

combined have had an injurious influence.

(d).—To ascertain, in detail, the result of each artificial work whether beneficial or

injurious.

(e).—To consider the further improvements of the harbour whether by the extension of

existing artificial works or by the addition of new ones for the purpose of creat

ing scours or to maintain the depth by tbe natural ebb and flow of the tide, or

to influence existing currents.

(/).—Also the probable effects of such artificial works.

(g) .—To consider the probable advantages or disadvantages of endeavouring to effect the

same results by better and more economical dredging apparatus.

(h).—To make an approximate calculation of the cost by both methods with the relative

advantages of each.

(1).—To give full attention to the further treatment of the Chinna Creek, and of the

other estuaries debouching past Manora Point.

(j).—To consider whether any beneficial result can be obtained by deflecting the course,

or the currents of the Pahi Baka or of the Gaini.

(k).—To take careful observations of the influence of Manora Point and of East Pier.

(£).—To offer opinions as to the stability and structural arrrangements of the break

water.

The prosecution of this enquiry was entrusted to Colonel Wilkins, R. E., whose report,

full of valuable and interesting information regarding the harbour, now forms the bulk of

these papers. I have, since its receipt, visited Karachi, and have discussed on the spot with

Mr. Price, the Superintendent of the Harbour Works, the various proposals for additional

groynes and piers made by Colonel Wilkins and himself for diverting and regulating the

scour from the tidal waters. I cannot fail to recognise the value and possible efficiency of

those proposals, but the element of extreme uncertainty as to whether they will prove efficient

or the reverse, cannot be eliminated from them, and I have arrived at the opinion that better

and more permanent results can be secured by well devised and continuous dredging than can

be obtained by any of the other means suggested.
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I would here mention that I have come to this opinion not guided by the facts and

observations afforded by the works at Karachi alone, but from a pretty large experience and

from results I have either personally obtained or have seen obtained by other Engineers in

, ■. u .. «. harbours in various parts of the world * some

^l^TJ^^^T^X UDdeLr conditiona not dissimilar to those with

dredging alone. Adverse opinions and predictions of which we have to deal in the present case,

failure were not wanting at the commencement of the . ,. , , , , , Tr
work, but the experience of 15 years, doubtless but a I he artificially tormed harbour of Karachi

short' span of a harbour's life, has fully borne out. my is, 80 far, doubtless a very fair SUCCeSS, but like

views, and nor one inch of depth over the bar has, up to all artificial works of whatever nature they may

this time, been lost. i i be, from & beavef dam ^ &nt class harbour of

refuge, it must be maintained, and we should

be prepared to spend on it annually a certain sum, not only to keep it efficient, but still

further to improve it, and so meet the demands of the rapidly increasing trade following on

the opening of the Indus Valley Railway. In advocating this system of dredging, I have not

lost sight of the value of the spoil and the means it affords of reclaiming the ground lying

between Keamari and the Chinna Creek. Sites for buildings and the various offices connected

with the shipping operations are very restricted, and I believe this reclamation will give the

much needed space for extension in the busy part of the town, and that every rood of it will

in time be occupied in some manner connected with the business of the port and will ere

long become a valuable property.

When reviewing the annual outlay for Imperial services under the head of " Miscellane

ous," 1 stated that, including cost of establishment, we must be prepared to assign for the

next ten years an annual fixed sum of at least a lakh of rupees for the maintenance and

improvement of this harbour. This amount does not include any of the additional works to

which I have alluded, but the construction of which I have deprecated, until, at any rate, we

have had very much more experience of the features which the harbour will assume, and shall

be better able to ascertain with tolerable certainty the results we may expect from carrying

out these proposals.

This uncertainty is more or less removed when we confine our operations merely to

deepening and widening the existing natural channels, and to increasing the ebb and flow of

the water through them ; for in this case we can calculate with some degree of accuracy that

the outlay will effect an immediate benefit, and we shall not, as is too often the case when

trying to guide or control nature, be called upon to use fresh expedients to neutralize the

results of a previous project.

This is by no means an unimportant point in the consideration of this subject, and it

induces me the more confidently to advise that our operations should be limited, at least for

some years to come, to dredging on a consistent although not very extensive plan. The

dredging operations should be undertaken in the following order :—

1 .—Deepening the entrance along the western run.

2.—Deepening the water off " Deep water rock." I admit I should like to see the rock

at this point removed, and the 3-fathom line carried over its centre; but the

expense of this would be so considerable that I hesitate to advocate its being done

at present.

3.—Improving and widening the Manora anchorage, the Eastern Channel and the

Keamari anchorage generally.

Accepting the above programme, the next consideration is the best plant and machinery

. „ . , . ., ... . - „ for carrying it into effect. There is no doubt
• Prom information subsequently obtained from Eng. , f ,. , ' . . . .. . , """""

hind it has been ascertained that the self-moving steam that it the results Of the trials published in the

lredger does not realize the expectations formed of it, engineering papers are reliable* and are con-

»nd the mmurn of the Patent Hopper Dredger firmed by the every day working of the vessel,

" Greenock" now working in the Clyde fulls far short of . i \c • e 11
that reported to have been done on its trial trip on which tne Single, Selt-mOVing, powerful hopper Steam

the estimate of its capabilities was based. A steam dredger is by far the most effective, as it is the

dredger with two steam hopper barges of from 400 to raost economical machine yet introduced, more

500 tons has accordingly been substituted. • n j . • . j ,
■ ' especially in a narrow and restricted anchorage.

A- C- There is the set-off of having all our eggs in

one basket, and the attendant risk of having the machine for excavating combined with the

carriers to convey the spoil to sea or for the reclamation of sites alluded to above but, subject

j> the proviso that it stands the test of experience, I am inclined to adopt this dredger

although I am prepared to admit the risk. The economy of working and the convenience of

vhe machine Reem, I think, sufficient compensation.

The expenditure in the creation of Karachi Harbour having been defrayed from

Imperial revenues, these grants may be regarded as a primary charge on the Provincial

revenue when the harbour is ultimately transferred to the Local Government, which should

consequently bear the interest on that outlay, with sinking fund to repay its first cost. We

may hope in the meantime by a revision of the dues ou shipping to obtain at least sufficient

to meet the annual maintenance and improvements now proposed.

I take this occasion to record my impression that the success that has hitherto attended

this work is largely due to the able labours of Mr. Price,

The 10th July 187 7. A. CLARKE.
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No. 699 C—W—1858, dated 3rd November 1876.

From—Major-General M. K. Kennedy, R. E., Secy, to the Govt, of Bombay,

P. W. Dept.,

To—Secretary to the Government of India, P. W. Dept.

With reference to your letter No. 101 M of the 27th of March last, conveying instruc

tions to Colonel Wilkins, R. E., in respect to the points on which the Government of India

require his report and opinion in reference to the Kurrachee Harbour operations, I am now

directed to forward a copy of Colonel Wilkins' report, together with a copy of a report by

Commander Hand, R. N., and notes of evidence by Mr Price, Superintendent of Harbour

Works, Mr. Hart, C. E., late Acting Superintendent of Harbour Works, and Lieutenant

Parker, I. N., Acting Master Attendant.

2. This report, which is accompanied hy various appendices, illustrating the past

progress and, present state of the Karrachee Harbour Works, is a very clear and able docu

ment, and from it the Government of India will, no doubt, be able to derive all the information

they require to enable them to arrive at a decision as to the future progress of the works

8. When forwarding the Government of India's letter of instructions to Colonel Wilkins,

this Government added subsidiary orders, drawing his attention to three practical points which

appeared to have a direct bearing on the subject of his enquiry ; a copy of a Resolution

No. 251 C—W—653 of the 3rd of April last, containing these instructions, is attached to

this letter.

4. I am, in forwarding these documents, to say that this Government concur generally

in the conclusion at which Colonel Wilkins has arrived. They think with him that, with the

exception of the dredging operations and the completion of the break-water recommended at

the close of his report, Chapter VIII, nothing should be done at present, or until after

January 1877. After that date, should no improvement take place, or should the deteriora

tion, which has been caused by the Chinna Creek scour, increase, it will be advisable to try

first the inexpensive arrangement suggested by Colonel Wilkins of opening the notch in the

Napier Mole, to be followed, should this plan in course of time be found to be ineffectual, by

further efforts to obviate the effects of the scour, and eventually, should all palliative

measures fail, by shutting off the Chinna Creek water altogether from the harbour, and

opening the original natural communication between the creek and the sea

5. As regards the question, which is now under consideration, relative to a ship pier

at Keamari, I am directed to draw attention to paras. 39 and 40 of Chapter IV of Colonel

Wilkins' report.
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Dated Belgaum, 4th October 1876.

From—Colonel H. St. Clair Wilkins, R. E.,

To—The Hon'ble Major-General M. K. Kennedy, R. E., Secy, to the Govt, of Bombay,

P. W. Dept.

I had the honor to receive, in April last, Government Resolution No. 653, dated 3rd

April 1876, enclosing a copy of letter No. 101 M, dated 27th March 1876, from the Secretary

to the Government of India, which contained detailed instructions for my guidance in respect

of an enquiry into the state and requirements of the Kurrachee Harbour Works to which

I had been deputed.

2. His Excellency the Naval Commander-in-Chief, at the desire of the Government of

India, placed one of Her Majesty's Ships at disposal for the examination of the harbour of

Kurrachee. Her Majesty's Ship Vestal, a 9-gun Steam Sloop, Commander Henry Hand,

was detailed for the duty on her way to the Persian Gulf. I embarked on the Vestal on

the 8th April, when the ship proceeded on her voyage, and anchored off Keamari in the

Kurrachee Harbour on the 11th idem.

3. During the time I remained on board Her Majesty's Ship Vestal in Kurrachee

Harbour for the purpose of examining the harbour and its works, Mr. Price, C. E, Super

intendent of the Harbour Works, afforded me every information and assistance in his power.

Mr. Price accompanied me over the harbour and backwaters, and personally explained the

nature of the works undertaken with the view of improving the harbour, and the results

obtained by natural and artificial causes. The Chinna Creek backwater was examined, as also

the breakwater, dredging operations, and sub-marine rock blasting.

4. The Commissioner in Sind, Colonel Sir William L. Merewether, K. C. S. I., and

C. B., gave me every facility for the conduct of my enquiry on shore. I gratefully acknow

ledge his kindness in this and every other respect ; and I am indebted to several official

and non-official gentlemen at Kurrachee for much information with regard to th* port and

its trade, which, at the Commissioner's request,- they so freely afforded me.

5. I have now the honour to submit my report on the state and requirements of the

Kurrachee Harbour. For the convenience of reference I have divided the report into

' chapters under the different headings of my instructions.

6. I desire to express my obligations to Commander Hand, R. N., Commanding

Her Majesty's Ship Vestal, and his Officers. Commander Hand took great interest in

the subject of the condition of the Kurrachee Harbour, and he was good enough to express

his opinion on various subjects connected with it in a report which is attached to the papers

1 have the honour to forward for the information and consideration of Government.
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CHAPTER I.

DESCRIPTION OF THE NATURAL HARBOUR.

The reports and opinions which have already been published on the Kurrachee Harbour

Works are so voluminous and varied, little or nothing of real value to a further considera

tion of the question would be gained by a discussion, at this time, of the theoretical

principles which have guided, or should guide, Harbour Engineers. These principles, as

applied to the harbour of Kurrachee, have formed a wide field of argument, not to say

dispute, for the last twenty-four years. The time has now arrived when the results of the

principles adopted should be investigated and reviewed, and advantage be taken of the

data which the executed works afford, to determine the future course of procedure. There

is no such thing as finality in harbour works. There are periods, therefore, when it becomes

a matter of great importance to take stock, as it were, of the public works property in a

harbour ; and with a view to economy to the State, and convenience to trade, to estimate

and provide for its future requirements. The harbour works of Kurrachee have now

reached such an advanced state of completion, that, happily, the practical questions yet

to be determined lie not so much in the region of theory as in the domain of fact.

2. The instructions of the Government of India are very comjprehensive. They

embrace all that has as yet been done at Kurrachee, and all that remains to be accom

plished. It will be impossible, therefore, to do justice to the important subject in hand by

simply giving an outline sketch of its history, and an abstract of recommendations for the

completion of the harbour works. An endeavour will be made to present in a practical

form the whole features of the Kurrachee Harbour works question from the very commence

ment up to close of the official year 1875-76. The recommendations to be made will be

based on the facts of the case as they now present themselves.

3. The instructions direct that the present enquiry should embrace twelve heads :

1.—What were the chief features of the natural harbour previous to any efforts at

improvements being made t

Before any works of improvement to the port of Kurrachee were undertaken, the

harbour was simply a creek of the sea running inland between Manora Point, a rocky

headland ninety feet in height on the west, and Keamari Island, a long and elevated sandy

ridge on the east. This island, 300 to 500 yards in width, and 4,000 yards in length, ran east

and west, across the centre of a shallow bay, the waters of which penetrated at high tides

far inland over the low-lying ground of Kurrachee. Keamari Island, thrown back° across

the head of the bay some 3000 yards from Manora Head, and with its length almost

perpendicular to the headland, acted as a kind of breakwater, and shut out the waves of

the bay from the Kurrachee shore behind it. The creek between Manora headland and

the west end of Keamari formed the natural harbour, and the tidal waters, after passing

Kearnari on the west, and also up the smaller Chinna Creek on the east, opened out like

a fan over the low land of Kurrachee, and at high water spring tides covered an area of

18 square miles This large expanse of backwater was intersected by several minor creeks

which mostlyjoined the main creek above Keamari Island.

4. The bay of Kurrachee from Manora on the west to the Ghizri headland on the

east had a breadth of 5 or 6 miles, and a depth to the town of Kurrachee of about 4

miles. Keamari Island, however, cut the depth almost in half, and formed itself the beach

of the bay-head with an extensive backwater behind it.

5. Manora headland on the western side of the harbour creek was the termination of

a very narrow promontory 9i miles in length from the mainland, and was distant about 4

miles seawards from the high-water line near the native town of Kurrachee.

6. Manora on the west, and Clifton on the east, with the Oyster rocks rising up in the

bay between the two, have the same formation of conglomerate rock overlying stiff clay.

7. Only one river, the Layari, discharged into the lagoon behind Keamari Island.

This river was dry excepting for a few days in each year. .

8. On the eastern side of the creek, opposite Manora, a long sandy spit ran out

seawards from Keamari Island in a direction parallel to Manora, and formed, in fact, the

eastern bank of the creek.

9. From Manora Point a spit or bar ran out due east across the creek entrance, and

joined the sand in the shallow bay opposite. This bar had a general depth of water over it

of from 8 to 10 feet at low water ordinary spring tides. It had, however, two depressions ;

one on the west next to Munora Point with 11 feet, the other to the east with 15 feet of

water at low water ordinary springs. These depressions formed the entrances for vessels over

the bar into the creek. The bar was composed of sand.

10. The average range of tides over the bar was springs 94 feet, and neaps 3 feet, and

the velocity of the ocean tide from J to 1 knot per hour. The maximum velocity of the

flood tide within the creek was 1J knots, and of the ebb at its most contracted section 2$

knots per hour. The tidal wave approached Manora headland from the south-west, and

entering the bay swept round to the west over the Keamari spit into the creek with a velocity

of li knots per hour, the velocity of the ebb tide being the same.

I

2
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11. At high water, from the anchorage in the large creek ofi Keamari, the so-called

harbour must have presented in 1845, as it does now—though diminished in size by the area

of the Keamari backwater cut off by the Napier Mole—an imposing appearance. Eighteen

square miles of water in the lagoon and estuary, the former completely land-locked with the

exception of the entrance channel 1000 yards in width between Keamari and Manora,

portended ample accommodation and shelter for the shipping likely to visit to the port of

the newly acquired Province. The view, however, was then, as now, very delusive ; for the

vast expanse of water in the lagoon was too shallow to admit ships of the lightest draught.

The innermost anchorage for ships was situated then, as now, in the estuary itself off Keamari

Island.

12. Before any works were undertaken, the anchorages for ships were in number and

extent as follows :—

1.—Keamari anchorage 26-85 acres

2.—West Channel anchorage 23-76 acres

3.—Manora anchorage 14'46 acres

giving a total anchorage area of 65 acres within a 20-foot contour below datum ; that is, below

low water springs.

13. Besides fchis area of anchorage there were 35 acres at the anchorages within the 20-

foot contour which were considered as useless from being unsheltered during the south-west

monsoon, subject to eddies, or too narrow. The total area within the 20-foot contour thus

amounted to about 100 acres.

14. The anchorages above described, situated at Keamari, and in the creek and estuary,

with channels of approach from within the bar, have always formed what has been called

the " Lower Harbour." At this time the Lower Harbour had an area at low water of 778

acres. The shallow back-water, or lagoon, with its intersecting creeks situated north or inland

from Keamari Island, and covering au area of 14$ miles, has been termed the " Upper

Harbour."

15. Before any works of improvement were commenced, the anchorages above detailed

were capable of berthing 20 loaded vessels of from 500 to 900 tous only. This limit of

tonnage, however, was most probably dependent, not upon the size and depth of water at the

anchorages, but rather upon the shallow channels of access to them.

16. The Hood tide after rounding Manora Point circled round to the west over Keamari

Bpit into the creek. This caused a movement of sand from the spit into the creek. The

ebb current ran in a more direct line to sea down the creek.

17. In this condition of the harbour ships drawing 20 feet of water could enter the

port during the fair season at high-water spring tides ; drawing 18 feet vessels could enter at

nigh-water neap tides. During the three or four months of the south-west monsoon, ships

drawing from 15 to 17 feet, could enter at high-water neap and spring-tides, respectively.

The mail steamers had to time their arrival and departure according to tide.

18. The tortuous course of the east channel entrance to the harbour caused the ser

vices of a steam tug to be frequently required for ships. The lighter vessels could sail in by

the more direct, but shallower, west channel during the south-west monsoon.

19. For native vessels the harbour was available for eight months in the year, but the

entrance channels were dangerous for them during the south-west monsoon.

20. At this period, the scouring action of the flood and ebb-tides appears to have been

the cause of the depressions in the bed of the creek which formed the anchorages of Keamari,

West Channel and Mauora. It may be surmised the action of the tides was somewhat as

follows :—The flood tide after rounding* Mauora Point and sweeping into the bay curved

round to the west, and entered the creek over Keamari spit, causing strong eddies at the

Keamari anchorage. The flood-tide also set up the western side of the creek, and may have

had some effect in scouring the west channel anchorage. But the depressions in the bed of

the creek were formed mainly by the stronger action, and river-like direction, of the ebb, or

outward current. After the turn of high-water in the backwaters, and creeks inland of

Keamari, the run of the waters from the Baba, Puhi, Soti and Tooker Creeks would be

against the projecting west end of Keamari Island, which would result in the excavation of the

bed of the chaunel at this point. The main current uniting at Keamari with the waters from

the east, or Chinua Creek backwater behind Keamari Island, then became deflected across the

main creek to its western side. Here the same action would take place resulting in the

formation of the west channel depression, or anchorages. The united currents of the main

creek then passed through the gut of deep-water point, and with the increased volume of

water, and narrower passage, resulted in the scouring of the deep depression which still

exists at this place. The Keamari spit, no doubt, maintained its position by being constantly

fed with sand by the action of the flood tides and sea waves. Thus the tidal ebb-current

of the creek was the main excavator of the anchorages.

21. If a comparison be made betweeft the Kurrachee creek and lagoon with other

estuaries and backwaters of the Indian coast, it will be found that the natural processes

known to be in action at the mouths of numerous rivers and creeks are in a measure reversed

at Kurrachee. On the south-western coast of India sand bars are formed at the mouths of

rivers and estuaries by the action of the sea wave during the north-east monsoon, and these
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bars are breached by the land flood-waters during the south-west monsoon, lasting from June

to October. At the same time there is a small deposit of silt from the heavily laden river

floods in the creeks themselves, although the larger proportion is carried out to

sea. At Kurrachee, although a sand bar is formed as usual at the mouth of the

estuary by the sea wave acting in shallow water, yet the tidal currents, owing to the size

of the lagoon, are sufficient to prevent the creek from being completely closed up. Sind is

however an almost rainless district, and consequently the tidal currents, flood and ebb, are

not counteracted and assisted by flood waters which, in other instances, breach the bars with

irresistible force. The result is, that in this respect the harbour of Kurrachee is at a

disadvantage. The heavy sea wave of the south-west monsoon is but little interrupted in

its labour of throwing up sand on the bar which is always at its worst at the close of that

season. On the other hand, if the bar is not breached yearly by flood waters, neither is

the creek subject to the silting inside the bar which, iu ordinary cases, is occasioned by the

yearly passage of silt-laden floods.

£2. Thus the natural process of silting in this harbour is very slow. That some

silting must occur is evident, for westerly winds prevail for seven months, and when the

wind is high, which is of frequent occurrence, a constant stream of sand pours into the

harbour from the neck of land which connects Manora with the mainland.

23. The harbour anchorages or depressions are dependent upon the rise and fall of

the tide. The bar is formed by the 6troke of the sea wave in shallow water and by the arrest

of the harbour silt-laden currents by the comparatively still water of the sea.

CHAPTER II.

COMPARISON BETWKEN THE PRBSENT AND FORMER STATES OF THE HARBOUR.

2. Comparison of the present state of the harbour with the former, taking care to

discriminate those changes which are due to natural causes, from those created by artificial

ones, and from those produced by combined natural and artificial action.

4. The results whether beneficial or injurious, on each artificial work, should be as

certained and stated in detail.

In drawing a comparison between the original and present states of the harbour, it will

be desirable, and indeed necessary, to a full comprehension of the subject, that the condition

of the harbour in certain intermediate stages should be brought into comparison.

The improvement in the harbour has not been progressive throughout. It has of late

years been retrogressive ; consequently, it becomes a matter of importance that the history

of the progressive and retrogressive periods should be traced in this report.

2. The plans A and B attached to this report, which have been reduced from larger

charts, illustrate the comparison to be drawn between the former state of the harbour

previous to any works of improvement having been carried out, and its condition and physi

cal aspect, at the present time, as also at certain intermediate dates. The two maps on

Plan A, bearing the dates 1858 and 1876, show the harbour as it was in 1858, before the

commencement of the design for its improvement proposed by the late Mr. Walker,

C. £., and as it is now in the present year, after the completion of the works affecting

the harbour regimen projected by Mr. Walker, and his successor, Mr. Parkes, C. K

3. The reduced maps on Plan B show the anchorage areas below the 20 feet

contour in—

1838.—Chart of Lieutenant Carless, I. N., before any works were commenced.

1854.—Chart of Lieutenant Grieve, I. N., before Mr. Walker's harbour wosks were

commenced, but after the completion of the Napier Mole.

1858.—Mr. Parke's, C. E., (deputed by Mr. Walker) survey of the harbour.

1869.—Mr. Price, C. E^ Superintendent, Harbour Works. This shows the harbour

at its best between 1838 and 1876. The " Notch" had not been opened, and the

Chinna Creek had not been closed.

1876.—Mr. Price, C. E., shows the harbour at the present time.

4. The question of improving the Kurrachee Harbour was first raised in the year

which followed the conquest of the country by Sir Charles Napier in 1843. Under his

government the Napier Mole was projected and carried out. The object of this work was to

loin the island of Keamari to the mainland by a broad roadway, and thus to facilitate com

munication between the town of Kurrachee and the port. The Mole was a solid causeway of

earth about 2 miles in length, and of ample breadth. It was completed in 1850. Sir Charles

Napier also initiated a timber pile pier at Keamari for native craft and lighters, and this

work was completed in 1853 when Mr. Bartle Frere was Commissioner in Sind. Mr. Frere,

now the Right Honorable Sir Bartle Frere, Bart., G. C. B., and G. C. S. I., after a protracted

discussion and enquiry by local officers, brought the question of the harbour improvement

before the Home Government which resulted in the reference in 1856 of the whole subject

by the Directors of the Honorable East India Co*mpany to Mr. Walker, C. E., an eminent

Harbour and Hydraulic Engineer.
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5. The Napier Mole, therefore, v. as the only harbour work of importance which was

not a part of the designs of the Home Engineers. It does not appear that any objection was

made at this time to the Napier Mole as a harbour work, or to its position. The work was

accepted as it was; only, to take advantage of the Keamari backwater behind it, which at

high water covered 1,800 acres, and at half flood 900 acres, two or three openings in the Mole

" of sufficient width to afford a free passage to the ebbing and flowing waters through the

Napier Mole" were included in the first proposals of Mr. Walker.

6. The Napier Mole brought the land communication close up to the Keamari anchorage

and closed, with the exception of a small opening near the Obelisk, the Keamari backwater from

the harbour. The position of the Mole was probably selected with reference to the shortest,

and most direct, line from the native town to the island. Whether, or not, any consideration

was given to the effects which were to be produced upon the harbour by the causeway is not

known. Sir Charles Napier did not contemplate closing the Chinna Creek at its mouth,

though the causeway closed it on the harbour side, because he considered it indispensably

necessary for the salubrity of the neighbouring cantonments that the extensive marshes

eastward of the Mole should be covered regularly by the tide. Sir Charles predicted that the

town of Kurrachee would in time be removed to Keamari, and a plan was prepared on which

the quays and streets of the new town were projected. It is not clear why this excellent project

was abandoned. Good and sufficient reasons may have existed at the time, but they have not

been recorded in the harbour correspondence, and the probability is, that the scheme was

abandoned when the harbour works were proposed, because it was intended by those works

to reverse the usual process, and to carry the part up to the native town in place of moving

the town or mercantile portion of it, down to the sea. This part of the harbour works scheme,

it should be mentioned, was subsidiary to the main object to be effected by those works, which

was the scouring of the bar and entrance channels, by closing the Chinna Creek at its mouth,

and so forcing the flow and ebb of the waters of tbe Keamari backwater through the harbour

by way of an opening in the Mole. Advantage was to be taken of this flow of water through

the Mole to form a navigable channel up to the town which would be available for native

craft.

7. As mentioned above, the position of the Mole was most likely decided on the double

grounds of convenience to the merchants and economy to the State. The result proved that

the selection had been an unfortunate one. The effect produced on the harbour during the

four years which followed the completion of the Napier Mole, will be seen by a reference to

Lieutenant Qrieve's chart of 1854, No. 2 Map, Plan B. The Keamari anchorage was almost

entirely destroyed. Its anchorage area within the 20-foot contour was reduced from 2685

acres to 449 acres. The other anchorages at West Channel and Manora were not altered,

or injuriously affected ; but the injury at Keamari, the most valuable anchorage of the three,

must have been very serious at the time. Turning, however, to the next map on Plan B,

that of Mr. Parkes', made in 1858, or four years subsequently to the date of Lieutenant

Grieve's chart, it will be observed, the Keamari anchorage had then partially recovered itself.

It had regained in 1858 two-thirds of its area before the Mole was built.

8. The comparison of anchorage areas in acres good for moorings within the 20-foot

contour is as follows :—

West

Channel

Total

acres.

Dates. Keamari. Manora.

Before Napier Mole was built 26-8:'> 2376 14-46 65-07

1851—Four years subsequently 4-49 2595 1381 44-25

1858.—Eight years „ 17-20 2263 18-82 58-65

Besides these totals of anchorage areas good for moorings, there were also areas within the

20-foot contour which are not included in the above table, not being available for ships from

various causes.

West

Channel.

Total

acres.
Dates. Keamari. Manora.

Before Mole *• • 2-58 32-58 35-16

1854 ... ... ... ,, 4-09 ... 30-35 34-44

1858 ... ... ... ... 1-72
•98

34- 10 36-80
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The total areas, therefore, at each date were—

Before construction of Mole—

A.CTGS

1838-1850 ... ... ... 100-23

1854 ... ... ... 78-69

1858 ... ... ... 9545

So that the Mole resulted in a total loss of 4 78 acres below the 20-foot contour. Its

real loss was, of available anchorage, 6'82 acres ; but at Keamari it had lost 9*65 out of 26'85

acres, or one-third, which was a serious loss in the best anchorage. In the upper harbour, the

Napier Mole caused the Tookar Creek, see map of 1858, Plan A, to silt up, and thus dimi

nished the capabilities of access to the town wharf for native craft.

9. The Napier Mole shut off the east, or Keamari backwater from the harbour, and

consequently the ebb currents from the west side of the main creek, which resulted in the

gradual reduction of the west channel anchorage. The great reduction which occurred at

the Keamari anchorage was attributed to the deposit of material scoured out of the head of

the Mole bank as the work proceeded. When completed, and the filling up of the anchorage

from this cause subsided, the ebb currents from the waters above Keamari resumed their

action on the anchorage, and in 1858 had increased its area within the 20-foot contour from

4i to I7i acres. The position of the anchorage was bomewhat changed, the new excavation

occurring at its southern end.

10. The construction of the Mole was followed by an increase in the height and size of

the Keamari sand spit. The actual quantity of tidal water passing Keamari was diminished

by the Mole shutting off the east backwater, and this appears to have given the sea wave

increased power to add to the sand spit. The spit so raised confined the currents between

Deep-Water-Point and Keamari, and although their currents were reduced in volume, yet the

channel leadiug up to Keamari improved in depth from 1854 to 1858 by about a foot.

11. To the construction of the Napier Mole, then, must be laid the very serious

deterioration of the harbour anchorages which occurred between 1850 and 1858, and the slight

improvement in the navigable depth of the channel up to Keamari from Deep-Water-Point.

12. The Kurrachee Harbour was in the condition described above when Mr. Walker,

C. E., was desired to propose a scheme for its improvement.

Mr. Walker's proposals were as follows :— £

1st.—Manora breakwater ... ... ... 110,000

2nd.—Keamari groyne ... ... ... 42.000

3rd.—Napier Mole Bridge ... ... ... 40,000

4th.—Native Jetty or Quay ... ... ... 28,000

5th.—New Channel .. ... ... ... 18,000

6th.—Chinna Creek stoppage ... ... ... 9,000

7th.—East pier (if required) ... ... ... 40,000

Total ... 287,000

In round numbers 300,000

Mr. Walker also proposed— £

8th.—Tidal Basins and Quays ... ... ... 300,000

9th.—Graving Dock ... ... ... ... 60,000

360,000

but these works were not sanctioned.

The seven works enumerated above, estimated to cost i?3OO,0O0, were for the improve

ment of the harbour. Omitting the 4th work, the remaining six works, estimated at

£259,000, were for the improvement of the harbour entrance alone. The objects to be

attained by the six works were thus stated by Mr. Walker—

1st.—Manora breakwater.

" A breakwater from Manora Point to prevent the passage of sand from the westward,

and to afford shelter from the west seas at the entrance, and which would also serve to

protect the foot of Manora cliff from the washing by the sea. The breakwater pier to be

1,500 feet long. The body of the pier to be raised 6 feet above monsoon high water, and to

have an elevated footway sheltered by a parapet 17 feet above high water to give access to

all times of the tide to the end of the pier, and to a proposed lighthouse there."

2nd.—Keamari Groyne.

" A bank or groyne from Keamari southward upon the sand spit to prevent the waste

of water to the eastward, and to confine the ebbing and flowing currents to the harbour

channel so as to direct them upon the bar. This work would also serve to stop the

movement of sand from the eastward. The groyne to be 7,400 feet long and the top 2 i feet

above monsoon highwater."

3
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3rd—Napier Mole Bridge,

oth—New channel.

" The water—backwater on closing of Chinna Creek—is proposed to be conveyed through

the Napier Mole by an opening 1,200 feet long to be crossed by a bridge on piles. A wrought

iron bridge 1,200 feet long and 40 feet in width. Between this opening and Keamari I

expect there will be maintained by the assistance of the ebb and flow of the Chinna Creek

waters a channel of sufficient capacity for the largest native craft at almost all times of the

tide."

6th—Chinna Creek Stoppage.

"The closing of the Chinna Creek by a solid embankment, and conveying through the

harbour and its entrance the flowing and ebbing waters to and from the portion of the

estuary which lies to the eastward of the Napier Mole, thereby obtaining their scouring

power upon the bar, and entrance channels, and forming an extension of the navigable

channel up to near the town which would be available for native craft."

7th—East Pier.

" In continuation of the Keamari Groyne, 2,600 feet in length, and 2£ feet above

monsoon high water. This work was to be postponed till the last, until the sufficiency of

the other works should be tested. This should be done previous to carrying it out to any

considerable length."

Uh—Native Jetty or Quay.

This work was for the convenience of the port, not for the improvement of the harbour.

As regards this work it was stated in the proposals that the additional wharfage and accom

modation for the native craft was also provided near the town which enables the quay to be

entirely removed from the roadway upon the Mole. Mr. Walker recommended in his report,

but iu so vague a manner as to leave it open to question, the order in which the works

proposed should be undertaken. This order seems to have been as under—

Napier Mole Bridge.

Chinna Creek closure.

Keamari Groyne.

Manora Breakwater.

13. Mr. Walker further stated in his report—

" I entirely agree in the opinion that no permanent good can be expected from dredging

upon the bar itself : its removal is to be effected by other means which are—

" Firstly.—Preventing the ebbing tide from spreading and wasting its force until it has

carried the sand of the bar into deep water, or into a stronger cross tide.

" Secondly.— Giving the water that passes through the- entrance to the harbour at

each flowing and ebbing tide the right direction. •

" Thirdly.—Increasing the quantity of water that passes through the entrance at each

tide by dredging the shoals that are in the way of navigation, or otherwise.

" Fourthly.—Shutting off as much as possible the heavy southerly and south-westerly

seas from the mouth of the harbour, and either preventing any sand that may be brought

from the westward from coming at all in front of the harbour, or at least carrying it out

into deep water before it can do so. •

" If these objects be kept steadily in view, and if these works be done to effect them

(as I think they can be), Kurrachee will, in my opinion, be of easy access, free from bar and

of increased depth.

" I am strongly of opinion that the works I have already named, combined with the

general deepening and improving of the harbour by dredging, will remove the bar, deepen

the entrance to not less than 20 feet at low water ( if the bottom to this depth is of sand ),

render the harbour of easy access, tend to quiet it at and above the entrance, and thus prevent

ships from being obliged to remain in the roadstead exposed to the heavy and dangerous

seas and breakers that have been described to me. Therefore, I think, they should be tried

before going to any other more expensive work for the removal of the bar. I do not,

however, pledge myself to this, or that an east pier also may not be required. "

14. Orders were issued early in 1860 for the execution of the—

2nd.—Keamari Groyne,

3rd—Napier Mole Bridge,

4-th.—Native jetty and quay,

5th.—New channel,

6th.—Chinna Creek stoppage,

and the works were continued without interruption till December 1863 when orders were

received to postpone the stoppage of the Chinna Creek which was just about to be com

pleted. This was in consequence of Mr. Parkes' opinion, that the increased scour which

resulted from the construction of the Keamari Groyne, which had been finished six months,

should be allowed time to deepen the entrance to such an extent that any possible small

temporary deposit should not be injurious.
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15. Mr. Walker, C. E., died in 1862, and Mr. Parkes, C. E., who had been deputed

by Mr. Walker to survey the Kurrachee Harbour in 1858, and to report on it generally with

respect to Mr. Walker's proposals, was consulted by the Secretary of State in 1S03 regard

ing the scheme which had met with persistent opposition on the part of Colonel Tremen-

here, R. E., Chief Engineer in Sind. Mr. Parkes visited Kurrachee In 1864, and submitted

a further report with his recommendations. He again visited Kurrachee in 1868, and after

a full re-consideration of the whole subject, he reported his conclusions as to the effect of

the works already executed, and his recommendations as to future proceedings. Mr. Parkes

was appointed Consulting Engineer for the Kurrachee Harbour Works for five years from

September 1S68.

16. The works at their commencement in I860 were confided for execution to Mr.

Price, C. E., an Executive Engineer of the Sind Canal Department, and this Officer has con

tinued, with one interval of two years, and another of shorter duration, in charge of the

harbour works up to the present time. Mr. Price has been a consistent supporter through

out of Messrs. Walker and Parkes' designs for the improvement of the harbour.

17. The Keamari Groyne was commenced in November 1S61, and completed in

April 1863 to a length of 2,516 yards, which was about 50 yards in excess of the length

proposed by Mr. Walker.

The immediate effect produced by this work was as follows :—

The velocity of the currents in the harbour increased, and resulted in a scour from the

harbour of 23 J millions of cubic feet of silt. As the cubic foot unit is so small when

millions of feet are in question, in future in this report the unit of an acre, one fathom, or

six feet in depth, in addition to the solid feet, which will be retained for reference, will be

employed. The 23£ millions of solid feet mentioned above is equivalent to 90 acres one

fathom deep. A portion of this amount of silt was deposited inside the bar, and in the

the eastern entrance channel. There was a greater depth of water over the crest of the

bar of from half a foot to five feet ; but the available depth for navigation was diminished.

The material in the bar was changed from light to coarse heavy sand, and the total result

produced by the groyne was, on the hand, increased harbour space, and on the other, a

deposit of silt at the bar, which was injurious to the navigation of the entrance to the

harbour.

18. The south-west monsoon of 18C3 followed, and the results were at its close as

under—

1st.—The characteristic form of the bar was restored, a high bank of sand being piled up

as a barrier immediately in front of the entrance, while the circuitous channel

round the tail of this bank was re-opened to the same depth as formerly, but

to a less width and consequently a less, depth available for navigation.

2nd.—A considerable quantity of sand was washed into the harbour channel, partially

replacing that which had been washed out previous to the monsoon.

19. On the recommendation of the Consulting Engineer, the following works were

sanctioned for execution :—

1st.—The extension of the Keamari Groyne for 1,500 feet, called the East Pier. Com

menced May 1864, and completed October 1865.

2nd.—The removal of Deep-Water-Point. Commenced in 1864, and carried on by artifi

cial means, and by natural scour, during 1864, 1865 and 1866.

3rd.—A training groyne, running for 1,000 feet northward from Deep-Water-Point, con

structed in 1866.

20. Colonel Tremenhere, R. E., continued his opposition to Mr. Walker's scheme, and

the questions at issue between Colonel Tremenhere and Mr. Parkes were referred by the

Secretary of State for India to Messrs. Stevensons of Edinburgh, Harbour Engineers.

Messrs. Stevensons reported that on the evidence laid before them they came to the

conclusion that Colonel Tremenhere's fears as to the ultimate success of the design of Mr.

Walker were well founded.

21. Accordingly the Secretary of State in April 1866 ordered that the works should be

stopped. At this time, however, all the works sanctioned, excepting the Deep-Water-Point

removal, which had been in progress three years, had been completed.

The Government of India acquiesced in the decision of the Secretary of State.

22. In 1866 the Government of Bombay called for, and received, a report from a local

Committee convened at Kurrachee, which was favourable to the prosecution of the designs of

Messrs. Walker and Parkes. This report was forwarded to the Secretary of State by the

Bombay Government with the suggestion that a further reference to Messrs. Stevensons

should be made, and in the event of the Messrs. Stevensons adhering to their former

opinions, that some other Engineers of standing should be consulted.

The Secretary of State did not adopt the recommendation made from India, but in 1867

referred the question back to the Government of Bombay. The Bombay Government in

January 1868 advised the resumption of the works designed by Mr. Walker.
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23. In June 1868, Mr. Parkes again proceeded to Kurrachee to inspect the state of the

harbour, when he recommended—

1.—The construction of the Manora. Break-water to be carried out 1,500 feet from low

water mark.

2.—The admission of the Chinna Creek water into the harbour at the Napier Mole

Bridge.

3.—Dredging the new west entrance channel close to Manora Poiut ; in the shoal water

Deep-Water Point; in the new channel between the Native Jetty and Keamari.

24. The works were resumed in the early part of 1809, a memorable year in the

history of the Kurrachee Harbour Works, for it marks the epoch when the harbour improve

ment works had produced their most beneficial results. The y ears which note the eventful

periods in the history of the harbour and progress of the works are—

1838-43.—Before commencement of any works.

1854.—Before Mr. Walker's designs were commenced, but after completion of

Napier Mole. '

1858.—Ditto state of harbour at Mr. Parkes' Survey.

1869.—Best year.

1876.—Present time.

The first three dates have been sufficiently dwelt upon, but before proceeding to review the

state of the harbour in 1869, its best year, it will be as well to make a few observations on

the condition of the harbour and entrance at the time the Consulting Engineer visited

Kurrachee in 1868, which resulted in his making his proposals stated above.

25. In the sections of the harbour between 1 and 1 6 A, see Charts, that is

between the lower centre of Keamari anchorage and the end of the groyne, up to October

1867, there had been an increase in water space at low water since 1858 of 32,889,861 cubic

feet, equal to 125841 acres one fathom deep, which was an increase of 12$ per cent. Every

year showed an increase, except the year from October 1864 to October 1865, which showed

a slight decrease. But the increase was not continuous throughout the year. During the

south-west monsoon in each year a quantity of sand was washed into the harbour which

more or less neutralized the results of scour.

26. The results of five monsoons were as under—

Monsoon of 1863.—Decrease of 6,500,1 14=24-870 acres a fathom deep,

of 1864.- Increase of 21,821= -083 „

of 1865.—Decrease of 1,942,091= 7 430 „ „

of 1866.— . „ 292,404= 1-118 „

of 1867.— „ 852,774= 3262 „

The results of 1863 and 1865 were attributed to the sudden contraction of the channel by

the construction of the Groyne and East Pier respectively. The flood tide was forced to

take its course with an accelerated velocity before entering the harbour over an area of

water in which the sandy bottom was disturbed by heavy surf.

27. The Consulting Engineer in his report said :—" It is clear that every monsoon a

large quantity of sand is set in motion both by the action of the waves and of the wind

both within the harbour and outside, and the most sheltered resting place for this sand is,

for the time being, the deep water of the harbour. Here it rests till the slower, but not

less certain, action of the tidal currents expels it."

28. Between Section 16 A and 24—see Charts—that is, between the section across the

channel at the end of the groyne, and that just outside the ends of the East Pier and

Manora Point, the increase of water space from 1858 to October 1867 was 11,685,540 cubic

feet, equal to 4471 acres a fathom deep, or 20 per cent., making with the 12J per cent, in

the channel above an increase of nearly 1 4 per cent, on the whole length.

29. Besides the sand removed from below low water level 15,458,583 cubic feet, equal

to 59146 acres a fathom deep had been removed from above low water level, principally

from Deep-Water-Point and the Keamari sand spit, making in all a quantity of 229-697

acres a fathom deep expelled from the harbour.

30. At this period, then, it is to be noted, sand was washed into the harbour channels up

to and even beyond Deep-Water-Point.

The flood and ebb currents set up and down the harbour in the same channel.

The West-Channel anchorage was silting up, and yielding its anchorage space to tho

more favorably situated East channel ; and the improvement extended up the East channel

to the most valuable anchorage of all, that at Keamari
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31. The Master Attendant of the Port said—

" I do not think ships could have possibly been placed at fixed moorings at Keamari

before the groyne was built, as this anchorage was then full of violent eddies, and cross tides

caused by the run of water along the south shore of Keamari on flood spring tides meeting

at right angles the main stream in the harbour just at the point (Keamari) ; moreover, the

anchorage space then, with a depth of 20 feet, was very narrow hardly permitting room

to berth and swing large vessels. We could not then have berthed in 1858, with every

appliance, above 20 loaded ships of from 500 to 900 tons, 8 of them at Keamari, 1 2 at

Manora.

" I am of opinion that from 40 to 45 vessels could now with screw moorings be placed

at Keamari with 12 at swinging moorings in the lower part of the harbour, say in all 55

loaded ships of from 500 to 1,200 tons."

According to the Master Attendant, therefore, the capacity of the harbour was in 1868

virtually trebled.

32. As regards the entrance to the harbour, no improvements had taken place. If

anything, it had deteriorated from what it was before the harbour works were commenced.

In the early part of 1 863 the entrance became choked with sand, which obliterated the

1 4-foot East Channel. Later in the year East Channel was re-opened to 14 feet, but was

very narrow and tortuous.

In January 1865 the East Channel had a width of only half what it had in 1858, but

its depth was 17 feet. With this extreme depth the channel was in its worst state for

navigation.

After the monsoon of 1865 the East or main navigable channel became much what it

was in 1858.

In 1868 the East Channel entrance was inferior in point of convenience and safety to

what it was in 1858. The channel had doubled in width ; but the bar had lengthened, so as

to neutralize the advantage.

33. The bar itself greatly increased in width in 1863, and in 1864 lengthened out to

the eastward. In 1865 it was 1,300 feet louger at the 14 feet line than in 1858.

In 1865-66 the force of the scour seemed to be concentrated at a point on the bar

near Manora Head. The width of the bar at 14 feet was reduced to 200 feet, a little more

than half its width, the year before. In the monsoon of 1866 this part of the bar was

again covered with sand, apparently from the westward, and was increased in bulk. Further

eastward the effect was reversed, and the bar was lowered 2 to 3 feet. In 1866-67 the

eastward depression was filled in again. In 1 866-67 the ebb tide, which had been previously

diverted to the eastward, now set nearer to Manoia which was attributed to the removal of a

portion of Deep-Water-Point. In the monsoon the wave ceased to break at this Western

Channel, but the depth was only 10 feet at low water. The original Western Channel had

11 feet in 1858.

34. The condition of the bar in 1S68 was such that the entrance to the harbour

through it was in a worse state than before the commencement of the works which were

intended to improve it. It is clear that the tidal scour from the harbour had insufficient

power to contend with its adversary the stroke of the sea wave. The ebb tide current

increased in velocity by the construction of the groyne and east pier, in the execution of

its work of altering the regimen of the harbour channels, carried on its duties as excavator

when out of the reach of its opponent. At the flood tide the sea wave met the silt laden ebb,

and not only made it drop a portion of its burden at the bar, but scattered sea sand up the

creek almost to Keamari.

It is to be observed that the operation of dredging in aid of the harbour works first

finds a place, with an exception to be mentioned in the recommendations of 1868, as an

item to b« estimated for as a distinct work. In Mr. Walker's report he made mention of

dredging, and it will be as well to re-quote here from para. 13 what he wrote on this

subject—

" I entirely agree in the opinion that no permanent good can be expected

from dredging upon the bar itself : its removal is to be effected by other

means which are :—

• * • *

Thirdly.—Increasing the quantity of water that passes through the entrance

at each tide by dredging the shoals that are in the way of navigation, or

otherwise.

Fourthly.—'

• • • •

I am strongly of opinion that the works I have already named combined

with the general deepening and improving of the harbour by dredging

will remove the bar.

• * • *

4
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It is clear, therefore, that Mr. Walker anticipated the necessity of dredging in the

harbour, but did not contemplate any dredging at the bar. In his proposals Mr. Walker

however gave no place to dredging as a work, and his estimates contained no provision for

such work.

35. The exception referred to above was the dredging of the centre of the bar for two

months in 1867-68 at the recommendation of the Consulting Engineer. The narrow channel

gained by this means, 14 feet in depth, shoaled up at once at the burst of the monsoon

of 1868.

36. The condition of the harbour in its best year, 1869, must now be described in detail,

and be compared with its state in 1858 before Mr. Walker's works were commenced. On

the resumption of the works in 1869 Mr. Parkes' proposals were approved. A commence

ment was made of the breakwater in March 1869. Dredging was carried on at the new

West Entrance Channel over the bar, and also at Deep-Water-Point, and a " Notch" of 175

feet in width was opened in August at the North or main land end of the Napier Mole under

the Napier Bridge. A connection was thus made between the waters of the harbour and

those of the Chinna Creek backwater. This connection resulted after a time in a serious de

terioration of the most valuable anchorage ground, that at Keamari ; consequently the results

obtained by the works up to this time should now be set forth in detail. Three charts

accompany this report—

No. 1.—A chart, date 1858, of the harbour previous to the commencement of

, - any works of improvement.

/^-Z* 28-**-_ V« No. 2.—A chart, date 1869, when the groyne was completed, but the opening

of the " Notch" in the Napier Mole had not been made.

, No. 3.—A chart, date 1875, from the latest survey.

37. The progressive changes in the anchorage areas up to 1858 have been given. The

comparison of anchorage areas in acres, good for moorings within the 20-foot contour,

between the year 1858, and 1869, is as follows :—

West

Channel.
Dates. Keamari. Manora. Total.

1858

1869

17-20

3044

22-63 1882 5S-65

775421-44

•

25-69

Besides these totals of anchorage areas good for moorings, there were also areas within

the 20-foot contour which are not included in the above table, not being available for ships

from various causes—

West

Channel.
Dates. Keamari. Manora. Total.

1858 ••• ••• 1-72

•None.

0-98

0-71

34-10

5405

36-80

54-761869 •••

The total areas, therefore, at each date were—

1858 ... ... — ••• 95-45 acres.

1869 ... ... ••• .. 132-30 „

And at the conquest of Sind, 1843 or 1838—50, the total area was 100i acres. So that

the improvement works had resulted up to 1869 in an increase of anchorage for ships of

18 89 acres, and in a total increase of area below the 20-foot contour of 36-85 acres.

38. As regards the beneficial results of the harbour works obtained for the channels

and harbour generally up to 1869, the details of cubic spaces gained and lost in the entrance

and harbour are given in Appendix C, illustrated by Plan C, which are attached to this

report.

Appendix C gives in detail the cubic spaces gained and lost in each portion of the

harbour. The harbour is divided into upper harbour and lower harbour. The upper harbour

includes the new channel, or channel leading from Keamari to the Native jetty and the
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west and east sides of Napier Mole, with the channel limits and flats. The lower

harbour includes the entrance area - see Plan C - the Manora anchorage and channel ;

the east channel leading to Keamari ; the west channel anchorage, and the Keamari

anchorage.

39. In Appendix C , which bas been very carefully prepared by Mr. Price, Superinten

dent of the Harbour Works, the totals of the cubic spaces gained in the two periods shown

in the table are the totals gained in the whole harbour, upper as well as lower. As the

upper harbour spaces have no immediate bearing upon the harbour anchorages and

channels proper, and the lower harbour alone constitutes the barbour for shipping, it will be

as well, wbile considering the practical results, to keep the two portions of the harbour distinct.

40. Lower harbour or harbour proper

1858 to 1869.

Keamari
West

anchorage
channel and

No. 1,
e anchorage,

Plan C .
No. IV,

Plan C .

East

. channel

No. III,

Plan C .

Manora

No. II,

Plan C .

Entrance No. I, Total cubic

Plan C . feet.

Pla12,729,750

Scoured . 6 5,883,320 13,758,543

sa4,409,240 a 8,320,4907

none 31 1

(1613,421,060624,215,577 J

( a 2, 270,0401

( 657,278,502

na 2,270,040

none
none none

Dredged and

excavated .

none

6 42,900 j 6 42,900

Silted none 6 356 ,647 none none none b 356 ,647

NOTE.

a . - Above low water.

6 . - Below » »

a14 ,999,770

656, 964,775

Total gain ... 71,964,525

Therefore the total gain in the lower harbour was 71,964,525 cubic feet, equal to 275:34

acres one fathom deep . Of this amount 210:30 acres a fathom deep were below low

water spring tides.

Consequently the total results up to 1869 may be stated thus
Acres,

Increase from 1858 in good anchorages below 20 -foot contour 18:89

in are a below 20 -foot contour 36 .8 :

„ in harbour capacity below L . W . ...

» below H . W . ... 275:34 S

These results appear to be opposed to the blue 1869 section line shown on the general

harbour longitudinal section Plan 5 so far as regards the Manora anchorage. The Mauora

gain below low water of 93 fathom acres is opposed by the section line. The Superinten - et Tutu

dent has explained in reply to a reference made to him on this point that the gain does lidlech

not show on the longitudinal centre section .

41. Upper harbour.— New channel and plats

. . 210 :30 La fathom deep.

1869 section line shown." The Mauora Natopule

1858 to 1869.

East side of

Mole .

West side of

Mole .

Total cubic

feet.

Scoured None 142,410 142,410

8,302,742 9,019,795 17,322,537Dredged

Silted . . . . 2,532,742 5 ,391,970 7 ,924,712

Total A and B gain 9 ,540,235
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Equal to 36 50 acres one fathom deep. This amount of 36i acres one fathom deep was for

the Dew channel for native craft proceeding up to the Native jetty from Keamari, and a

continuation on the east side of the Mole preparatory to letting the waters of the Keamari

backwater into the harbour through the notch at the Napier Bridge.

42. This period, thon, which ended in 1869, had been one of progress towards the

general improvement of the harbour, the entrance over the bar excepted. The Keamari

anchorage, the most valuable of all, which starting in 1838 with 26-85 acres, had, by reason

of the Mole work, been almost entirely obliterated ; which had partially recovered itself

by natural causes in 1858 by 18 92 acres, had in 1869 more than recovered its whole area.

It contained an area of 30 41 acres within the 20-foot contour, and moreover its area was

in a better and more regular figure than it had been originally. The natural causes which

enlarged this anchorage between 1854 and 1858 no doubt continued at work ; but, as its

area had now become larger than it was in the earlier days of the British occupation of Sind,

the groyne must be credited with having been an agent of value in producing so satisfac

tory a result. In this period also the harbour channels had been much improved.

43. Mention may be made of the effects produced by the groyne in 1863 and 1864

which are not recorded in the table. In 1863, 25 millions of cubic feet had been scoured

out of the upper channel between the end of the groyne and Keamari. In 1864, 15 millions

of feet were washed back. From the groyne to the bar the effect produced in 1 864

had been an increase of the sections.

44. As previously described, no improvement had been effected at the bar ; on the con

trary the entrance over the bar had deteriorated.

45. One period, the last, now remains to be dealt with. This period is from the

resumption of the works in 1869 up to the latest survey, November 1875.

The breakwater base was commenced in March 1869, and the breakwater itself in

November 1870. The work was completed in February 1873. Its length was 1,503 feet,

and its head terminated in 30 feet below low water.

The New West Entrance Channel was dredged in each year. The results were :—

1869.—Channel proved of great value during the monsoon, but shoaled to 3i feet at

the outer end, chiefly up to the period of the next season's dredging.

1870.—Channel of great use during the monsoon. Shoaled a foot at the outer end dur

ing the monsoon. This shoaling increased during the fair season up to the

next dredging by 2| feet.

1S71.—Proved of increased value, completely superseding the old East Channel

entrance. Shoaled 2 feet at the outer end, less than in any previous year.

1872.—Shelter of half length of breakwater. Shoaled 2 feet at outer end. Accumu-

• lation less than in previous years. Dredged to 220 feet least width and 17

feet least depth.

1 873.—Channel now main entrance to the harbour. Mail steamers leaving at fixed

hours independent of the tide. At the close of season the dredged channel

175 to 350 feet wide at 20 feet depth, excepting two or three soundings at

inner end, the least of which gave 18| feet. Quantity dredged 224,398 tons of

20 cubic feet, equal to 17'171 acres one fathom deep. This included 434

tons of boulders and rocks, shingle and stone, removed by divers. The

dredged channel showed the good effects of the completed breakwater by

keeping quite clear at the outer end which improved during the mon-

Boon. At the inner end a shoaling of about a foot took place. The

Atalanta, 3,000 tons, drawing laden 23i feet, passed through the channel

on a medium tide. The channel now to be dredged to a width of 500 feet at

20 feet in depth.

1874.—Information incomplete. Two-thirds of a million of cubic feet accumulated

between sections 34 to 18, which include entrance. What portion of this

amount accumulated in t ie entrance channel itself is not known. As regards

* the ridge or bar intervening between the 20-foot sea contour and the 20-

foot harbour contour, the improvement of any good navigable passage

through it by the aid of scour was given up in 1868. Its form by the

action of the sea appears to have been constantly changing. The crest of the

bar in 1875 was whore the deepest part of the East Channel existed in 1869.

In 1869 the crest of the bar had a slope of about 1 in 50 on both sides. In

1875 this slope had become about 1 in 100.

1875.—By the commencement of the monsoon of 1875 the maintenance of the Entrance

Channel without constantly dredging was spoken of hopefully by the Superin

tendent of the Harbour Works.

By the end of the year, however, it was found that the dredged West Entrance Channel

had become contracted by accumulations having found on both sides ; and

i> further, that an inner bar of narrow width had formed in the channel. This

narrow bar is clearly delineated in Chart No> 4. In this channel 2,700 feet

Afo~/U*'fr6iAjufJt* in leDStn, 500 feet wide, and 20 feet deep, 744,779 tons of materials were
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46. A " notch" of 175 feet in width was made in August 1869 at the Napier Mole to

connect the water of the Chinna Creek with the harbour. By this opening one-ninth of

the ebb discharge of the creek passed into the harbour by the New Channel. This was

increased in 1870-71 by widening the notch to 275 feet, and by the construction of a stone

bank to 5 feet above low water across the month of the Chinna Creek. This, however, did

not add much to the harbour ebb discharge. In 1871-72 the creek mouth was further con

tracted by the raising of the stone bank to 6i feet above low water. The scour of the creek

now greatly enlarged the New Channel. In December 1871 the maximum discharge at the

notch was 400,000 cubic feet per minute at one-third ebb. This only added one-twenty-

fourth to the harbour discharge. No further contraction of the Chinna Creek mouth was

made during 1872-73, but the scour continued its work of excavation in the New Channel.

47. The completion of the stoppage of the Chinna Creek mouth, recommended by the

Consulting Engineer, was commenced in May, and completed in July 1874. This work closed

in the large Keamari backwater to the east end of Keamari Island, where the Chinna Creek

debouched into the bay. The Chinna Creek backwater was entirely cut off from connection

with the sea excepting by the notch and bridge in the Napier Mole. This produced an

increased scour in the New Channel through the Mole, and caused a large quantity of silt to

pass down to the lower harbour.

48. It should be mentioned that the flood and ebb tides were not entirely confined to

the 275 feet notch. The screw pile bridge at the Mole was 1,200 feet in length, and for the

925 feet water-way remaining ; besides the 275 feet notch, a rough stone bund was placed

which rose to a foot above half-tide level. Bunds were also formed above the bridge across

minor creeks to drive the scour into the New Channel.

49. The scour thus brought to bear on the New Channel deepened it to 5 feet below

low water for 2J miles length, which proved of the greatest value to the lighterage traffic by

giving access to the Native Jetty and Quay, a fine solid work which had been completed iu

1872. Lighters could now pass up and down the New Channel to the Jetty at almost all times

of the tide, and sea-going country craft, by taking advantage of the tide, were enabled to

discharge at the Native Jetty instead of, as formerly, by lighters at Keamari.

50. ■ This result of the backwater scour was undoubtedly most satisfactory, as far as the

native coast traffic was concerned. The success in the Upper harbour was not accompanied

by a corresponding result in the Lower harbour, or Harbour proper. The scour, which was

an active excavator of silt in the New Channel and backwater, lost its power at Keamari

anchorage, and resulted in a deposit of silt in that anchorage to such an extent as to cause

a loss of four good anchorages.

The Keamari anchorage in 1869 could accommodate 13 ships at swinging moorings.

Two moorings were silted up by 1872, and at the present time the moorings are 8 in number,

thus :—

Iu 1858 ... ... ... 8 moorings.

„ 1869 ... ... ... 13

• „ 1876 ... ... ... 8

including one mooring for very small ships. Seven moorings are now available for ships

drawing from 17 to 21 feet.

Practically, as very small ship3 seldom visit Kurrachee now, including one mooring

removed to give more room for larger ships, the Keamari anchorage is uow diminished by

six moorings.

51. The effects of the Chinna Creek scour appear to have been limited to the upp^r

portion of the Keamari anchorage. The discharge at maximum ebb at Oeep-Water-Point has

not been perceptibly increased by the Chinna Creek diversion. The cause of the deposit of

silt at Keamari is doubtless to be found in the fact that the velocity of the ebb down the

New Channel is checked when it rpaches the open harbour at Keamari. Moreover on

the 27th and 28th March 1876, on the occurrence of a spring tide of 9i feet range,

it was observed that the time and height of low water at the head of the new channel

were 2 hours 35 minutes later and 2 feet 11 inches higher than those at the lower end near

Keamari. At low water at Keamari there was a slope of 4| feet up to the head of the new

channel, equivalent to00 a slope of 2 feet per mile. Thus the silt-laden ebb current down the

channel meets the flood at Keamari, and results in the deposit of a portion of that silt, not

only in the most valuable anchorage, but also at the mouth of the new channel itself where a

small bar is formed. This bar had to be dredged in 1875. It was dredged out from 2J to 4

feet. The cut made by the dredge did not maintain itself. This was to be expected, as

though the effect was obviated, the cause was not removed.

52. The practical results which attended the operations of the harbour scheme in the

period under notice have already been stated in respect to the Keamari anchorage. The 13

moorings of 1869 were reduced last year to 4 good moorings, 3 fair ones and one for small

ships. As in the previous periods it will be as well to compare the anchorage areas of 1876

5
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with those of 1869. The comparison of anchorage areas in acres good for mooring within

the 20 feet contour between 1869 and 1875 , stands thus :

Dates. Keamari.
West

Channel.
Manora. Total acres.

1869 .. . 30:41 21:44 25.69 77 .54

1876 ... 18 80 8 :39 51:49 78 .68

Besides these totals of anchorage areas good for moorings there were areas within the 20 -foot

contour unavailable from various causes, thus :

Dates. Keamari.
West

Channel.
Manora. Total acres.

1869... ... ... ... None •71 54:05 54:76

1876 . .. None 4 : 44 38.20 42.64

The total areas therefore at each date were

Acres.

1869 ... 132.30

1876 ... ... 121:32

so that the improvement works in this period, combined with natural causes, effected a loss

at Keamari of 11:61 acres, 38:17 per cent., of good anchorage ground ; a loss of 13:05 acres,

60 .86 per cent., of good ground at West Channel anchorage, and a gain of 25 .8 acres, or 50 :1

per cent., of good ground at Manora. There was thus a total gain of harbour anchorages good

for moorings of 1.14 acres during this period , but the total area within the 20 -foot contour

was reduced by 10.98 acres, or 8 :29 per cent., on the total of 1869.

53. The loss and gain in the harbour spaces during this period were as follows:

Lower Harbour, or Harbour proper.

1869 to November 1875.

Keamari

auchorage

No. V ,

Plan C .

West

channel and East channel

anchorage No. III,

No I Plan c .'

Plan C .

Manora

No. II,

Plan C .

Entrance

No. 1,

Plan c .

Total

cubic feet .

48,770 1,845,772

Scoured ... " . 5 ,180,600

1,894,542

5 , 180 ,600

31,868

15,246,287

31,868

Dredged and excavated

* UB 222,960 1,003, 977 14 ,019, 350

Silted . "" LB 12,130,960 8,976,110 835,952 4,017,535 23, 960 ,557

.. ...Gain

Loss

A

B

1,926,410

5,533,670

Total Loss 3,607,260

NOTE. - A . Above Low -water .

B . Below »

So that the total loss in the lower harbour below high water was 3,607,260 cubic feet, equal

to 13.80 acres one fathom deep, and the total loss below low -water was 21:17 fathom acres .

An analysis of this table shows that the total silting in the harbour during this period

amounted to 25, 960,557 solid feet, equal to 99-32 acres a fathom deep. Of this amount
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12,130,960 cubic feet, equal to 46*41 acres a fathom deep, were deposited in the valuable

Keamari anchorage ; 8,976,110 cubic feet, or 34 34 acres a fathom deep, were dropped into

the West Channel anchorage ; 4,853,487 cubic feet, or 319 acres a fathom deep, fell into the

Manora anchorage, and 153S solid fathom acres remained at the entrance.

54. Against the silting of 99 32 solid fathom acres is the quantity 58*45 solid fathom

acres dredged and excavated, leaving 40 87 fathom acres deposited. The scour was 27 07

solid fathom acres, of which 20 solid fathom acres were cleared out of the important East

Channel. Thus a deposit of 13 8 solid fathom acres remained in the harbour.

55. A? the Manora anchorage was only increased by 168,025 cubic feet, or 0 64 solid

fathom acres, below low-water, the increase of good anchorage area given in the table para.

52 requires explanation. That increase is given as 5149—25-69= 258 acres, against which

is to be placed the loss of 54 05—38-2U=15'85 acres of bad anchorage ground below low-

water. The total increase, therefore, of area below low water at the Manora anchorage

amounts to 25 8—15 85 = 9-95, or 10 acres nearly. The solid fathom acres have been given

as 0*64 gain only. These quantities do not appear to tally very well, because 0 64 fathom

acres distributed over 10 acres area would only give a depth gained of about one-third of a

foo t. The explanation is that the anchorage at Manora did not gain 10 acres nearly ; but

the gain in capacity at that part of the anchorage was cancelled by a reduction in the depth

of the Deep-Water-Point channel which is included in the Manora anchorage. In 1858 the

deepest part of the Deep-Water-Point channel was towards the Manora moorings as distin

guished from the Deep-Water-moorings which are below the Point. Between 1858 and 1869,

the Deep-Water-Point channel increased in length both above and below, but decreased in

depth nearly 3 feet. Between 1869 and 1875 it silted considerably at its upper end, and its

depth at that part was reduced by 6 feet, in all nearly 9 feet from 1858. But its greatest

depth at the lower end of the hole was increased during the last period by about 11 feet, and

the lower end of the deep channel, which increased slightly between 1858 and 1809, increased

in the last period by 5 or 6 feet. On the whole the Deep-Water-Point channel, about 1,000

feet in length, filled up very considerably during the last period which accounts for the

apparent discrepancy between the Manora anchorage large gain in area, and small gain in

capacity. Plan No. 5, a longitudinal section of the harbour channels and anchorages, illus

trates very clearly the longitudinal changes which occurred in the different periods.

56. The entrance to the harbour gained 10,001,815 cubic feet, equal to 38 22 solid

fathom acres by the dredger in the last period.

57. The spaces gained in the upper harbour, i. e., new channel and flats, are given in the

following table :—

January 1869 to November 1875.
East side of

mole.

West-side of

mole.

Total cubic

feet.

•{Scoured \ 18,170,925

Bj

19,862,851- 38,033,776

A

Al 137,719

B)

Dredged ...

3 -

562,225 699,971

Silted • • • • • •

Total A and B gain 38,733,747

Therefore the total gain was equal to 148'20 solid fathom acres, nearly the whole of

which quantity was excavated by scour from the new channel on the west, and from the new

channel and Chinna creek flats on the east side of the mole ; 1 48 solid fathom acres of silt

therefore passed down the new channel into the harbour. Of this amount it has been shown

that 9932 solid fathom acres were deposited in the lower harbour, and a considerable deposit

took place in the lower end of the new channel itself ; consequently 148'2—99-32=48-88

solid fathom acres, have only to be divided between the new channel, the bar and the open

sea. The greater portion doubtless passed out to sea on the ebb tide, which was, and is,

discoloured ; but the fact remains, that as near as can be determined, from two-thirds to four-

fifths of the scour from the upper harbour found a resting place in the lower harbour.

58. No account has been taken of the silting which may have, and which indeed did,

come from the sea. This silting may have been new material from the sea side, or harbour

silt washed back. The results given would not be affected in any material manner, though it

may be said some of the silting in the entrance and lower part of Manora came from the sea,

and not from the new channel.
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59. The results produced by the combined natural and artificial actions in the harbour

during this last period 1869 to 1875 were, therefore, as under—

Acres.

Decrease of good anchorage at Keamari .. ... ll'6l

„ „ „ West channel ... ... 1305

Increase of „ „ Manora ... ... 25'8

Total increase of good anchorage ... 114

Decrease of good and bad anchorage at Keamari ... ... 1 1*61

„ „ „ West channel .. 9 32

Increase of „ „ Manora ... 995

Total decrease of good and bad anchorage ... 10 98

Solid fathom

acres.

Decrease of harbour capacity below L. W. ... ... 21*17

„ „ „ H. W. ... ... 13*8

Consequently this period is marked by, on the one hand, an increase of good anchorage

ground of 1*14 acres ; an increase iu the capacity of the direct channel leading to Keamari;

the provision of an excellent, native jetty and quay ; the excavation of a channel for native

craft proceeding to and fro the native jetty near the town ; the invaluable convenience of

a direct channel of entrance to the harbour, and the shelter of that entrance by a breakwater.

On the other hand the harbour lost 10 98 acres below the 20-foot contour, and its capacity

below low water was reduced by 2117 acres a fathom deep. Unfortunately the valuable Keamari

anchorage was reduced by 11*61 acres, or 38*17 per cent.; the West channel anchorge also

suffered severely, losing 13 05 acres, or 60*86 per cent. This, though a real loss of anchorage

ground, and anchorage ground is the harbour convenience most needed, yet is not regretted

by the Harbour Works Engineers who consider the closure of the West channel must pro

duce a corresponding improvement in the East channel.

60. That the harbour in this period only lost an area of 10*98 acres, and a capacity of

21*17 solid fathom acres below low water is due to the enormous amount of dredging which

took place at Manora and at the entrance. No less than 57 48 solid fathom acres were

dredged out at these places ; 20 solid fathom acres were removed by scour, but the period

is chiefly marked by the fact that by the Chinna Creek Diversion, 100 solid fathom acres of

silt from the Keamari backwater and New channel found an abode in the deep waters of the

harbour, two-thirds of which it was beyond the power of the tidal currents to expel.

61. If this statement is not absolutely correct as respects the source of all the silt : if

some of the silt, or sand, came from the sea, although the Chinna Creek Diversion may have

a claim put forth in this respect to a re-credit of this sea silt, yet the scouring power of the

ebb current cannot claim any credit on this head. At any rate the ebb current was so laden

with silt as to be unable to scour any more out of the entrance and lower part of Manora,

which it might have done had it been clean water.

62. The detailed results of each of the periods ending the years 1854, 1858, 1869 and

1876 have been given. As a summary of those results it may be stated that in the period

ending 1854, the Napier Mole work had caused the almost entire destruction of the Keamari

anchorage. The gain was the convenience of a good land communication between the town

and the port.

63. In the period ending 1858, no works were undertaken in the harbour. The

Keamari anchorage under the influence of natural action in the harbour recovered two-thirds

of its former area. The Napier Mole had at this time caused a loss of harbour anchorage of

about 5 acres. It had also caused silting in the upper boat channels communicating with

the town wharf. There was also a deposit of silt in the West channel anchorage.

On the other hand, the mole was the indirect cause of an increase in the Keamari sand

spit which confined the currents more to the east channel which improved in depth to a foot.

64. In the period ending 1869, Mr. Walker's works—

2nd—Keamari Groyne,

3rd—Napier Mole bridge,

teh— Native jetty and Quay,

5th—New channel,

7th—East Pier,

were in progress and completed, the native jetty and New channel excepted. These two

works had no direct bearing on the improvement of the harbour proper.
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4,853,487 cubic :34 acres al fatere deposited in the

horage, and 15

Then the in vas only
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12,130, 960 cubic feet, equal to 46:41 acres a fathom deep, were deposited in the valuable

Keamari anchorage ; 8 ,976 ,110 cubic feet, or 34 :34 acres a fathom deep , were dropped into

the West Channel anchorage ; 4 ,853,487 cubic feet, or 3:19 acres a fathom deep, fell into the

Manora anchorage, and 15 :38 solid fathom acres remained at the entrance .

54. Against the silting of 99.32 solid fathom acres is the quantity 58.45 solid fathom

acres dredged and excavated , leaving 40.87 fathom acres deposited . The scour was 27.07

solid fathom acres, of which 20 solid fathom acres were cleared out of the important East

Channel. Thus a deposit of 13 8 solid fathom acres remained in the harbour.

55. As the Manora anchorage was only increased by 168,025 cubic feet, or 0 :64 solid

fathom acres, below low -water, the increase of good anchorage area given in the table para .

52 requires explanation . That increase is given as 51:49 — 25.69 = 25 .8 acres, against which

is to be placed the loss of 54 :05 - 38-20 = 15 .85 acres of bad anchorage ground below low

water. The total increase, therefore, of area below low water at the Manora anchorage

amounts to 25 .8 – 15 .85 = 9 .95, or 10 acres nearly. The solid fathom acres have been given

as 0 :64 gain only. These quantities do not appear to tally very well, because 0 :64 fathom

acres distributed over 10 acres area would only give a depth gained of about one- third of a

foot. The explanation is that the anchorage at Manora did not gain 10 acres nearly ; but

the gain in capacity at that part of the anchorage was cancelled by a reduction in the depth

of the Deep -Water- Point channel which is included in the Manora anchorage. In 1858 the

deepest part of the Deep -Water- Point channel was towards the Manora moorings as distin

guished from the Deep-Water-moorings which are below the Point. Between 1858 and 1869,

the Deep -Water- Point channel increased in length both above and below , but decreased in

depth nearly 3 feet. Between 1869 and 1875 it silted considerably at its upper end, and its

depth at that part was reduced by 6 feet , in all nearly 9 feet from 1858. But its greatest

depth at the lower end of the hole was increased during the last period by about 11 feet , and

the lower end of the deep channel, which increased slightly between 1858 and 1869, increased

in the last period by 5 or 6 feet. On the whole the Deep-Water-Point channel, about 1,000

feet in length , filled up very considerably during the last period which accounts for the

apparent discrepancy between the Manora anchorage large gain in area , and small gain in

capacity. Plan No. 5 , a longitudinal section of the harbour channels and anchorages, illus

trates very clearly the longitudinal changes which occurred in the different periods.

56. The entrance to the harbour gained 10,001,815 cubic feet, equal to 38·22 solid

fathom acres by the dredger in the last period .

57. The spaces gained in the upper harbour, i. e.,new channeland flats,are given in the

following table :

January 1869 to November 1875 .
East side of

mole.

West-side of

mole .

Total cubic

feet.

Scoured - 18,170,925 19,862,851 38,033,776

Dredged

. .

...

...

.

...

..

. { 15,170,925 19862,851 38,083,176

... 10 } 137,719 562,225

...

Dredged

Silted

137,719 562,225 699,971

Silted

Total A and B gain 38,733,747

Therefore the total gain was equal to 148.20 solid fathom acres, nearly the whole of

which quantity was excavated by scour from the new channel on the west, and froin the new

channel and Chinna creek flats on the east side of the mole ; 148 solid fathom acres of silt

therefore passed down the new channel into the harbour. Of this amount it has been shown

that 99:32 solid fathom acres were deposited in the lower barbour, and a considerable deposit

took place in the lower end of the new channel itself ; consequently 148 .2 – 99.32 = 48:88

solid fathom acres, have only to be divided between the new channel, the bar and the open

sea. The greater portion doubtless passed out to sea on the ebb tide, which was, and is,

discoloured ; but the fact remains, that as near as can be determined, from two-thirds to four

fifths of the scour from the upper harbour found a resting place in the lower harbour.

58. No account has been taken of the silting which may have , and which indeed did ,

come from the sea. This silting may have been new material from the sea side, or harbour

silt washed back . The results given would not be affected in any material manner, though it

may be said some of the silting in the entrance and lower part of Manora came from the sea,

and not from the new channel.
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59. The results produced by the combined natural and artificial actions in the harbour

during this last period 1869 to 1875 were, therefore , as under

Acres.

Decrease of good anchorage at Keamari 11.61

„ „ West channel ... 13:05

Increase of „ „ Manora 25 :8

Total increase of good anchorage
1 . 14

Decrease of good and bad anchorage at Keamari ...

West channel

Increase of , Manora

11:61

9 :32

9.95

Total decrease of good and bad anchorage 10.98

Solid fathom

acres.

Decrease of barbour capacity below L . W . 21.17

„ „ H . W . ... 13:8

Consequently this period is marked by, on the one hand, an increase of good anchorage

ground of 1:14 acres ; an increase in the capacity of the direct channel leading to Keamari ;

the provision of an excellent native jetty and quay ; the excavation of a channel for native

craft proceeding to and fro the native jetty near the town ; the invaluable convenience of

a direct channel of entrance to the harbour, and the shelter of that entrance by a breakwater.

On the other hand the harbour lost 10 :98 acres below the 20 -foot contour, and its capacity

below low water was reduced by 21:17 acres a fathom deep. Unfortunatel
y

the valuable Keamari

anchorage was reduced by 11.61 acres, or 38:17 per cent.; the West channel anchorge also

suffered severely , losing 13:05 acres, or 60·86 per cent. This, though a real loss of anchorage

ground, and anchorage ground is the harbour convenience most needed , yet is not regretted

by the Harbour Works Engineers who consider the closure of the West channel must pro

duce a corresponding improvement in the East channel.

60. That the harbour in this period only lost an area of 10.98 acres, and a capacity of

21.17 solid fathom acres below low water is due to the enormous amount of dredging which

took place at Manora and at the entrance. No less than 57 48 solid fathom acres were

dredged out at these places ; 20 solid fathom acres were removed by scour, but the period

is chiefly marked by the fact that by the Chinna Creek Diversion , 100 solid fathom acres of

silt from the Keamari backwater and New channel found an abode in the deep waters of the

harbour, two-thirds ofwhich it was beyond the power of the tidal currents to expel.

61. If this statement is not absolutely correct as respects the source of all the silt : if

some of the silt , or sand, came from the sea, although the Chinna Creek Diversion may have

a claim put forth in this respect to a re- credit of this sea silt, yet the scouring power of the

ebb current cannot claim any credit on this head. At any rate the ebb current was so laden

with silt as to be unable to scour any more out of the entrance and lower part of Manora ,

which it might have done had it been clean water.

62. The detailed results of each of the periods ending the years 1854, 1858, 1869 and

1876 have been given . As a summary of those results it may be stated that in the period

ending 1854, the Napier Mole work had caused the almost entire destruction of the Keamari

anchorage. The gain was the convenience of a good land communication between the town

and the port.

63. In the period ending 1858, no works were undertaken in the harbour. The

Keamari anchorage under the influence of natural action in the harbour recovered two-thirds

of its former area. The Napier Mole had at this time caused a loss of harbour anchorage of

about 5 acres. It had also caused silting in the upper boat channels communicating with

the town wharf. There was also a deposit of silt in the West channel anchorage.

On the other hand, the mole was the indirect cause of an increase in the Keamari sand

spit which confined the currents more to the east channel which improved in depth to a foot.

64. In the period ending 1869, Mr. Walker's works

2nd - Keamari Groyne,

3rd - Napier Mole bridge ,

4th - - Native jetty and Quay,

5th - New channel,

7th - East Pier,

were in progress and completed, the native jetty and New channel excepted . These two

works had no direct bearing on the improvement of the harbour proper.

.
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65. The beneficial results attending these harbour works were 53 solid fathom acres

scoured out of the entrance; 275 solid fathom acres expelled from the whole harbour ; an

increase of area below the 20-foot contour of 37 acres ; and an increase of anchorage

ground of 19 acres. The Keamari anchorage more than recovered itself. Its area had be

come 30J acres against 27 acres in 1838.

60. Moreover, the groyne by giving a direct set to the harbour currents cured the evils

which formerly attended the anchorage of ships at Keamari which had been affected by

cross currents over the Keamari spit, causing strong eddies in the anchorage. The removal

of a portion of Deep-Water Point, and the training groyne running up the harbour parallel

to the channel, are works said to have improved the direction of both flood and ebb currents.

An eddy in the bight above the Point was removed.

67. The injurious results were deterioration of the channel of entrance through the bar

into the harbour, and a tendency to the formation of sboal patches in the channel between the

end of the East Pier and Manora. This tendency was occasioned by the cross rush of the

flood tide off the end of the pier which formed eddies in the sand laden currents during the

monsoon.

68. In the period ending 1876, Mr. Walker's works—

No. 1.—Break-water\

„ 4—Native jetty and quay,

„ 5.—New channel,

„ 6.—Chinna Creek stoppage and Mr. Parkes' work,

„ 8.—New west entrance channel, were executed.

The beneficial results attending these works have been—

No. 8.—A good entrance to the harbour dredged.

„ 1.—The shelter of that entrance during the South-West monsoon by the break

water. The break-water also shelters a portion of the Manora anchorage

ground so as to make it available during the monsoon.

,, 4.—An excellent and substantial native jetty and quay.

„ 5.—A channel of access to the native jettyjrom the harbour for native craft

and lighters. Also a reclamation of 44 4 acres of land, chiefly at

Keamari.

„ 6.—The Chinna Creek stoppage or diversion has not produced any beneficial

results upon the harbour proper. It has only benefitted the New

Channel. It has afforded a bank of great length across the creek mouth

which is utilized to carry the Sind Kailway line from Keamari to the

mainland.

69. The injurious results attending these works have been,—

No. 1.—Breakwater.—This work causes the flood tide to take a more circuitous

course before entering the harbour. It deprives the New Entrance Channel

of flood scour, and probably intensifies the present action of the flood tide

round the end of East Pier.

No. 4.—No injurious results from the Native Jetty.

No. 5.—The new Channel affects the harbour indirectly by its silt.

No. 6.—Chinna Creek Diversion.—This work has affected the harbour proper most

injuriously. It did not cause any loss in the total area of good anchorage

ground according to the Superintendent of the Harbour Works, but the

valuable Keamari anchorage was reduced in area by 38 per cent,, and it

returned to the same area it had occupied in 1858 before the works of improve

ment had been commenced. In 1869 it had 13 moorings. In 1876 it has

7 good and fair moorings. The West Channel anchorage was reduced 60 per

cent., and lost 3 moorings out of 6, which must be attributed almost entirely

to the action of the Chinna Creek Diversion. The total area within the 20-

foot contour was reduced by 11 acres, or 8i per cent. It forms or helps to

form a narrow inner bar across the entrance channel after the monsoon. An

accumulation also takes place in the channel itself during the same season.

The Chinna Creek Diversion appears to have entirely neutralized the favour

able scouring action in progress in the period ending 1869. In that period it

has been recorded the Lower Harbour gained by scour 275 solid fathom acres,

210 acres of which were below low water level. In the last period, in place of

a continuance of the favourable action, aided and brought into full play by

Mr. Walker's works, the scouring action stood still, and was overpowered by

the silt laden currents, which, unable to bear the increased burthen forced

upon them, threw down their loads in the harbour to the amount of 99 solid

fathom acres below low water.

70. The operations of each important period in the history of the Kurrachee Harbour

Works have now been described in detail and summarized. Owing to the unequal progress

of the harbour works, producing at times converse results, it became advisable to distin

6
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guish, and to trace those results to their several causes. This has been done, but the practical

results of the whole of the works undertaken from the very commencement up to the present

.year have yet to be given.

71. The harbour contained the following acres of anchorage ground at the dates of the

respective periods :—

Dates.
Total of good

anchorage.

Total of 20-foot

contour unavilable.

Total area within

20-foot contour.

«

1838 65-07 3516 100-23• • • • • ■

1854 44-25 34-44 78-69• • ■ • • •

1858 58-65 36-80 95-45■ • ■ ...

1869 77-54 54-76 13230• • •

1876 78 68 42-64 121-32... •

Thus in 1838, and it may be presumed at the time of the British occupation of Sind

in 1843, the total area within the 20-foot contour below low water was 100 acres. In 1854

it was reduced to 78\ acres. The Napier Mole work produced this deterioration. In 1 85S

the 20-foot contour area had from natural causes recovered within five acres all it had lost.

In 1869, from a combination of the natural causes with the artificial action arising from the

■works of improvement which had been undertaken, the 20-foot contour area increased to 132

acres, of which 77£ were good for anchorage. In 1876 the 20-foot contour area was reduced

to 121 acres, but the anchorage ground was increased to 78 J acres.

72. Taking the works as a whole from the earliest days in 1843 to the present year

1876, the practical result as regards anchorage ground has been an increase of 13J acres;

but, as will be explained, the harbour only accommodates the same number of ships, 20, as it

did before any works were commenced, though as the size of ships varies as the cubes of

their depths, and the channels of entrance and passage are now deeper than they were in

former times, larger ships can now be accommodated at the anchorages. The harbour

works of Messrs. Walker and Parkes, combined with natural causes, produced an increase of

anchorage ground of 20 acres, or one-fourth of the whole nearly. The increase in anchorage

ground in 1876 above what it was in 1838 has been given as 13£ acres.

73. The reason why the harbour could not accommodate more ships in 1875 than it did

in 1858, although the good anchorage area was increased, is due to the fact that the space

gained at Manora, south of Deep-Water-Point, being wide and deep, has been taken up by two

swinging moorings for vessels of a large class, such as in former years never visited the port.

74. From the evidence of the Acting Master Attendant, Captain Parker, I. N.,

(Appendix J.) the number of ships which can now be accommodated in the harbour, as com

pared with the years 1838, 1858 and 1869 is as follows :—

J

9

a.

(3
a an
a « . Rbmarks.

i

I
-to
a

WestC Drangh Manora Water Draugb Totalsi

1838

9
&

20 Probable number.

1858 8 ••• 12 ... ... 20 500 to 900 tons.

1869 13 17 to 21 6 21 to*24 5 21
)

1876 8 17 to 21 8 21 to 24 8 17 to 23 19 or 20

{700 to 2,000 tons.

•

The Acting Master Attendant in his evidence gives the anchorages as four in number.

The Superintendent of the Harbour Works includes " Manora" and " Deep-Water-Point"

under the one Lead of " Manora."

75. Captain Giles, Master Attendant of the Port in 1868, expressed his opinion of the

harbour anchorages which has been quoted in this chapter para. 31. He said he could put

55 loaded ships of from 500 to 1,200 tons into the harbour ; 40 to 45 at screw moorings at

Keamari, and 12 at swinging moorings in the lower part of the harbour. The inference

drawn from this was, that the capacity of the harbour had been virtualy trebled by Mr.
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Walker's works It is not very easy to reconcile Captain Giles' statement with actual facts ,

for it has been shown that, although the Keamari anchorage in 1869 was 11:61 acres larger

than it is now in 1876 , yet the total anchorage area in the harbour is 1.14 acres larger now

than in the year 1869. The true explanation of the matter must probably be sought in the

nature of the moorings referred to . The Keamari Moorings are swinging moorings, while

Captain Giles may have meant fixed fore and aft moorings, his ships to be packed like in

the London “ Pool.”

76 . The alterations in the capacity of the lower barbour from 1858 to 1876 are given

in the following table :

Entrance,
January 1858

to

November 1875 .

Keamari,

No. V .

West Channel, East Channel,

No. IV . No. III.

Monsoon ,

No. IL

Total cubic feet.
No. 1.

Total cubic feet.

4 ,458 ,010 10, 166, 262 14,624,272

Scoured

B 5 ,883,320 18,601,660 24,215,577 13,758,545 62,459,102

2 ,301, 908
Dredzed and S

Excavated.

2 ,301,908

1,046,877B 222,960 14,019,350 15,289,187

Silt

B 12,130,960 9,332,757 835, 952 4 ,017,535 26 ,317,204

NOTE

A Above low water A 16 ,926 , 180

B Below
» B 51,431,085

68,357,265

Thus the capacity of the lower harbour, including the entrance channel, was increased below

high water by 68 ,357,265 cubic feet, equal to 261:54 solid fathom acres. Below low water

the capacity was increased by 51,431,085 cubic feet, or 196.78 solid fathom acres.

77. An analysis of this table gives the following results :

Solid fathom

acres.

Scoured

Above low water 55.95

Below 238.97

Total scoured 294.92

Dredged and excavated

Above low water

Below

. . .

8 .80

58:49

Total dredged 67.29

Dredged and excavated

Entrance channel

» Manora

53.64

12:81

100 .69Silt ”

or put in another form , omitting decimals

Process.
Total solid

1858 to 1869. 1869 to 1875.10 . fathom acres.

ScouredCoure
d

Dredged

Silted

...

...

295

67

100•
1

Results in solid fathom acres + 275 + 261

•

for the Lower Harbour.
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78. The alterations in the capacity of the Upper Harbour from 1858 to 1876 are noted

in the table given below :—

East side of

Mole No. VII.

West side of

Mole No. VI.
January 1858 to November 1875. Total cubic feet.

r

A

i

Scoured Us,170,925 20,005,261 88,176,186

b)

Dredged and excavated ...
Y 8,440,401

Bj

9,582,047 18,022,508

A)

Silt ... ... J. 25,32,742
5,391,970 7,924,712

bJ

Total gain A and B 48,273,982

Son. A.—Abnve low-water.

B.—Helow „

The capacity of the new channel, or what is termed the Upper Harbour, was increased

by 184-7 solid fathom acres.

Solid fathom

acres.

Scoured ... ... ... ... ... 14606

Dredged ... ... ... ... ... 6895

Silted ... ... .. ... ... 30-32

+ 18469

79. Thus the harbour works projected by Mr. Walker were, with the exception of

the completion of the new channel excavation by scour, duly completed in the last period

ending 1875. As previously mentioned, six of the seven works projected by Mr. Walker had

for their object the improvement of the entrance to the harbour. The Napier Mole bridge,

New channel, Chinna Creek stoppage, were designed for that purpose, although subsidiary

objects were to be obtained by these works. Of the objects Mr. Walker had in view when he

designed his works there cau be no doubt. He wrote,—

"I am strongly of opinion that the works I have already named, combined with the

general deepening and improving of the harbour by dredging, will remove the bar, deepen

the entrance to not less than 20 feet at low-water (if the bottom to this depth is of sand)

render the harbour of easy access, tend to quiet it at and above the entrance.

• • * * * •

Therefore I think they should be tried before going to any other more expensive

work for the removal of the bar."

80. Mr. Walker then expected that his works would effect the desired improvement

to the harbour entrance, and that dredging would be necessary in the harbour. The

results have inversed those expectations. The works have scoured the harbour, and dredg

ing has been an imperative necessity at the bar. So far from having had any beneficial

effect upon the bar, the works have produced injurious results in that part of the harbour.

They have rendered the harbour entrance worse than it was before. The silting caused by

the passage of the Chinna Creek waters through the harbour, which has frequently been

termed a temporary injury, an injury to cease when the harbour channels have attained

a natural regimen, is not responsible with having been the cause of the failure of the works

to cut through the bar : for the hopes of attaining such a result from the harbour scour

were given up in 1868, before the Chinna Creek waters were admitted into the harbour.

81. It is not known whether it is expected on the attainment of the harbour regi

men, that then the Chinna Creek scour, added to that of the harbour, will cut through or

remove the bar, or even maintain a dredged entrance channel. Such expectations based

on the harbour works executed, or even on the proposals of the Superintendent of the Works

contained in Appendix D, are not likely to be realized, and if held should be abandoned for

ever. Tidal scour will never remove the sea-bar under the conditions presented, because

that bar is formed by a force which must ever, in such a position, be more powerful than the
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velocity of a current produced by the variation of the tides at Kurrachee. And not only

this, but the greater the scour the greater the bar, because more material is carried down to

it by the ebb-current, which is retarded at the harbour mouth by the sea. Moreover the bar

is not a passive obstacle, a mere bank of sand to be cut through. It is an active opponent

to scour, and if driven back at any point, or even if its line be broken through to a certain

extent, so long as its general position is unassailed, it has an unfailing reserve to draw upon

to restore its original formation.

CHAPTER III.

REMEDIAL MEASURES.

3. Where either natural or artificial causes, or both combined, have had an injurious

influence, the nature of the remedial measures that should be undertaken.

That the Chinna Creek Diversion has had an injurious influence upon the harbour is

beyond doubt. Whether or not that injurious influence is to be permitted to continue at

work for a longer or shorter period, or whether it is to be put a stop to at once, has therefore

to be determined.

2. The Chinna Creek Diversion was effected by closing the creek at its mouth, and by

opening out a channel at its head—tail, would perhaps be a more expressive term. In fact,

the flow of the waters of the creek was reversed. The course to be follwed to meet the

evils which have occurred, which most naturally suggests itself, is to endeavour to restore

the creek to its original physical condition by re-opening its mouth so as to permit its waters

to advance and recede as before.

3. To such a proposal there are, however, two objections. In the first place an im

portant part of the harbour works project, irrespective of the lower harbour, is dependent,

according to the scheme, upon the flow of the Chinna Creek waters in their present direction.

The treatment of what has been called the "upper harbour" was subordinate to that

of the " lower harbour," or harbour proper ; but it was so intimately connected with it that,

to attempt a complete severance at this date between the two is not a matter of easy accom

plishment. Mr. Walker's and Mr. Parkes' scheme was that the new channel between

Keamari and the Native Jetty should be scoured out to a depth of 20 feet. The Consulting

Engineer in his report of August 1868 said—

" The object which I have always placed before me is simply this—to obtain the best

possible navigation from the deep water at sea to the new Native Jetty at the head of the

harbour ; and the means by which I hope to attain this object is the removal of all obstruc

tions to the natural and equable flow and ebb in one capacious channel of the largest possible

body of tidal water;" and again in his report of March 1874 he wrote—

" As the trade of Kurrachee increases and more wharfage accommodation (whether to

be provided by Government or private enterprise; is called for, the development of the

channel, which is now being formed by the Chinna Creek waters between the Native Jetty

and Keamari, will become an important element in the decision of what works shall be

undertaken or permitted. It is of the utmost importance that such decision should be in

harmony with the principles on which the general design has been formed. That channel,

although sometimes called the ' Boat channel' (a term which gives an inadequate idea of its

capabilities,) may be made, by persistence in the system of training which has hitherto

been so successful, ultimately and at small cost, navigable for vessels of 20 feet draught.

It appears at present by no means improbable that further wharfage accommodation, for

which the line of this channel will be a favourable site, may be called for at no distant

time."

4. This was a grand idea. To carry the port, inland as it were, for a distance of 2£

miles, and place vessels drawing 20 feet of water at the very doors of the Custom House

on the mainland was a project of vast proportions, and beyond what it is now considered

the works of the scheme are able to attain, at all events, within any reasonable period of

time. It appears from the report of Mr. Hart, C. E., Acting Superintendent of the Harbour

Works in 1875, that he considered, not 20, but 8 feet should be taken as the limit of depth

to be attained in the New Channel. Mr. Price, C. E., Superintendent of the Harbour

Works, in his report No. 272, dated the 10th April 1876, endorsed Mr. Hart's view with

the difference of a foot, and proposed a depth of 9 feet based on the depth of the jetty

foundations which are 9i feet below datum.

5. To obtain this depth of 9 feet in the New Channel, which Mr. Price considered

would amply meet the requirements of the country sea-going and harbour lighterage trade,

Mr. Price estimates would take without the aid of further additional works ten years, in

which time 14 millions of cubic feet, or 53£ solid fathom acres, would be scoured out of the

channel limits. The grander scheme would have necessitated the expulsion of 643 solid

fathom acres, which, at the rate mentioned above, would require a period of 120 years for

its accomplishment.

6. The desire therefore to increase by scour the present depth of the channel, which

is about 5 feet to a depth of 9 feet, at the rate of 5 inches per annum, is the first objection

to the re-opening of the Chinna Creek mouth.

f 7
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7. The second objection is one of much weight, because it involves a heavy expendi

ture. The Chinna Creek has been closed at its mouth by a solid bank of stone 2,780 feet in

length. This bank has been deposited on the soft natural bed of the creek, and, although

it might easily be removed, yet, as it carries the line of the Sind Railway, that course cannot

be followed witout providing the Railway with a substitute which must take the form of a

bank and bridge. When the Chinna Creek backwater was cut off from the harbour by

the Napier Mole embankment, the mouth of the creek increased very considerably in size.

An iron screw pile bridge 1,000 feet in length would have to be constructed for the Railway,

the cost of which would not probably be less than four lakhs of rupees. Such a bridge

could not be erected in the line of the present embankment, because the stone in the

creek would prevent the piles being driven ; the bank, therefore, could not he utilized in

its present position for the Railway.

8. It has been shown that the Chinna Creek Diversion in its work of excavation of

the New Channel to its present depth—at its head—of 5 feet, has wrought only mischief

to the harbour ; that its waters only add one-eighth to the harbour discharge, an advantage

for which the Guardian of the harbour at Manora Castle may well exclaim-

Timeo Danaos et dona ferentes.

Is it possible, therefore, to regard this work in any other light as respects the practical

efficiency of the harbour than as a mistake ? The native craft and lighter channel may be

purchased at too heavy a price when the deterioration of the best anchorage and channels

for ships in the harbour is the cost thereof. Was it not for the heavy probable cost of

providing a new passage for the Railway from Keamari to the mainland, the adoption of

that plan as an effectual remedy against the existing evils might be recommended. The

Chinna Creek mouth might be opened, and the Railway line be carried from Keamari to the

mainland by a new embankment constructed without a bridge somewhere near the present

Napier Mole. This would cost, probably, 3J lakh of rupees at the least, as the Napier

Mole, without the bridge, cost Rs. 3,3(5,320 in earlier and cheaper days, and other expenses

would be attendant on the change iu direction of the line.

9. The most perfect way of dealing with the backwater and Railway line would be by

re-opening the Chinna Creek mouth, and passing its waters under a bridge with sluices to

regulate the in-flow and discharge. This would necessitate the construction of sluices at the

Napier Mole also. The expense of such works would be heavy.

10. As the re-opening of the creek mouth would in one case cost 3 J- or 4 lakhs, and

on the other plan, without sluices, cost probably not less than 5 lakhs of rupees, and

therefore places on one side, at present at least, even the cheaper design of the three

mentioned, some more economical method of procedure must be devised.

11. The claims of the two harbours cannot be reconciled as the means to satisfy them.

They are so antagonistic, it is unfortunate Sir Charles Napier's first idea of founding a

new town close to the harbour at Keamari in place of carrying up the port to the old town

was not carried through. The horse is taken to the trough ; the well is not carried up to

the stable.

12. The scheme of the Chinna Creek Diversion seems to have been regarded with

great favour by the Harbour Engineers. The advantages which were pronounced would

accrue to the trade of the port 'by enabling the local trade to be couducted at the head of

the Napier Mole, in place of Keamari, have been reiterated in every possible form. There

is no doubt the native merchants of Kurrachee are united in their opiniou of the advantages

afforded to them in the conduct of their business by having a landing quay so close to the

town. They argue the water carriage from the harbour is so much cheaper than the land

carriage would be by the Napier Mole. Mr. Price, in his reply to question XL, has given

some details showing the benefits derived by the merchants, and the Municipality from

having their goods landed at the Napier Jetty. The Landing Company and Municipality are

said to save a lakh of rupees a year by having their goods conveyed up the New Channel.

Nevertheless the advantage so obtained may be dearly purchased in other respects. If the

saving by water carriage up the New Channel over the cost of land carriage up the mole

can only be secured at the expense of serious deterioration in the harbour anchorages, which

are small enough for the local and foreign trade of the port, and also of the entrance channel,

which alone will cost some Rs. 42,000 per annum to keep clear of silt, why then the advan

tages are overborne by the disadvantages. The alloy altogether depreciates the true metal.

But as Mr. Price very justly remarks in the same reply, arrangements would be made to

facilitate the carriage of goods to and from the town of Keamari if the landing place came

to be moved to that island.

13. The fact is, the Chinna Creek Diversion has placed the Harbour Works in a dead

lock. Like the situation iu Sheriden's " Critic " where uncles, nieces, and hero, each

threaten, and are threatened, with daggers, and each one is afraid to let go first, so at

Kurrachee the difficulty rests in determining which work of improvement is to be foregone.

If the creek waters continue to flow, the harbour is obliterated. 'If the currents be stopped,

the New Channel is ruined.
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14. The backwater could be cut off from the haibonr by simply filling up the notch and

raising the weir at the Napier Mole, which could be accomplished at small expense; but this

plan Would render the backwater a stagnant pool and marsh, which could not fail to be

detrimental to the salubrity of the town and camp. There are other objections to this plan

which need not be described.

15. A second inexpensive method of cutting off the scouring action of the backwater

would be by raising the notch to half tide level. This procedure would probably be

effective as a measure of sanitation in the interests of the inhabitants of Kurrachee, as the

backwater would be kept filled up nearly to the height to which the weir might be raised,

and there is very little drainage into the backwater from Kurrachee.

16. If it was considered desirable to retain the power of draining off the backwater,

the notch might be closed by moveable boards technically called "stop planks." The New

Channel might silt a little in process of time with the adoption of this plan ; but it is not at

all certain the injury to the Napier Mole and Chiuna Creek bank by percolation, mentioned

by Mr. Price in his reply to question XXX, as attending the adoption of a proposal of this

nature to rectify which would, in his opinion, cost Us. 13,000, would occur. On the contrary,

percolation of this nature has been found to improve, by capillary attraction, the surfaces of

causeways similarly situated.

This plan is well worth a trial should any other fail.

17. A third plan of dealing with the creek would be to open the 275 feet notch to the

full width of the bridge, which is 1,200 feet in length. This would free the ebb, and reduce

the scour in the New Channel. It may be anticipated that if the notch opened, such a

proceeding would eventuate in a decrease in the amount of silt which is now brought down

into the harbour. At first a quantity of light silt would be brought down ; this must be

expected; but the expansion of the passage would diminish the velocity of the cuirents, and

so reduce their power to carry silt.

18. The Keamari anchorage has, in this year, shown signs of improvement at - its lower

end—see Appendix K. The natural action in the harbour which forms the anchorage has

thus, apparently, the power to contend in a small measure with the silt-laden current of the

creek. The filling up of the head of the anchorage proceeds; but the harbour currents

attack with some success the bed of the lower part of the anchorage. When the first

effects of the expanded notch opening may have passed away, the creek ebb current will be

less laden with silt, and the harbour currents may regain an ascendancy.

19. At all events, particularly as the dredging of the East channel, advised by the

Superintendent of the Harbour Works, will be recommended, the proposal is worth a

trial. The more so, as the cost—see Appendix . E—would only be a few hundred

rupees. Mr. Price, it will be seen from tho Appendix E, would prefer the adoption of

other somewhat costly measures, which he considers will be cheaper in the end, in prefer

ence to this one suggested by him, and now proposed for adoption subject to a contingency

to be stated below. Mr. Price considers better results may be obtained from other works

proposed by him which will be found detailed in Appendix D. He is loath to relinquish

the reduced scheme of obtaining 9 feet of water at the Native Jetty by the Chinna

Creek scour ; but it is satisfactory to observe that the Superintendent of the Works

considers the present state of the New Channel may be tolerably maintained ; that the injury

to the Keamari anchorage may be stopped, and probably its improvement be early resumed

by the adoption of thia third plan which will only cost the few hundred rupees mentioned.

That any proposal for the solution of the general harbour problem, how to mitigate, if not

avert from the Lower Harbour, the evils arising from the present condition of the

forces at work in the upper harbour, without completely sacrificing the original harbour

scheme, effects upon the new channel, should meet the approval not only of Mr. Price,

Superintendent of the Harbour Works, but of Mr. Hart, C. E , Acting Superintending

Engineer in Sind, who acted as Superintendent of the Harbour Works during Mr. Price's

absence in England, and, also, with the support of Captain Parker, I. N., Master Attendant

of the Port, is a fact to be regarded as one of great weight. From the evidence of these

Officers, which is attached to this report, it will be observed that they approve the adop

tion of the third plan above described.

20. This third plan, or proposal—Plan 8—to open the notch at the Napier Mole

to the full width of the bridge by the gradual lowering of the rough stone weir at

present 1 foot above half tide level—which now blocks up its waterway, is then with

the opening of the traiuing bunds, the remedial measure proposed to be first tried to meet

the injurious influence of the Chinna Creek Diversion which has done so much harm.

But in consequence of the improvement which appears to have set in the last fair season at

the lower part of the Keamari anchorage, in consideration of the new work about to be

recommended of dredging the Keamari Channel, and the doubts which must still exist as to

the entirely satisfactory results to be obtained by the adoption of a half measure, it is advi

sable, before carrying out the alterations proposed, that the effect produced on the Keamari

anchorage ground in the present year should be ascertained.

21. If the improvement at Keamari, see Appendix K, is found at the end of the year,

or in January 1877, to have progressed, and if the Master Attendant of the Port is satisfied
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to accept the accommodation of the harbour, assisted as it will be by the Keamari

and East channel dredging as sufficient to meet his requirements, then the proposed measure

in relief may even be placed in abeyance.

22. Before, therefore, any expensive works for dealing with the Keamari backwater

in the direction of re-opening the Chinna Creek mouth be contemplated, the third and second

plans described above, which are of easy accomplishment at small cost, should be given a

trial. The second plan will cost more if carried out after the third than if adopted at once,

as the present weir would have to be reformed. But if the weir, which is only of rough

loose stone, be wheeled back like a regiment from line formation into columns, the cost of

replacing it would not be very great. The weight of opinion is in favour of the third plan

which should therefore be tried first ; but the second plan will be a good one in reserve.

23. The practical proposal, therefore, to meet the injurious influence exerted upon the

harbour by the Chinna Creek Diversion is simply to do nothing immediately. Should

the soundings in the Keamari anchorage at the commencement of 1 877 not have improved,

and the trade of the port increase to any material extent, which is unlikely until the last link

of the Railway line be forged, then an inexpensive project, which is generally approved, if

only as an experiment, is ready for adoption.

24. The injurious effect of the Chinna Creek Diversion upon the entrance to the

harbour must not be lost sight of. The shoaling of the entrance channel sides and inner

end, which took place in 1875, is partially, but probably not wholly, attributable to that work.

This inner bar and shoaling can be, and has been, removed by the dredge. The necessity

of dredging in the fairway of the harbour entrance is not only inconvenient, but also an

expensive operation. Nevertheless, taking into consideration all the circumstances of the

case, it is recommended for the present at least that the test which has been laid down in

para. 23 be held to be the guide by which future dealing with the creek scour should be

directed.

25. Dredging to a certain extent will always be required at the harbour entrance.

After a time, therefore, supposing the Keamari anchorage to improve, either under present

conditions or by the adoption of the third plan, it will become a question whether the value

of the excavation by scour on the New Channel should n6t be compared with the cost of

dredging at the harbour entrance necessitated by that scour, and a balance be struck between

them.

20. Injurious influences have been at work in the harbour irrespective of those

already dealt with. These injurious influences have arisen from artificial works combined

with natural causes, and from one purely natural feature in the harbour, thus—

1 st.—Break-water.

2nd.—East pier or groyne.

3rd.—Deep-water Point.

1st.—The break-water causes the flood tide to take a more circuitous course before

entering the harbour. It is said to deprive the new entrance channel of flood scour, and

probably to intensify the present action of the flood tide round the end of East pier.

27. The break-water may, and no doubt does, cause the flood tide to sweep further

round Manora Point than was the case previous to its construction ; but, as the flood only

sets in at the rate of 2 miles an hour, spring tides, its action at the groyne end can only be

increased over the natural action of the flood at that point to a very small degree indeed.

28. As respects the deprivation of the entrance channel from the flood scour by

reason of the break-water, this effect may be considered rather an advantage than otherwise.

29. No remedial measure is proposed, therefore with respect to the break-water which

is a most valuable work.

30. With regard to the second artificial work, the groyne, and the third a work of

nature, the Deep-Water-Point, their treatment falls more within the scope of the next chapter

on " harbour improvements " than under " remedial measures. "

CHAPTER IV.

FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS OF THE HA RBOUR.

5. The further improvements of the harbour, whether by the extension of existing

artificial works, or by the addition of new ones, for the purpose of creating a scour, or to

maintain the depth by the natural ebb and flow of the tide, or to influence existing currents,

should be considered.

6. Also the probable effects of such artificial works.

Further improvements to the harbour by the extension of existing artificial works, and

by the additions of new ones have been proposed from time to time by the Consulting Engi

neer, by the Superintendent of the Harbour Works, and other authorities. The Superinten

dent of the Works has prepared, in Appendix D, a list of the further works proposed for the

improvement of the Kurrrachee Harbour which have either been proposed by him, or which

meet with his approval. Estimates of the probable cost of the works are also given.
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2. If the first two items in the list of works given in Appendix D, which are sanc

tioned works in progress to cost Rs. 28,850 are omitted, it will oe seen that the further

works of improvement are estimated to cost 23 lakhs of rupees. The works in question are

divided under two heads, thus—

1.—To perfect existing works.

2.—To provide further accommodation.

Under the first head are included—

1 .—Dredging in Entrance channel.

2.—East pier (groyne) extension.

3.—Deep-Water-Point removal.

4.—Auxiliary dredging, and construction of training groynes in the New channel.

These four works are estimated to cost with share of Tools and Plant and Establishment

Rs. 8,66,080.

3. Under the second head are included—

1.—Blasting and dredging a cut along the centre of the Manora anchorage, and

providing six fixed moorings.

2.—Dredging in East channel of lower harbour.

3.—Ship Pier at Kiamari.

4.—Graving dock at Manora.

These four works are estimated to cost with share of Tools and Plant and Establishment

Rs. 14,34,090.

4. Before entering into a consideration of the several works above named, the cost of

which would no doubt be found in execution to approach a quarter of a million sterling, it

will be well to review the expenditure which has already been incurred on the Harbour

Works, to record the advantages gained, and to value the results. If this course be followed,

a better comprehension of the scope of the " further works proposed" will be obtained, and the

advisability or otherwise of carrying out some, or all of those works, will be more apparent.

5. A list of all the works executed at Kurrachee for the improvement of the harbour

will be found, with the exception of the Mole, in Appendix A. Appendix A contains the

list of works projected by Mr. Walker in 1858 which received the sanction of Government.

Mr. Walker's other proposals for tidal basins, quays and a graving dock were not enter

tained in 1858, probably because it was considered premature to decide on such purely con

veniences for trade until the harbour was itself ready to receive and shelter ships. Mr.

Walker's design for the improvement of the harbour comprised, as has already been

mentioned, seven works. Six of those works were for the improvement of the harbour

entrance. One, the native jetty, was for the conveniences of the native craft and lighter

trade. The six works include the new channel ; it would probably, therefore, be more correct

to say that five of the works were for the improvement of the harbour entrance, one was for

the convenience of landing operations, and one, the new channel, was common to both.

6. Mr. Walker's works were estimated to cost £ 300,000. The following table shows

the estimated amounts and actuals :—

No.

Estimated

cost, 25 per

rupee.

Actual cost,

2s. per

rupee.
•

£ £

1 Break-water • • • • • • 110,000 69,634

2 Keamari Groyne ••• ••• 42,000 30,175

3 Napier Mole bridge ... ... 40,000 49,012

4 Native Jetty and Quay ... ... 28,000 43,067

5 New Channel ... ... 18,000 62,602

6 Chinna Creek stoppage ... ... 9,000 18,827

7 East Pier groyne ... ... 40,000 18,142

or, according to Mr. Walker, say ...

287,000

300,000

291,459

291,462

Taken in this manner the estimated and actual cost of the works show a very close and rare

agreement.

8
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7 . The actual cost of the works, however, up to March 1876, has been much in excess

of 30 lakhs on account of the following items:

Re.

Ten small extra works and charges ... 25,595

Tools and Plant ... 7,42,075

Workshops, quarters .. . 1,37,575

Harbour Survey 48,469

:
:

:
:

9 ,53,714

Less

Value of Tools and Plant

Reclamation of ground, at Re. 1 per yard

Sundry property

Rs.

.. 1,85,518

... 2 ,15 ,000

15,000

4 ,15,518

5 ,38,196

Extra works.

Bar dredging

Deep-Water-Point removal

Dredging, & c ., New channel

3,70,846

1,96 ,045

11,666

11,16,753

5 ,97,610Establishment

17,14,363

This expenditure added to the cost of Mr. Walker' s seven works, makes a total of Rs.

46 ,28,984 expended on the Harbour Works since 1858. For this expenditure, added to the

cost of the Napier Mole Rs. 3 ,36 ,320, in all Rs. 49,65 ,304, which borders closely in half a

million sterling , the Indian Government have obtained at the Port of Kurrachee the

following results :

1. - Shelter to the harbour entrance during the South-West monsoon.

2 . - Shelter to the shipping in the Manora anchorage during the same season .

3 . - The stoppage of the travel of sea sand from the west on to the bar and harbour

entrance.

4. - A direct barbour entrance channel for the largest ships.

5 . - Shelter for the Keamari and West Channel anchorages from the sea in the

bay to the east, and protection from the travel of silt over Keamari spit.

6 . - Improvement in the Keamari and Manora channels.

7. - Improvement in the Manora anchorage.

8 . - Increase in the anchorage area for ships of 134 acres, and of area within the

20- foot contour of 21 acres. (Mr. Walker's works produced an increase of

20 and 26 acres, respectively .)

9. - Accommodation for 20 ships of from 500 to 2,000 tons in place of 20 ships

500 to 900 tons, a gain of 78 per cent. in the capacity of ships harboured .

10 . - A causeway two miles in length forming a land communication between

Kurrachee and the port.

11. - A bridge 1,200 feet in length for passage of backwater through the causeway .

12 .-- Boat piers at Keamari.

13. - Wharfage for large native craft of 1,736 feet , and for small craft of 1,070 feet.

Also 515 feet of quay wall for vessels of light draught on the south of the

mole, - an area within wharves of 5 acres. The bulk of the trade of the

port passes over these wharves, the exceptions being Railway material and

Government stores .

14 . - A channel of access to the wharves 14 miles long , 300 to 500 feet in width ,

and average depth of 5 feet at low water springs. .

15. - Reclamation of 44 acres of land, chiefly at Keamari, which is likely to be

worth eventually a rupee a square yard.

16 . - An embankment across the Chinna Creek 2 ,870 feet in length carrying the

Railway line , saving 31 lakhs to the Railway Company or Government.

The Harbour Works have not secured

1. - An entrance to the harbour by scour.

2 .-- Accommodation at the anchorages for a larger number of ships.
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8. From the first list above given which contains, probably, all the chief results of a

beneficial character, and they are many, the one fact that the harbour will not conveniently

accommodate a greater number of ships, though of far greater tonnage than it could in

earlier days, is that which cannot fail to be deemed unsatisfactory. The cause of this halting

in the improvement of the harbour has already been sufficiently dwelt upon in this report.

In fact, this is the point, which, in conjunction with the obstinate and apparently intrac

table character of the entrance to assume a favourable regimen, is the origin of the present

investigation. The treatment proposed to remedy the somewhat scanty accommodation for

ships in the port has been fully described. It remains only, therefore, to dispose of the

entrance question, which, however, itself seems to involve the consideration of the berthing

of ships of a large class.

9. The injurious results which have arisen at the harbour entrance resulting from the

works undertaken are these. The Keamari groyne, although it terminates, as designed, yet

end somewhat abruptly. The flood tide sweeps round the bay from Manora Head, and enters

the harbour obliquely across the groyne head. This causes a cross rush of the flood tide

and eddies, and the shoaling of a patch inside the end of the groyne close where the largest

ships which visit the port are berthed. The patch and ground here are easily dredged, but

the shoaling is said to reform quickly. This spot is near the outermost or No. 3 Deep-Water,

mooring between 19 and 20 section lines; and it appears, although in February last the

place was dredged out, the B. I. S. Canara grounded in 17 ± feet, during a very low tide, at

this mooring in May. It is not unlikely the moorning may have been a little too near the

east limit of the channel which under any circumstances must shoal gradually ; but the fact

remains, that owing to the action of eddies caused by the cross run of the flood and the

presence of silt from the backwater and bar, this berth is not a pleasant one for large ships.

There is a screw mooring on section line 16 which is deep enough for any ship, however large,

but which is under the influence of such strong eddies caused by the promontory, called

Deep-Water-Point, that it is a matter of damage, if not danger, for ships to lie there.

10. To remedy the evils which have been in a measure described above, two works

have been proposed. These works the " extension of the East Pier," and the " Deep-Water-

Point removal" have been entered by the Superintendent of the Harbour Works in his list

of " further works proposed," Appendix D, and numbered 2 and 3 in the list under the first

head, para 2

11. It will be more convenient to take the " further works proposed" in their order

under the two heads in place of commencing with Nos. 2 and 3, so setting these aside

for the moment, the work holding the first place is—

1.—Dredging the Entrance Channel.—This work is entered to cost Rs. 2,14,000, but this

is hardly a fair way of putting it forward. Dredging the entrance channel has become a

necessity. The probability is, that dredging to some extent at the entrance to the harbour

will always be required. At any rate for the next few years the charge must be a recurring

one, and it therefore should not be regarded as a new work, but rather as an annual repair to

the harbour works. The Rs. 2,14,000 is for dredging the harbour entrance for five years at

an annual charge of Rs. 42,800. Consequently this latter sum should be provided for ex

penditure in the current year 1876-77.

12. 2.—Eatt Pier Groyne extension entered at Rs. 98,875, but without its share of Tools

and Plant, and 14 per cent. Establishment. This work illustrated in Plan D with the other

" further works proposed" is a proposed extension of the groyne running south from Keamari

along the sand spit. The extension is designed to take a curved form with an arc of 1,100

feet length, and radius 1,500 feet. The top surface of the extension is to be brought up

to low-water level only, so as to allow the tides a free entrance- and exit. The top of

the extension is to be 40 feet in width. The object of this work is stated to be the

prevention of injury to the entrance channel and anchorage by eddies, and shoaling from

the cross-rush of the flood tides.

13. From the persistent way in which this work, and the next on the list the " Deep-

Water-Point removal," have been for a long time urged upon the attention of Government, it

might be supposed, upon their execution depended the whole fate of the works or rather the

results of those works. To carry out the extension to a short distance of the East Pier,

and to remove a natural promontory of rock which causes a contraction of the harbour

channel, and its excavation to an inconvenient depth, not to speak of eddies and increased

velocity of currents, would appear to be the acme of human wishes in respect of this harbour.

But is it quite clear that these two works would prove the panacea of harbour ailments ?

14. It is only just and proper to stato that the weight of Harbour authorities is

arrayed in favour of the two works named. Mr. Parkes, C. E., lately Consulting Engineer

for the Kurrachee Works, a gentleman holding an eminent position in his profession, and as

it will be seen from the evidence in the Appendices to this report, the Superintendent of the

Harbour Works, the lately Acting Superintendent, and the Master Attendant of the Port, are

all in favour of the adoption of the measures proposed. Nevertheless it is incumbent that

those who are called upon to decide whether or not certain works should be undertaken

on both engineering and financial grounds, should be placed in possession of all the evidence

to be obtained on each side of the question.
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15. In the first place the Keamari Groyne was designed to end some 1,500 feet

short of its present termination ; but it was at the same time considered that

this work might require lengthening, and provision was made for that extension. The

groyne was built, and the position of its end was said to be critical. The extension, called

the East Pier, was then built; and no sooner was this done, and some ill-effects were said

to be produced at the groyne end occasioned, it was averred, by the action of the tidal

currents, than the final length of the work was pronounced to be an unknown quantity to be

decided only by experiment. This could scarcely be regarded as a matter of satisfaction,

particularly as an opponent to the scheme of the Harbour Works, Colonel Tremenhere, R. E,

had repeatedly expressed the grounds of his objections to the groyne as follows :—

" The tidal water to fill the harbour being now drawn from the vicinity of the breakers

on the bar, and carried at a high velocity through a narrow deep funnel, ia much more

laden with sand, silt and mud than it was formerly ; and the amount of such sedimentary

matter brought in by the flood during the monsoon, much exceeds what can be lifted and

carried out by the ebb-tides, so that the amount of deposit within the harbour must annually

increase.

" The result of extending the groyne still further must be to draw water during the flood-

tide still more heavily charged with sand, and to cause still more rapid injury to the

harbour."

16. Mr. Parkes, in his report of 1868, said, with reference to active measures which

would be required to assist the scour in effecting a deepening of the entrance, and when

suggesting a further extension of East Pier and dredging —

" The last steps in an undertaking of this description must necessarily be tentative. We

are dealing with forces of which we know the general direction and character, but which

cannot be brought within the scope of numerical estimate."

This is all very well, and many persons would doubtless be inclined to agree with the

opinion expressed. But no such cautious and judicious reticence was observed when the

groyne was projected, unless it is to be found in Mr. Walker's.

"I do not however pledge myself to this, or that an East Pier also may not be required,"

when he was expressing his opinion, when first proposing his works, that they would effect the

objects desired—(see Chapter II, para. 13).

17. If the length to which the groyne should be carried is only to be decided by

experiment, it may be a judicious caution which suggests the present extension of the East

Pier to a further length of 1,100 feet. But why 1,100 feet? Why not only 1,000 feet?

Why not 2,000 feet ? Some good reasons should be apparent why the groyne should be

brought to a complete termination, not 1,100 feet further out, but 1,100 feet further on, the

direct line hitherto followed being abandoned.

18. The object of the extension is stated to be to secure the entrance channel and

anchorage from eddies and from the shoaling, which is occasioned by the cross rush of the

flood tides. But are these objects at all certain of attainment by means of the work in question ?

The original object of the groyne was to compress the tides into a narrower channel, and thus

to carry down to the bar a current of greater velocity and directness which should have

sufficient power to cut through the bar ; or, latterly, at all events, have power to keep a dredged

channel open. Now in the curved bell-mouthed shape of the proposed extension, if the

objects hoped for are not realized, it may follow that the extension should have taken, in the

interests of the ebb action, a more direct line in prolongation of the East Pier. The curved

extension, though adapted to the interests of the flood action, is not in furtherance of the

interests of the action of the ebb. With a groyne such as this, terminating in shallow

water, it may be impossible to reconcile the means by which favourable action within the scope

of both flood and ebb currents are to be secured. But is there a sufficiently strong reason

why the extension should be made in the interests of the flood action and for abandoning

the power at hand of still further contracting the ebb ?

19. The design for this groyne extension in the interests of the flood action is sup

posed to be so far in favour of improvement at the harbour entrance as to remove from the

fair way the disturbance which is now caused by the groyne end, and the shoaling at the

" patch" and inner bar. This shoaling is not so detrimental as first appears from an exami

nation of the chart for 1875. The " patch" has 18 feet of water over it, two feet less only than

the entrance channel ; and the inner bar has 191 feet over it nearly across, so that with a little

caution on the part of the Pilots, and dredging for a few days twice or thrice a year, but little

inconvenience will be caused by the cross rush of the flood. The real fact ia, that this is a

spot used for berthing large ships drawing from 21 to 22 feet, a ship draught for which the

harbour in its present incomplete condition, owing to the disturbance of its regmen caused by

the Chinna Creek Diversion, is scarcely ready to receive. Doubtless the Master Attendant is

anxious his directions to mariners visiting the port should be consistent with facts ; and pro

bably his desire to see the groyne lengthened is connected with his wish for additional bertha

for ships of large size. The groyne extension would be likely to move on one side of the

fairway the first cross rush of the flood, and the patch might follow it out of harms way ; but,

at the same time, the sand bank on the habour side of the groyne would extend itself further

down, and would be liable to new complications ; and the inner bar would still exist, for the

causes of its formation would not be removed.
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20. To prolong the groyne in the interests of the scour effect upon the entrance chan

nel, it should take its present direction, and be carried out into deep water. If the groyne

could be prolonged into about 20 feet, or even 20 feet, at low water, then, and then only,

would the ebb-scour produce its full effect on the bar entrance. Even then the scouring

power might not be sufficient to save all dredging, and some inconvenience might be ex

perienced south of Deep-Water-Point arising from the reflex of the sea wave into the harbour

mouth.

21. The question, then, resolves itself into this consideration. Which is the most

valuable, or the most destructive,—the flood, or the ebb ? The whole scheme of the Harbour

Works has been based on the valuable ebb effects. The Superintendent of the Har

bour Works has himself called attention to a tendency to shoaling out side the 20-

foot sea contour, and has ascribed this action to the want of ebb scour. To pro

long the groyne, as proposed, would not be to further directly the principle of obtain

ing, against all other considerations, the full force of the ebb on the bar. A little dredging

about the patch might be saved ; but even this is doubtful, and an additional berth or two

for ships be gained ; but the more important work to be done in the entrance channel would

experience no relief. To prolong the groyne at all must further compress the flood tide.

This might not matter so much did not the proposed groyne end terminate closer to the

bar from the neighbourhood of which the flood waters must be drawn.

22. The groyne extension is estimated to cost a lakh of rupees very nearly, which

would be a high price to pay for two ships' berths. It would be better to prepare two berths

for large ships at Manora or Keamari. This should be done. To dredge a berth for

a ship would per see cost about Rs. 9,000. Two berths lis. 18,000. If it is found

the East Channel dredging, hereafter to be dealt with in this chapter, is insufficient

for the purpose, an additional grant might be given to assist that work to provide two

berths for large ships, and so meet the wishes and requirements of the Master Atten

dant. This Officer must have room for his ships ; and it would be better to give him what

he requires above Deep-Water-Point than to continue the present practice of berthing ship3

off the end of a groyne, and over the inner bar of the entrance channel, where disturbances

and shoaling, arising from flood water and ebb silt, must continue to occur for, at least, some

tima to come.

To continue the subject of the groyne extension, there is no certainty of improvement

resulting from the proposed work ; but the effects of the dredger are sure, if not very per

manent.

23. The Superintendent of the Harbour Works, in his reply to question XIV, allows

that the least unfavourable application of direct unaided dredging would be, in substitution

for the action of the proposed east pier extension and deep-water-point removal in keeping the

entrance open. Reliance can be placed with certainty upon the dredger for effecting the

object in view. There is nothing certain, but uncertainty in the effects which may be pro

duced by lengthening the groyne a few feet in another direction. To carry out the groyne

into 20 feet of water, by which alone are the chances of success in favour of its prolongation

at all, would be to incur an expense not to be thought of in this generation.

After all, it would seem to be a mistake to endeavour to work out the scour theory on

highly scientific principles. It is unnecessary to go very far to seek for an example of the

action of scour in a channel. What has occurred in the new channel and harbour entrance,

is exactly what may be seen any day in roadside gutters after a thunderstorm. The notch

and the groyne compress the current like newly cut drains. A volume of water rushes down

the channels, scouring them out at their heads, and depositing the silt at their mouths. The

longer this goes on, the larger the deposits at the channel mouths, for the currents are

arrested by the accumulations of what they carry themselves until at last the channels

become pools barred in front by their own silt. In this condition a channel ceases to be

self-acting. A cooly removes the deposit from the gutter with a phoura. A dredge is

required to perform the same operation in a harbour.

24. On the whole, therefore, unless it can be shown more clearly that the groyne pro

longation would, with any certainty, effect a cure upon the present condition of the harbour at

this spot, the work is not recommended.

25. The next work on the list is—

3.—Deep-Water-Point removal.

This work is entered to cost Rs. 2,14,333, or with the special plant required, but without

a share of Tools and Plant, or 1 4 per cent. Establishment, Rs. 2,37,72 1 .

26. This work, illustrated on planD, but fully shown in detail on the traced plan %i

No. 6, is for the removal of a promontory projecting in a perpendicular direction from V . y»

llanora into the Creek channel. This proposed removal is the second attack which has been sr* L

made upon the rocky projection called Deep-Water-Point. In Appendix A, under the head ^V>Ca-*C

of " Supplementary works found necessary," the same work appears, and to judge of the

extent of the first attack it is only necessary to observe that 50,317 cubic feet of rock, and

2,938,408 cubic feet, equal to llj solid fathom acres of sand and shingle were removed from

the promontory on that occasion at a cost of nearly two lakhs of rupees. It should, however,

be added, that this expenditure appears to cover the cost of a training groyne of, it is sup

posed, loose stone run out from the point to the north.

9
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27. If tbis "further proposed work " be sanctioned, the cost of removing a portion only,

and really a very small portion—see plan No. 6—of the promontory, will amount in the

aggregate to Rs. 4,33,766, or, with Tools and Establishment, close on 4£ lakhs. This is a large

sum to pay for removing only a portion of the obstruction, and Mr. Hart, in his reply to ques

tion XXIV, where he expresses a doubt that the proposal goes far enough, is probably correct

in his opinion.

28. The effect of Deep-Water-Point on the harbour channel appears to be this:—It

causes a contraction of the channel which results in an increased velocity of the currents

passing it, which, again, not only form eddies, particularly at a screw mooring on section line

No. 16, but also excavate the channel to such a depth, 46 feet at low water, that the use of

that portion of the harbour as an anchorage is impossible. Besides these effects, the point

diverts the ebb current from the Manora side, and thiows it out of the desired direction of

the entrance channel. There may be other reasons than those stated, such as the danger

ships may occasionally encounter in passing the point, why the gut in the channel should be

opened out ; but the principal objects to be attained by executing this work have been

given. The question is this : Are these objects to be secured by the proposed partial

removal ; and are they worth the further expenditure of upwards of 2\ lakhs of rupees ?

Supposing the objects gained, are they worth the money ; is it at all certain the result of the

expenditure will prove successful ?

29. There can be no certainty about the matter. A small improvement in the direc

tion aimed may, and no doubt would, be made ; but it would only be small. From an

inspection of the Plan No. 6, this is obvious. To get rid of the eddies, and to secure the ebb

current to the Manora side would necessitate the removal of, at the very least, double the

quantity proposed to be excavated.

30. What might be done at a much smaller cost would be the blasting away by a few

heavy charges of the extreme end of the rock which appears to be pointed. It might be

rounded off somewhat, and as the depth of water is so great, if the charges are not very

heavy, no damage would follow on the deposit of the debris in the deep hole opposite, now

some 45 feet below low water springs. This suggestion is offered for Mr. Price's considera

tion.

31. No mention has been made of the effect on the groyne side of a cutting on the

Manora side of the channel. Considering the stolid resistance offered by the Deep-Water-

Point rock to the scouring of the tidal currents, and the gradual closure of the deep water

in the west channel anchorage, how is it that the groyne side is not cut away ? Unless the

groyne shore is of pretty solid formation, it might be supposed that the currents would

have made more room for themselves. No doubt Captain Parker is correct in his opinion

expressed in his reply to question No. 10, No. 4, that there must be hard sand-stone in the

channel.

32. It is not intended to deny that it would be a good thing to remove the obtruding

promontory if it could be thoroughly accomplished at reasonable cost. As Mr. Parkes

expressed himself in his report of 1872—

" There is no doubt that the removal of the rock would be an advantage, but it is one

which might be purchased at too great cost." He further adds : " I wish therefore to defer

any recommendation with regard to it until there are more materials for judging, not only as

to the cost of its removal, but more definitely than at present as to the eflect it will bo likely

to have on the entrance channel if allowed to remain."

33. It is a coincidence that the above quoted opinions only came under notice after

the previous portion of the paragraph had been written. The opinion expressed in this

report on the subject of the treatment of Deep-Water-Point has therefore received the

independent support of an eminent authority. Mr. Parkes counted the cost. So must the

Government of India, supposing the balance of testimony to be in favour of the undertak

ing.

34. 4.—Auxiliary dredging and construction of training groynes in the new

channel. (See Appendix E for alternative arrangement.)

This work is not required, as the alternative arrangement of dealing with the New

Channel and Chinna Creek has been recommended. This is the last work under the first

head " to perfect existing works."

35. The " further works proposed " under the second head of " to provide further

accommodation" have now to be reviewed.

1.—Blasting and dredging a cut along the. centre of the Manora anchorage and

providing six fixed moorings.

This work entered to cost Rs. 1,65,000, without share of Plant and Establishment, is

not recommended. The excavation of sand stone rock and dredging of shingle at a depth

of 25 feet below datum for a width of 200 feet, in order to accommodate six steamers of the

largest class, such as Her Majesty's Indian Troop-ships, is a heavy work not required as

yet. It may be put on one side at present, until it is seen to be absolutely necessary.
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36. 2.—Dredging in East Channel of lower harbour.

This work for dredging the Keamari Channel, entered to cost Rs. 1,20,000, without

Plant and Establishment, is recommended. It is of the greatest importance that not only

should the Keamari anchorage regain its former area, but also that that area should be

extended by all possible means. The lower part of the Keamari anchorage is now being

beneficially acted upon by natural causes. This work will aid that natural action, and,

moreover, effect a junction between the 20-foot contours at Keamari and Manora. It is not

at all unlikely that this work may relieve the Manora anchorage in a manner which the

Master Attendant may consider satisfactory. The work will take two years to carry out,

therefore Rs. 60,000 should be provided for this next season's work, 1876-77.

37. 3.—Ship Pier at Keamari.

This work, entered in Appendix D, to cost Rs. 2,91,550, is for the erection of a screw-

pile pier for ships at Keamari. The pier, proposed to be run out from the shore 234 feet,

is to have a T shaped head 307 feet in length and 55 feet in breadth. The pier is to reach

a depth of water in front of 22J feet at low springs, and to be raised 5 feet above high

water. It is to have a line of rails in connection with the adjoining Sind Railway, and also

a public road approach. The pier is to be constructed similarly to the Calcutta piers. The

object of the pier is to facilitate the loading and discharging goods direct from ships without

the intervention of lighters, and to minimise the labour attendant on the transit of through

goods on their way up-country, and vice vend.

33. This ship pier would, without doubt, be a very useful public work, in which the

Railway and Commissariat Departments and the travelling public would most benefit. So

long as the native trade is carried on at the new jetty that trade, or rather the pier

interests, would not benefit by the local trade. Nevertheless, the pier would probably be a

success over and above paying interest on capital and expenses. The Government of India

in July last directed that the Engineer-in-Chief of the Indus Valley State Railway should

prepare a design and estimate for a suitable pier or jetty along which vessls can lie, and

embark and disembark their cargoes. It has been decided that the pier should be a State,

and not a Railway Company, work, therefore a suggestion may without impropriety be

offered respecting the department of Government which should be entrusted to carry it

out. The Superintendent of Harbour Works may give all the information in his power to

the Engineer-in-Chief of the Railway ; but, nevertheless, the success of the pier must

entirely depend upon considerations which are wholly within the province of the Harbour

Engineers. It would be far easier for the Railway Engineers to give their requirements as

to land position, dimensions and strength, than for the Harbour Engineers to convey

their knowledge of the harbour conditions at Keamari to the Officer of the Railway who may

be called upon for the pier design ; and it would, further, be better for the Harbour

Works Department to be entrusted with the responsibility of constructing the work which

i3 to be set up in the harbour in over 22 feet of water, low tides.

39. But apart from the responsibility of designing and constructing this pier, there

are other considerations affecting its success, which should be borne in mind at the time

when the project is laid before Government for final decision. These considerations are

connected with the present condition of the Keamari anchorage. That anchorage ground is

in a state of transition. The causes producing that state have already been sufficiently

dwelt upon, and the fact only requires mention here. If a reference be made to Plan No. 5,

it will be seen, in a measure only, how the Keamari anchorage ground has been affected of

late years. This plan, which is a longitudinal section of the harbour taken through the

anchorages, shows the changes which have taken place at Keamari in the periods ending

1869 and 1875. The section, however, does not show the lateral contraction of the

anchorage which has been considerable. Until, theiefore, the Keamari anchorage ground

may assume, under future treatment, a more permanent regimen in length, breadth and

depth, the erection of a ship pier must be considered premature. The anchorage is not

ready for the pier. In the papers on this subject it is stated that the estimate already

prepared includes dredging over an area of 800,000 square feet. But dredging up in the

anchorage will not maintain itself so long as the cause of the silt deposit exists ; and it is

not proposed for reasons of economy to treat that cause in such a radical manner as will at

once cure its entire action. Therefore, it must not be forgotten that the dredged pier

ground may re-fill with silt, and that it cannot without much difficulty be re-dredged after

the construction of the pier.

40. Moreover, there is another point which requires consideration, and that is, whether

or not such a ship pier would interfere so much with the fairway as to cause a loss of

moorings in the Keamari ,anchorage. At present ships at this anchorage have only just

room to swing with the tide, and a pier run out to 22 feet at low water would inconveniently

project into the fairway. The anchorage is long and narrow ; the breadth is sufficient to

allow a ship to swing, but is insufficient to permit two ships to be moored abreast.

41. The head of the pier already designed is to accommodate two ships at one time.

If one berth is retained, as is probable, for the mail steamers, only one berth remains. This

may or may not be sufficient ; but supposing two ships entering the harbour the same day,

the second ship left in the Keamari tide-way would be able to discharge her cargo before

the first ship at the pier could accomplish the same opeiation. The second ship would

discharge into lighters on both sides ; the first ship on to the pier from one side.
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42. 4.—Graving Dock at Manora, Rs. 6,00,000.

This work would be a convenience for ship masters, and an encouragement to trade

with the port. No recommendation is made, as, on the one hand the work is not an absolute

necessity, and on the other the great benefits such a dock would confer on the trading public

are manifest. The project requires not so much engineering as financial treatment.

43. In concluding this chapter on " further works proposed," a recommendation is

brought to notice which may, after a time, if not very soon, bo considered a necessity. It is

the provision of a small dredger suitable for the shallower water of the new channel Such

a dredger would cost Rs. 35,000 only according to the estimate of the Superintendent of

Harbour Works. He has entered the dredger in his Appendix D under the head of T00I3

and Plant required for No. 4 work, " auxiliary dredging in the new channel," of the first

series of works.

CHAPTER V.

DREDGING APPARATUS.

7. Also the probable advantages or disadvanteges of endeavouring to effect the same

results by better and more economical dredging apparatus.

8. To make an approximate calculation of the cost by both methods with the relative

advantages of each.

In the last chapter dredging operations have been recommended in place of adding to

existing works, or constructing new ones. Whether, or not, those dredging operations should

be performed by means of the existing plant, or by new dredgers of later and better inven

tion, and more economical application, is not only a financial question, but that financial ques

tion divides itself into two considerations : for it may on the one part be the most economical

course in the end to expend a large sum on improved dredging apparatus, while, on the other

part, it may be easier to provide a certain amount for expenditure in each year on dredging

with old available plant, which lifts spoil at a higher cost than would be the case with new

dredgers.

2. There are two dredgers at Kurrachee, each 25 H. P., which cost Rs. 2,20,511 in

1856. Each dredger lifts 70 tons per hour, or seven hundred tons per diem. These dredgers,

including the cost of the deposit of the spoil outside the harbour, work at a rate of 8 annas

per ton of 20 cubic feet. It is estimated an improved dredger would effect a saving of

2 annas per ton.

3. Mr. Price mentions in his reply to question XII, that dredging plant, lately ordered

for the Bombay Harbour, is to cost some 6£ lakhs of rupees. This may be for two dredgers,

or for one of great power. But a single dredger costing over £ 30,000 in England, say

i?35,000 delivered at Kurrachee, could, according to a notice lately published in the

"Engineering" journal, whch was probably furnished by the dredge builders, lift 160 to

200 tons of mud, gravel, and free sand per hour from a depth of about 20 feet below water

level. Makers are generally complimentary tq their manufactures, and this is particularly

the case with those who deal in mechanical appliances, and in machines where steam is the

motive power. Nevertheless, if the new dredger, now under notice, could do very much les3

work than stated, yet still it would perform more work than the two old Kurrachee

dredgers.

4. Notwithstanding what has been said, the Kurrachee dredgers will do very well for

the purposes required. They are capable of doing the work required of them, and there is

great advantage in having two dredgers in place of only one. They are not self-propelling,

which is a great drawback, but they have hitherto managed very welL They are not

required to work excepting in fine weather.

5. The cost of dredging with the old apparatus is estimated, with repairs to dredgers,

at Rs. 42,000 per annum. This is for dredging at the Harbour entrance. A new dredger,

costing 3£ lakhs, would, it is estimated, perform the same work for Rs. 31,500. To this

sum must be added 4 per cent, on the prime cost which would bring the annual charge to

Rs. 45,500.

6. The Kurrachee plant has still some life in it left. Mr. Price has stated that the

plant may be good for use during the next five years. It is therefore recommended that no

new dredging apparatus be purchased at present.

7. A recommendation has already been made in Chapter IV as respects the purchase of

a small d,-edger, costing Rs. 35,000, for use in the new channel. As this item of plant

has been inserted by the Superintendent of Works in Appendix D in connection with a

work which is not recommended for execution, it will not appear in the summary of

expenditure which will be given in this report. The Superintendent may deal with the

subject hereafter should there be occasion for him to do so, independent of his work No. 4

under the head of " To perfect existing works."
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CHAPTER VL

FURTHER TREATMENT OF CREEKS AND RIVERS DEBOUCHING PAST MANORA POINT.

9. The further treatment of the Chinna Creek, and of the other estuaries debouching

past Manora Point, should receive full attention.

10. The consideration of whether beneficial results can be obtained by deflecting the

course or the currents of the Pahi Baka, or of the Gaiui (Lyari), especially the latter.

11. Careful observation should also be taken of the influence of Manora Point and of

the East Pier.

The treatment of the Chinna Creek has already received full notice in this report. Of

the other creeks of the lagoon which are fed from the Lower Harbour, and discharge their

waters past Manora Point, the principal ones are, the Soti, Pulii, Baba and Yarari. These

creeks of course play an important part in the economy of the harbour ; and, fortunately,

the influence of three of these upon the harbour anchorage is favourable to their develop

ment. It is in fact to the direction of the Soti, Puhi, and Baba Creeks, that the harbour is

indebted for its Keamari anchorage, and the influence of the fourth creek is probably neutral

as respects that anchorage. The influence of the fourth creek, the Yarari, cannot be readily

traced. The natural resulting action which might be looked for from the position and direc

tion of Yarari would be a silting at its mouth, and a deepening of the harbour bed at the first

point of contact between the creek water and the shore. Probably its ebb current does not

extend across the harbour, but becomes absorbed in the volume of the general ebb from the

creeks in the upper lagoon. In 1838, from Lieutenant Carless' Chart, it will be observed

the head of the West Channel anchorage appears to have reached very nearly to the mouth

of the Yarari Creek. At present this West Channel 20-foot cantour does not go so far up

the harbour by 1,000 yards. This alteration in the harbour is due to the Napier Mole and

Chinna Creek Diversion, and not to the influence of the Yarari Creek.

2. The waters of the Baba Creek, the largest of all, appear to keep very much to the

west side of the harbour, and to hug the shore near the village of Baba. The tidal current

has here excavated the bed of the harbour to a 17-foot coutour of small and a 14-foot

contour of large area. This excavation exteuds below the village of Baba, and even across

the mouth of the Yarari Creek. In 1858, see Map of 18.58, Flan A, there was»only

1 1 feet depth of water off Baba village, and the 14 and 17-foot contour excavation was

situated up in the mouth of the Baba Creek. As has been mentioned above the Soti, Puhi

and Baba Creeks are favourably situated as respects the harbour, and no treatment is neces

sary with respect to them.

3. The Superintendent of the Harbour Works has, in his reply to question XVI,

mentioned that the influence of the Yarari Creek might be improved by closing its mouth,

and diverting its waters into the Baba Channel. He, however, explains, that the operation

would cost about Its. 70,000, and the change might so alter the regimen of the Baba

Creek as to cause further temporary inconvenience by setting fresh material in motion. In

this opinion Mr. Price is no doubt correct. The regimen of the Baba Creek is established,

and any increase made to the waters passing through it which would follow the closure of

the Yarari Creek mouth would only result in upsetting that regimen to the immediate

damage of the harbour. The experience of the past is a sure guide in this respect, and there

can be no desire to encounter the effects of another creek diversion.

4. As regards the influence of the Layari River upon the harbour, this river is not a

ferennial stream, nor do its waters flow with any regularity during any portion of the year;

n fact it is seldom in flood for more than a few days in the year ; consequently it can have

no influence upon the lower harbour, or harbour proper. Mr. Parkes, when surveying the

harbour in 1858, took sections of the bed of the Layari River, and Calculated its discharge

when in flood. The result of his investigation was, that the power exerted by the river

waters in scouring the lower part of the harbour was quite insignificant. , He calculated the

discharge of the Layari when in flood to be as 1 to 10 of the harbour discharge, and only

that for five or six tides during the year. The Layari brings down a quantity of sand into

the upper harbour when it is in flood, and it was said in 1805 to increase the quantity of

material which had to be moved from the new channel during its excavation before the

Chinna Creek waters were admitted. Mr. Parkes stated in his report of 1858—

" Its floods bring down a great quantity of gravel and sand, of which the larger

portion is now deposited just below the point at which the narrow channel joins the open

estuary, where it is little injurious to navigation. The heavier material never reaches the

navigable channels. If the course of the river were defined and embanked, the solid matter

would be carried down to the end of thte defined channel, and there deposited, probably, in

a more injurious position."

5. No recommendation for any treatment of the Layari River bed and currents is

proposed.

6. Manora Point and East Pier are the works which direct and compress the tidal

currents of the harbour. The promontory of Manora is an admirable natural breakwater

to the harbour which is placed completely under its lee during the heavy weather which

prevails from June to September. The promontory being lofty at its outer end increases the

shelter it otherwise provides ; and now the point has been artificially lengthened by the

10
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construction of a breakwater, which terminates in 30 feet of water at low tides, every thing

has been done to extend the advantages the headland naturally affords. Under the present

circumstances of the harbour, an increase in the length of the breakwater is not desired or

required.

7. The flood tide does not approach the harbour mouth direct from the open sea : it

comes round Manora headland from the west, and after taking a wide semi-circular sweep

enters on the east side from an almost opposite direction. The flood enters the centre of

the harbour mouth by a simple curve round the breakwater, and this curve encloses in

comparatively still water the dredged west entrance channel which is thus not subject to

strong flood tidal action. This is just as well, because the movement of sand at the bar,

caused by the stroke of the sea wave, does not receive any strong impetus to traverse the

entrance channel during the flood. If it be said the flood should scour the entrance channel

as well as the ebb, then it may be replied, that if the flood effected a scour in the channel,

the resulting sand or silt must be deposited in some portion of the harbour fairway and

inner channels, and nothing would be gained.

8. For the ebb current the breakwater is well placed as its length lies parallel to the

entrance channel. It thus confines the ebb current to that channel on one side.

9. East pier is the lee groyne or breakwater of the harbour. It compresses the tidal

currents inside the harbour, and acts beneficially as respects the harbour channels. Its pro

longation on its present alignment into deep water would probably be attended with great

advantage to the harbour, but the expense would be very heavy. The length of the groyne

would have to be enormously increased, and a great portion of the increase would require as

solid a construction as the breakwater. The position of the harbour entrance and the bay as

respects the cardinal points is adverse to the groyne prolongation ; for the bay trends in a

curve to the south of east, which causes the deep sea contour, which commences to leeward of

the breakwater and entrance channel to follow that direction, and thus gradually to open out

the shore to the full influence of the heavy gales which prevail for three months in the year.

To prolong the lee groyne, therefore, to obtain the advantages usually sought by such works

would be to expose its terminal to the full force of the westerly gales. Such a lee groyne

would not be sheltered by Manora Points and the breakwater from the fury of the south-west

monsoon.

10. The effect of the flood tide on the end of the east pier is to scour out the bed of

the creek in its neighbourhood for a width of 1,000 feet at its narrowest part. The excava

tion is 35 feet deep at low water close up to the groyne end, and varies from 24 feet to 32 feet

in other parts. A narrow bar, about 3 feet in height, forms across the harbour channel

from the shoal water just inside the east pier to the Manora shore opposite, and an elliptical

patch rising up in the centre of the pool, some 6 or 10 feet above the channel, makes its

appearance from time to time. The patch is caused by the eddy in the floodtide at the

groyne end, and probably has a nucleus of rock about which the sand collects. The small

narrow bar is formed either by the sand washed into the entrance from the bar the floodtide,

or is occasioned by the arrest of the silt-laden ebb current at the turn of the tide, and by the

loss of velocity in the ebb current at the harbour entrance. The probabilities are all in favour

of the silting in the entrance channel, and the inner bar being the resulting effects at tho

harbour mouth of the Chinna Creek Diversion. Those effects should not, however, be magni

fied as respects the harbour entrance. They are inconvenient, but do not present any very

formidable obstruction, for it must be remembered, that although at the present time the

dredging at the harbour entrance is estimated at Rs. 42,000 per annum, yet all that expen

diture is not to be laid at the door of abnormal silting occasioned by the diversion of

the Chinna Creek. It has been before stated that the filling up of the entrance channel may

be occasioned, partially at least, by the natural action of the sea on the Manora ridge, spit, or

bar, whichever it may be called ; and an opinion has been given that whatever treatment

may be applied to the Chinna Creek, yet, nevertheless, some dredging at the harbour

entrance will, reasoning from analogous cases, always be required.

11. On account of the expense and other complications of the case, it is not proposed

that, at the present time, the east pier or lee groyne should be prolonged into deep water.

CHAPTER VII.

BREAK-WATER.

12. Opinions may be offered as to the stability and structural arrangements of the

Breakwater.

The Breakwater, iucluding its rubble base, was commenced in March 1869, and com

pleted in February 1873. The object of this work was to shelter the entrance to the

harbour from the heavy seas of the south-west monsoon, and, at the same time, to prevent

the sand from the sea bottom from being deposited as a bar to the entrance. Kurrachee is said

to be north of the limit of cyclones ; but the south-west monsoon occasions a very heavy sea,

which lasts with full force for three months, from the middle of June to the middle of

September. During the rest of the year easterly winds prevail, but do not cause heavy seas.
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The sea at Kurrachee has an offing of 500 miles, and a dfepth of 100 fathoms within 77 miles

of the port. The waves in deep water off Manora were estimated to have an extreme height

of 15 feet, and trough of 600 feet, and to move at the rate of from 15 to 30 nautical miles

per hour. Although the south-west monsoon gales are tolerably heavy, and long conti

nued, yet their power was much less than that experienced further south. The Kurrachee

monsoon has been compared with weather experienced during a mild winter on the English

coast.

2. It was considered necessary to meet these conditions at Kurrachee that the

breakwater should be constructed of artificial blocks of concrete masonry, founded on a

rubble-stone base. Twenty-seven tons was fixed upon as the weight of the artificial blocks,

the dimensions of such blocks being 12 feet by 8 feet and 4§ feet in thickness.

3. The design of the breakwater, see Plan No. 9, was to lay the blocks of concrete

at a slope of i to 1 inclined towards the shore, the section to contain six blocks, two in width

and three in height. This gave the cross-section the dimensions of 24 feet each way ; width

and depth of the structure alike. Mr. Price in his interesting account of the design and

construction of the breakwater published with minutes of proceedings of the Institu

tion of Civil Engineers on the 9th November 1875, says—

" The bottom of the lowest course of blocks was shaped so as to set level

on the rubble base. For 108 feet from the shore the breakwater is levelled off

on the top with concrete to 4 feet above high water of spring tides, to which latter

level it was gradually dropped in the next 468 feet, and so continued to the end, but it has

6ince settled, more or less, in the middle or outer portions as much as 3 feet. Between

108 and 1,180 feet from the shore the heads of the top blocks were left square, so as to form

a jagged top, which, it was thought, would afford a better bond for a concrete capping, if

required. For the outer 323 feet, however, as the top did not then seem likely to require

raising, the heads of the upper blocks were made oblique, so as to finish with a level top."

4. The first block was set in November 1870, and the last in February 1873, the

length of the breakwater being 1,503 feet.

5. The action of the sea at the breakwater during the south-west monsoon is as

follows. The wave which breaks near the shore end of the breakwater is crested with

spray which rises at high water to 35 feet above the superstructure, or nearly 40

feet above sea level ; while at the breakwater end the wave rises about half as high,

and in an unbroken mass plunges into the water on the other side. At low water

the sea wave rises nearly 30 feet above the sea level throughout.

6. The wave action on the breakwater appears to have shown itself in 1871 and 1872

during the progress of the work. Shortly after the commencement of the monsoon of 1871

the centre joint opened, and the sea-side row of blocks beyond 100 feet from the 6hore

overhung more or less, especially at 206 feet where the top course projected 2i feet. The

blocks on the harbour side settled more uniformly, and the sea displaced some of the blocks

of the top course.

7. After the first burst of the monsoon of 1872, 18 blocks were washed out from

the harbour side top course, the breakwater being then 793 feet in length. The course of

blocks below the breach also shifted. At the same place the two upper courses of the sea-side

row were driven inwards. Seven single blocks were also washed out from the top course

of the harbour side. The large breach was repaired, when the monsoon was over, in seven

days.

8. During the monsoon of 1873, the first after the completion of the breakwater,

damage occurred in four places, all to the harbour side top course. In two cases a single

block was washed out ; in one, a mass of concrete occupying the place of two blocks, and in

another, a concrete mass filling the space of three blocks.

9. In the monsoon of 1874, the outer end of the breakwater, which had been un

injured in the previous monsoon, lost five blocks, two from the harbour side, one from the

sea side of the top course, and two from the second course. This damage occurred during a

gale in July, the wind coming from the south-east with a velocity of 46 miles an hour. This

gale brought up a sea from an unusual quarter, and seems to indicate that Kurrachee is

not, as has always been stated, entirely beyond the reach of cyclones.

10. During the working season of 1874-75, the six outer tiers of the top course were

connected together by chains. The beacon which had been carried away at the breakwater

head was also re-erected.

11. The breakwater sustained no injury during the monsoon of 1875, and the

Superintendent of the Harbour Works reports, under date the 2nd October 1876, that,

although a close examination of the breakwater was not then practicable, it was apparently

uninjured. The head of the beacon, 25 feet above high water, had, however, been carried

away.

12. It would appear from the above account that the breakwater blocks bad now

settled down fairly upon the rubble base, and if no serious damage occurs to the work during

the next few years, every block will find its true bearing on the foundation. The slight

lateral rocking of some of the blocks on the sea side face caused by the sea swell acting on

blocks which had not set down perfectly true from unevenness in the bed, and which was

perceptible in April last will probably disappear in the course of time.
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13. The design of the breakwater is excellent, but would have been better still if the

blocks had been larger, and the central joint could have been avoided. It is not intended by

this remark to mean that by making the blocks of different sizes, a good horizontal bond

could have been obtained in place of a central joint, but that, if larger blocks of different

form could have been employed, which would have obviated the central joint, or have given

to any block, or blocks, in either face, subject to extraordinary pressure from the blow of the

sea-wave coming from the opposite side, the assistance transversely of its neighbour's weight,

supposing the blocks not to be through blocks, that, under those circumstances, the strength

of the structure would have been greater than has been obtained by the present structural

sepai-ation of the two halves of the breakwater.

14. The breakwater is formed of loose blocks of 27 tons placed at an angle in tiers,

the structure having a breadth of two blocks. Consequently the breakwater has an open

central vertical joint along its whole length. The design is novel, and Mr. Parkes has

evidently given the greatest consideration to the question of the size of hi3 blocks, and

where bond should, and should not, be given. To the absence of horizontal and transverse

bond must be attributed the success which has hitherto attended the completion of the

breakwater ; displacement of blocks was, of course, to be anticipated during the time of

construction.

15. Had the blocks been arranged to secure perfect bond, there cannot be much

doubt that, founded as the structure has been on a rubble base, dislocation arising from

settlement must have occurred. Considerable settlement of the blocks took place as much

as 3 feet in one place ; but the subsidence of the blocks on their beds caused no rupture

to the superstructure, which possesses the uncommon properties of being elastic as well as

solid. Like a chain it retains its strength whether its figure be rigid or undulating. If it

be said that larger blocks could and should have been employed, there is the answer, that,

doubtless, at an enhanced cost larger blocks could have been used ; that weightier blocks

should have been employed must remain a matter of opinion until time shall have, one way

or the other, transformed opinion into fact.

1C. As usual the question of cost doubtless formed an important element in the con

siderations of the designer of the work. The breakwater was down on the list of harbour

works prepared by Mr. Walker in 1858 for £ 110,000. The cost of the work, including

establishment, has been £ 109,000, or £ 1,000 within the estimate. This shows a closeness

of working to estimates which is alike creditable and unusual.

17. The time has now arrived when the upper surface of the breakwater should be

finished off. For more than two-thirds of the length of the work the top surface is serrated

longitudinally, owing partly to settlement, but principally to the blocks being of rectangular

form laid at an inclined angle : transversely, also, the surface is uneven owing to settle

ment. It was advisable the breakwater should be allowed to settle before completing the

top surface ; but at the same time the irregularity of top surface has increased the effect of

the sea-battering. It must be remembered that the top of the breakwater is for the

greater portion of its length rather lower than high water springs ; consequently, although

by its low structure it does not present much surface to the sea-wave, yet volumes of water

are for ever dashing over it, and the waves get a hold, as it were, of the top surface instead

of being suffered to glide away.

18. The top surface of the breakwater, therefore, should be filled up with concrete

to a slight curve. This work is now recommended, and its probable cost will be Rs. 0,000

per annum for five years, or Rs. 30,000 altogether.

CHAPTER VIII.

SUMMARY.

Subsidiary Instructions.

1st.—Is it advisable or necessary that any new works should be constructed, or any

existing works added to, with a view to bring about improvement in the harbour by means

of natural scour ?

2nd.—Should any existing works be altered or modified with the same object 1

3rd.—Should the dredge be wholly or partially depended on for maintaining the

advantages that have already been secured, or for extending those advantages ?

The three subsidiary questions, which have been added to the instructions received from

the Government of India, are of such a practical character as to require brief and simple

replies. Therefore

To the 1st question the reply is :—No.

To the 2nd question the reply is:—No, not at present; but a slight modification of

one work may become necessary in next year, 1877.

To the 3rd question the reply is :—Yes, the dredge should as an active measure be

wholly depended on for maintaining the advantages that have already been

secured, and for extending those advantages.
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2. A brief summary of the state and requirements of the Kurrachee Harbour as

detailed in the previous chapters will now bring this report to a conclusion.

As respects the present state of the Kurrachee Harbour and its works, it may be said

that the conditions of the harbour at the present time is one of transition. Whether, when

the works of improvements were first designed and inaugurated, it was foreseen and

understood that the alterations in the constitution of the harbour ( that is, in the regimen of

its anchorages, channels and entrance through the bar) would extend over so long a period as

has elapsed since the completion of the works, is not known. Such changes a8 were con

templated could not occur with any great degree of suddenness ; but it is now eleven years

since the groyne and east pier were completed, five years since the Keamari backwater was

turned on to the harbour, and three and a half years sinoo the backwater was completed, and

the establishment of the harbour regimen still only looms in the distant future.

3. It is clear that the effects which the authors of the Kurrachee Harbour Works

intended, or hoped, to produce, have not been realized up to the present time. The whole

effects anticipated will never be produced, and even partial results, it is now seen, can only

be secured by means of additional help. As events have happened, the Chinna Creek Diver

sion has not proved a success. On the one hand, to the backwater was attributed a poten

tiality it by no means possessed ; on the other, a force was raised which could not be regu

lated. In it the harbour engineers have created a very Frankenstein which they are power

less to control. It did not excavate a new channel for itself with any rapidity on account of

the distance of its new mouth from the sea. The ebb-current excavator could only work for

a limited time in each twenty-four hours. Some of its work was undone by the flood ; and,

by the contraction of its section at its head, anything but a satisfactory regimen was estab

lished in the new channel. The creek diversion into the harbour, which was to aid the

harbour currents to force a way through the bar, has proved but a feeble friend ; for the

volume of its waters was reduced to a fraction by the constriction established for other pur

poses at the notch.

•

4. It has been mentioned in this report in Chapter III, how the Chinna Creek Diver

sion has placed the harbour regimen in a sort of dead-lock. That part of the scheme which

was intended to make a port for native craft far up the harbour, by means of scour, has re

sulted in the ordinary effects which are produced by scour in a channel, namely, a deposit of

silt at the channel mouth ; but whereas a large pool existed at the end of the channel, not

only has the channel mouth silted, but a large quantity of silt has been carried

beyond into that pool. The groyne itself has occasioned a similar result at its

mouth, which is the harbour entrance, and has thus placed this part of the harbour

at a disadvantage ; for it has become a very knotty point indeed to determine, apart

from the question of expense, how and where the groyne ought to terminate. Bars are fed

from within, and however the channel may end its mouth must eventually debouch in com

paratively still water, and then the bar will reform. A strong natural littoral current would

seem to be the only remedy, and where there is no such current all idea of effacing a bar

from a harbour mouth must be abaudoned.

5. The Chinna Creek portion of the harbour scheme has been a mistake. It would have

been a better plan to have left the backwater alone, and to have had the Railway line along

side the Napier Mole. The whole trade of the port should have been carried on, as originally

projected by Sir Charles Napier at Keamari. Had this been done, a sum of no less than 11

lakhs of rupees would have been saved. The new channel and Napier bridge have cost

Rs. 11,16,148, not counting Plant and Establishment. The Rs. 4,30,677 expended upon the

Native Jetty and Quay at the head of the new channel could have been spent in providing

accommodation for that trade at Keamari. Had this course been followed, the Railway

would have been at hand with its line passing close to the Native town, and the awkward

loop in the present line would have been avoided. The Keamari anchorage would have

improved still further than it had done in 1869, and a good deal of the silting which now

occurs at the entrance would have been spared to the harbour.

6. These observations are not made in a captious spirit of criticism, but simply as a

historical record, for future guidance, of an interesting example of harbour engineering.

He would be a bold man who could assert that he would have done better under the

circumstances. If one part of the scheme has been somewhat disappointing in the results

hitherto attained, it should not be forgotten that other portions have been followed with a

good measure of success. The Government of India may be satisfied the harbour of Kurrachee

promises ere long to secure, very fairly, all the advantages desired for a provincial port

situated 500 miles from the chief port of the country. The coasts of India are not prolific in

harbours, it is a matter for congratulation, therefore, that one so good as Kurrachee should

occupy so important a position with respect to direct communication between Europe and

the upper provinces of India.

7. The designers of the Kurrachee Harbour Works were placed at this disadvantage

that they had in 1858 to forecast the results of their works, while the critic of 1 876 has

certain effects before him which afford good data on which to base his recommendations for

subsequent proceedings. The one proficies ; the other is the judge of events which have

occurred.

11
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8. The questions which from a consideration of the statements made in this report

arise for settlement with respect to the Kurrachee Harbour Works are two in number—

—Is the future treatment of the harbour to be such as will ensure the accom

plishment of the objects sought in the most expeditious manner at consi

derable cost ? or

2ndly.—Is the same end to be attained in a longer period ; or, at least, is an attempt

to be made to that end, at a small expenditure ?

9. By the first question is meant :—Is the Chinna Creek mouth to be opened, a

bridge built across it with a newly formed embankment for the purpose of

carrying the Railway line ; the notch at the Napier Bridge to be closed ; and an expenditure

on dredging in the new channel, not for clearance only, but also for excavation, to be incurred,

the whole scheme involving great expense ?

Or, by an alternative still more costly : —Is the Chinna Creek mouth to be opened, invol

ving a new bridge and embankment ; the notch to be closed ; the new channel and native

jetty to be abandoned, and a new quay and accommodation for the native trade to be con

structed and prepared at Keamari ?

Or, again, by another alternative less expensive, but still costly :—Is the Chinna Creek

mouth to be opened, the new channel to be dredged, and the notch closed by the construction

of a new embankment from Keamari to the mainland for the Railway line ?

10. By the second question is meant:—Is the present arrangement, supplemented by

dredging, to be permitted to continue till January 1877, at which date if fair prospects of

eventual success, based on an improvement having taken place up to that date, are not

forthcoming, a certain inexpensive alteration be made to an existing work ? And further:—

Is the present arrangement, supplemented by dredging, to be be permitted to continue in

operation should the above mentioned inexpensive experiment fail, a second comparatively

inexpensive plan of treatment being ready for, and worthy of, trial, before ODe of the

radical and expensive treatments involved in the first question be adopted ?

11. The recommendations made in this report are in favour of a negative answer to the

first, and an affirmative reply to the second question. It is safer and better in every way

to proceed cautiously, and to give inexpensive remedies a fair trial before entering upon

any further costly undertakings in the Kurrachee Harbour. Provided the Kurrachee trade

can be accommodated in the port, as it doubtless may be, with the aid of the works recom

mended in this report, that is, all that is imperatively needed at this time. The harbour is na

turally and artificially sheltered at all seasons, and its entrance presents no difficulties. All

it requires is a little additional anchorage accommodation for ships. If the recommendations

of this report are carried out, sufficient accommodation for ships for the next few years will be pro

vided, and, after a while, increased accommodation will result from the action of natural causes

aided by some dredging. Should the trade of the port advance with more giant strides than

has hitherto been the case, and urgently call for the adoption of more prompt and decisive

measures by an expenditure which that increased trade may justify, further aid can be given.

12. The recommendations made in this Report as respects expenditure are these—

1.—Dredging the harbour entrance.—Estimate for five years at Rs. 42,800 per annum,

Rs. 2,14,000.

2.—Dredging East Channel.—Rupees 1,20,000 in two years.

3.—Completing the Breakwater, by rounding offthe top with cement concrete, Rs. 30,000

in five years.

Grants required for expenditure in 1876-77.

Annual repair. Rs.

1.—Dredging Entrance ... ... ... ... 42,800

New works. Rs.

2.—Dredging East Channel ... ... 60,000

3.—Completing breakwater ... ... 6,000

66,000

Total ... 1,08,800

13. The undermentioned expenditure may become necessary during next year, irrespec

tive of the continuation of the works above mentioned.

New works. Rs.

4.—Opening notch .. .. ... .. 1,000

5.—Small dredger .. ... ... ... 85,000

6.—Berths for two large ships .. .. ... 18,000

Total ... 54,000
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14. In concluding this report the writer would desire to express his appreciation of

the difficulty of the problem the authors of the Kurrachee Harbour Works had to solve.

While the features of the natural harbour seemed to secure to the new port the most advan

tageous disposition of land and water which could possibly be desired, yet, iu reality, that

disposition above water was so involved below the surface as to present difficulties of an

intricate character with which even harbour engineers are not often called upon to contend.

15. As respects the execution of the harbour works, Government appears to have

been fortunate in having placed them in charge of very efficient Officers. Mr. W. H. Price,

C. E , has been Superintendent of the Work's from their commencement in January 1860

up to the present time, a period of nearly 17 years. Mr. Price was absent twice on

leave for three and a half years altogether, during which intervals the works were in charge

of Lieutenant, now Major, Merewether, R. E., and Mr. J. H. Hart, C. K Major Merewether

was also Executive Engineer on the works for eight years, besides the two years he acted for

Mr. Price as Superintendent. Mr. Price is now assisted by Mr. J. Humby, Sub-Engineer,

who has been connected with the works for nearly as long a period as Mr. Price himself.

Mr. Price has frequently acknowledged the skilful and valuable services rendered by Mr.

Humby.
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Dated 27th April 1876.

From—Henry Hand, Royal Navy, Commander, Her Majesty's Ship Festal,

To—Colonel H. St. Clair Wilkins, R. E., A. D. C, Government House, Kurrachee.

In reply to your letter of the 24th instant in which you request me to furnish you with

a report on the state and requirements of Kurrachee Harbour, with reference to the Resolution

of the Government of Bombay in the Public Works Department, and the letter of the

Secretary to the Government of India, No. 101 of the 3rd instant, I have the honor to

enclose a report founded on my examination of the harbour and works which have been

carried out for its improvement.

2. In submitting my observations I would state that many considerations of import

ance with regard to the existing and proposed works are without the limits of my profession,

such as, the estimated costs of construction, description of works required, and especially the

expediency which urges the improvement of the harbour at so large a cost in view of future

trade, I therefore trust my remarks will be received with due regard to these circum

stances.-

Report on state and requirements of Kurrachee Harbour by Commander Henry Hand,

Royal Navy, of Her Majesty's Ship Vestal.

Detail of subject of Report. Report.

Existing works.

1. Breakwater at Manora Point.

2." Groyne running from the Keamari

anchorage along the east side of the lower

harbour 8,900 feet in length.

3. Excavation of a portion of the rocky

obstruction called Deep-Water-Point.

4. The new channel, 2£ miles long,

formed through the upper harbour for the

passage of native craft and lighters and for

the collection of tidal waters.

5. A native jetty, 1,400 feet long, with

masonry wharf walls to which access is

afforded by the new channel.

0. The Napier Mole iron bridge.

7. An embankment, 2,780 feet long,

which has been thrown across the mouth

of the Chinna Creek and which carries the

Railway.

1. Shelter has been afforded to the entrances

of the harbour. The durability of the break

water is doubtful.

2. Has confined the flood and ebb tides to

the main channel of the harbour and conse

quently increased their velocity. Might have

produced a larger anchorage ground off Keamari

by preventing the sand being silted from the

eastward with the flood tide. Is of doubtful

advantage.

3. Nil.

4. Doubtless is useful for native craft below

the bridge ; the deep channel above is useless.

The scour has apparently produced a good pas

sage for native craft, but this is the only benefit

derived and is entirely negatived by its helping

to fill up the anchorage at Keamari by their

lodging a large portion of the silt on its way

seawards. I would suggest that the channel be

blocked up at the bridge, the native passage

would still remain, and a little dredging, at

times, would keep it sufficiently clear (Fide

under head 7).

5. The benefits derived are at the expense

of loss of anchorage ground in the harbour. The

necessary depth of water at the jetty being ob

tained by the scour from the Chinna Creek.

6. A bridge, one-third the length, would, in

my opinion, have sufficed, even if existing works

had proved successful.

7. I would recommend that a passage be cut

through the embankment in order to carry off

the water from the Chinna Creek prior to the

channel at the Napier Bridge being blocked

as suggested under head 4.
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Detail of subject of Report.

Existing works—(continued).

8. A west channel through the bar has

been dredged.

Proposed works with view to further

improvements.

1. Proposed dredging in entrance chan

nel for 5 years at a cost of its. 2,14,000.

2. Extension of groyne on a curved

line for a length of 11,000 feet at a cost of

Rs. 98,875.

Entrance.

3. Removal of Deep-Water-Point at a

cost of Rs. 2,38,218.

Lower Harbour.

4. Deepening the centre of Manora

anchorage to 25 feet below low water so as

to fit it for largest class of steamers with

six fixed moorings at a cost of Rs. 1,65,000.

5. Dredging a cut 5,200 feet long, 400

feet depth and 200 feet at 20 feet depth,

giving at the latter depth an area of 24

acres to compensate for loss of 12£ acres

at Keamari at cost of Rs. 1,20,000.

Upper Harbour.

6. Dredging and construction of train

ing groynes to accelerate improvements to

9 feet depth within 5 years, including 35

rupees for a small dredger, at a cost of

Rs. 1,60,000.

Report.

8. Indispensable as from my experience of

a similar harbour, with a greater scour, dredging

is always found necessary.

1. This must be carried out at any price

seeing that a bar existed prior to the commence

ment of any artificial construction of the harbour,

and there still exists a tendency to fill up at

this point.

2. I cannot see the advantage that would be

likely to ensue.

3. Certainly would not advocate this ex

penditure, as there is no certainty that after the

removal of the Point the result would be

satisfactory. It is true there is stronger tide

and deeper water there than at any other part

of the harbour, but should this rock be cleared

away, there would not be the resistence which

causes ebb to be so locally strong, and by reduc

ing the strength of the scour, there would be a

greater tendency to deposit.

4. Dredging will always be necessary ; at

present the moorings in lower harbour are appa

rently sufficient for the trade. Two1 of the

largest, or Indian troop-ships, could, I believe,

now be moored here.

5. The necessity for this work would, I think,

be obviated by opening the Chinna Creek to the

sea at eastward, and increasing the more valu

able anchorage at Keamari (Vide head 4).

6. If employment of native craft is con

sidered of importance, this work will be necessary,

otherwise the piers and landing at Keamari are

considerations of greater moment. The ship

ment of cargo from the latter place would pro

bably be less expensive.

General observation.

Having pronounced my opinion in regard to the works already in existence, and my

views as to the expediency or otherwise of those proposed, I conclude by alluding to, what

seems to me, the enormous sum the works have cost the Indian Government. The amount

nearly half a million sterling is, for the advantages derived, a very large expenditure, and the

trade of Kurrachee must increase to a very great extent before its value will bear a reason

able proportion to the outlay on the construction of its harbour, and without any knowledge

of the anticipated trade, I am of opinion that dredging is sufficient to keep the harbour

in every respect equal to its present requirements.

Dated on board H. M.'s Ship Vestal] HENRY HAND,

at Kurrachee, V

27th April 1876. J Commander.
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KURRACHEE HARBOUR WORKS.

Questions by Colonel H. St. C. Wilkins, R. E., A. D. C. to the Queen, on special duty ; with

replies by Mr. W. H. Price, M. Inst., C. E., Superintendent, Kurrachee Harbour Works.

I. What were the chief features of the natural harbour previous to the commencement

of the improvements ?

Previous to the commencement, in I860, of the improvements designed by Mr. Walker,

the harbour had undergone some change through the construction of the Napier Mole, com

pleted about 1850, and which will be referred to further on.

The features of the harbour generally being described in the Kurrachee Harbour Works

Memoir, pages 1 to 3, and in the two Volumes of Kurrachee Harbour Works' correspondence,

it will be sufficient here to refer to those parts with which the works are concerned.

Plan A accompanying shows the state of the harbour as surveyed by Mr. Parkes in 1858.

The harbour had then two channels over the Bar at its mouth, of which the circuitous

East Channel [due chiefly to the ebb] was 14 feet deep at low water, and the more direct, but

much smaller, West Channel [due chiefly to the flood] had a depth of 11 feet. As both were

completely unsheltered, the extreme draughts at which vessels could enter or leave port during

the three or four months of the south-west monsoon were [according to the official directions]

from 15 to 17 feet at high water of neap and spring tides respectively.

Even at these draughts they were fortunate to cross without bumping, and there were

days when the sea was so heavy that such vessels could not pass. It was a matter of fre

quent occurrence for ships to be detained for several days cruising off and on waiting for

suitable tides [and some were wrecked while so waiting], or to be sent away to Bombay to

lighten.

The mail steamers also were obliged to time their arrival and departures according to

tide, thus involving constant changes in the postal arrangements of Sind and the Punjab.

In the fair season also similar inconveniences were felt, though of course in a much less

degree, and the maximum draughts allowed during that season were 18 and 20 feet at high

water of neap and spring tides respectively.

The circuitous course of the East Channel also caused the services of a Steam Tug to be

very frequently required for ships, the chief exceptions being those which were sailed in

through the West Channel during the south-west monsoon.

The anchorage space, 20 feet or more in depth, and useful at all seasons of the year [see

Appendix and Plan B] consisted of 58§ acres, made up by the anchorages of Manora, West

Channel, and Keamari. These were included within the space called the lower harbour, 778

acres in area, at low water, extending from the Bar to the north-west angle of Keamari Island,

flanked on the west by the Manora shore and Baba Island, and on the east by the sand-spit,

dry at low water, and west end of Keamari Island.

Across the Keamari spit the flood-tide set, carrying in much sand, especially during the

south-west monsoon, and causing also strong eddies, especially at Keamari. The ebb-current

and monsoon sea also caused much disturbance in the Manora anchorage near Deep Water Point

Altogether the anchorages were not then capable of berthing more than 20 loaded

vessels of 500 to 900 tons.

From the foregoing it will be understood that the harbour was not at that time capable

of maintaining a regular trade at all seasons of the year by vessels of large size, and further,

the safety of those ships that did use the port was, as regards the entrance, a constant source of

anxiety to the harbour authorities.*

The above statements, with reference to navigation, are made on the authority of Captain

E. Giles, I. N., who was Master Attendant here for several years, both before and during the

improvements.

For native vessels the entrance of course sufficed during the fair season, though impas

sable to them in the south-west monsoon.

The only wharfage accommodation were the Customs and Commissariat Piers at Keamari,

and one side of the narrow roadway of the Napier Mole near the town end ; neither however

were suited to any except native craft, and the latter accessible only to lighters, and that at

high water, though nevertheless preferred to Keamari, owing to saving in cartage, and

generally to vicinity to the town.

From Keamari the shallow backwater spread out north, west and eouth-west for an

area at high water spring tides of 14| square miles, intersected by numerous creeks.

Formerely joined with the above, the east backwater 3| square miles in extent, had

been cut off by the Napier Mole running from Kurrachee to Keamari Island, and com

pleted in 1850, from which time that backwater had its only vent through the Chinna Creek,

and the latter consequently enlarged from 150 to 1,275, feet -f* in high water width at the

mouth.

* As an instance may bo mentioned the case of the Jullia which was wrecked when putting to sea with a

Battery of Artillery on board in the south-west monsoon of 1857, a few of the men and many of the horses were lost.

f This was the width in 1858, from which it altered little until 1862, when the width suddenly enlarged to 2,720

feet, under the burst of a heavy monsoou sen, helping the current to act on the narrow neck of the Keamari side.
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These relative dimensions show that before the construction of the Napier Mole the

east backwater must have contributed largely to the main harbour flow. In illustration of

this, some particulars are given in Appendix and Plan B, as regards the bearing of the change

on the auchorages, especially on that of Keamari, which is now attracting so much attention,

and which, it will be seen, both sutfered much and largely recovered itself, under influences

similar to those which are now again affecting it.

Besides the injury to the lower harbour, in the upper harbour also the Napier Mole

caused the Tookar Creek to silt up, and thus greatly diminished the capabilities of access to

the town for native craft

The only river channel discharging into the harbour is the "Layari," which debouches at

the head of the backwater near the town of Kurrachee, flowing at most only for a few days

each year when heavy rain falls in the hills ; these floods bringing down a large quantity of

sand into the upper harbour, but not having auy important influence on the lower harbour or

entrance as regards either scour or deposit.

II. In comparing the present state of the harbour with its former original state, what

changes are due to artificial causes ?

The former state of the harbour has been just described, and the present state [where

altered] is as follows [see Plan A], understanding the question to refer to the results of the

works as a whole.

The scour by the groyne, aided indirectly by dredging and excavation at Deep Water

Point, and largely by direct dredging on the bar, has formed nearly in the line of the old

West Channel, an entrance 2,700 feet long, 500 wide, and 20 deep at low water ; protected

by the Monora Breakwater, and through which, according to the official directions for the

port, vessels with a draught not exceeding 214 feet can now pass without difficulty during

the south-west monsoon, and up to 2-t feet draught during the fair season, from October to

loth May.

This is an increase of to 0i feet during the monsoon, and 4 to 6 feet during the

fair season, and it may be added that the draughts allowed are really limited more by the

capabilities of the anchorage than by those of the entrance, which could pass vessels of

much heavier draught at high water.

Detention of vessels off the port is now unknown, except in waiting for the Steam

Tug [which is but seldom required], and the mail steamers time their entry and departure

regularly, irrespective of tide.

Practically, since the capacities for tonnage of different channels vary as the cubes of

their depths, * and allowing for its greater directness and certainty, the capabilities of the

entrance may fairly be said to have been trebled.

As regards anchorage, though much of what was gained at Keamari up to 1869 has

been temporarily lost by the operation of the Chiuna Creek diversion, yet, through the

effects mainly of the Keamari Groyne, and partly of the breakwater shelter, the harbour

is now capable of accommodating twenty vessels of 500 to 2,000 tons, being 78 per cent,

more tonnage than- could have been berthed in 1858, though the increase of trade and in

size of vessels makes even this insufficient.

Particulars of the anchorage areas and of the changes in these from time to time

since 1838 will be found in Appendix and sketch Plan B, and details of qualities scoured

or otherwise removed from the entrance and harbour, in Appendix and sketch Plan C.

The low water area of the lower harbour has increased from 778 to 868 acres.

For the native sea-going and general lighterage trade in the upper harbour a

channel has been provided, li miles long, 500 to 300 feet wide, and averagings feet deep

at low water [datum], giving access at most times of tide to the Native Jetty, a work

presenting 1,736 feet of wharfage, founded at 9| feet to 13i feet below low water, and 1,070

feet founded at low water, comprising an area of wharf of about 5 acres.

Over this jetty passes the great bulk of the trade of the port, the exceptions being

chiefly Railway material, and Government stores, which are landed at Keamari.

Eastward of the jetty, the channel passing through the "Notch" forming part of

the opening in the Napier Mole spanned by the screw-pile bridge, extends for a length of

one mile to its junction at head with the Chinna Creek. This part, which is 2'JO feet

wide, and 3 deep at low water [datum], fulfils at present only the object of partially tap

ping the east backwater, and so directing scour into the channel below ; but also offers

valuable facilities for extension of wharfage when needed.-f*

In Appendix O will be found particulars of the quantity of material removed in

forming this channel, which was effected partly by dredging, but far more by scour.

The scour was brought to bear by the opening in the Napier Mole and the closure of

the' Chinna Creek mouth, which have so far acted chiefly in forming the "New Channel"

[and causing temporary deposit at Keamari,] but they will also tend to the general improve

ment of the harbour and entrance when the 3| square miles forming the east backwater

• " Steveruon on Harbours," 2nd edition, page 217, which adds, "This result at once explains why such large

sums are often cheerfully expended in securing even an additional foot of depth in harbours or river navigation."

t Except the Railway Pier at Keamari and the Harbour Works Pier at Manora, both for lighters only, no addi.

tion has been made to wharfage accommodation in the lower harbour.
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shall have been thrown freely open to the tidal flow by lowering the rough weir, which upj

to the present has been kept up along 900 feet of the Napier Mole Bridge, so as to con

fine the scour to the 300 feet of "Notch." #

All the above changes are due primarily to artificial causes, in the shape of the

improvement works, chiefly by influencing the natural forces affecting tho harbour, but

partly by the direct application of those works.

III. Have any changes occurred which are due to natural causes ?

No material changes, except in so far as these have been directed by the improvement

works.

IV. Have any changes occurred which are due to natural and artificial causes com

bined ?

The greater part of the changes described in reply to Question II, viz., the general

deepening and shelter of the Entrance, Anchorage and Harbour Channels, were produced

by natural and artificial causes combined, in the sense of the former having been controlled,

set in motion, or aided by the latter ; all will be described in detail in reply No. IX

Some injurious changes—though generally temporary—have also been so produced ; these

will be described in reply No. VII, and more particularly in reply No. IX.

V. Have any natural causes had any injurious influence upon the harbour?

Neither before nor since the commencement of the improvement works do I consider

that any natural causes per se had any injurious influence on the harbour, in the sense of

causing progressive change.

The chief unfavorable natural influences were, the action of the south-west monsoon

waves on the entrance, and in a less degree on the harbour ; the influx of sand from the

'Keamari spit by the waves and currents, and from the west breach and Keamari ridges by

monsoon wind ; the washing of material from the land and Layari River by occasional rains,

deflection of the ebb by Deep Water Point, and its waste over the Keamari spit, also eddies

and disturbance of portions of the anchorages.

The favorable influences were chiefly the tidal scour from the backwater, and second

ary to this, the ripple across it caused by the monsoon wind, stirring up material which

passed out with the ebb-tide.

These two classes of influences counteracted each other so as practically to establish a

balance, so far as they were concerned, before the commencement of the works.*

These last have since turned the balance in favor of improvement, though one remove-

able adverse natural influence remains in the shape of Deep Water Point, which, though

partially removed, presents a more abrupt and dangerous obstruction than it did when its

rock was masked by sand.

VI. Have any artificial causes had any injurious influence upon the harbour ?

No artificial causes per se have had any injurious influence on the harbour. In ex

planation of this, see reply to next question.

VII.—Have any natural and artificial causes combined had any injurious influence

upon the harbour ?

During the earlier operation of the groyne it caused serious temporary injury to the

entrance by deposit of a portion of the sand washed out from the harbour, but this after

wards cleared away.

The breakwater and the the abrupt termination of the groyne [East Pier] unfavor

ably affect the run of the flood-tide, the first only negatively so, as depriving the Entrance

Channel of the direct benefit of the flood scour, but the other positively so, as causing

eddies and shoaling at the inner end of the Entrance Channel, and in the anchorage

adjoining.

Of late years also injury [which like that of the entrance formerly] may be looked on as

temporary, has been done to a portion of the previously improved anchorage of Keamari,

by deposit of a portion of the material scoured from the " New Channel" above. Injury has

also occurred to the West Channel anchorage, this was initiated by the Napier Mole, [see

Appendix B J and the material brought down from the " New Channel" has of late years

somewhat accelerated the deposit there. The progressive deepening in the East Harbour

Channel is connected with, and will eventually compensate for this.

VIII.—Where either natural or artificial causes, or both combined, have had an in-

injurious influence, what remedial measures have you proposed should be

undertaken 1

The remedial measures which I propose are shown on Plan D, and are described in

Appendix D, under the head " To perfect existing works."

The following explanation may be added.

The deflection of the flood from the Entrance Channel by the breakwater cannot be

directly remedied, but it can be compensated for by directing the ebb-scour more into the

channel through the removal of Deep Water Point.

* Disturbance had however been caused by Napier Mole [see reply I and Appendix BJ.

14
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To remedy the shoaling and eddies caused by the cross-rush of flood round the end of

the groyne [East Pier], I have proposed an extension of that work curving to eastward, so

as to ease the entrance of the flood and to remove such disturbance a3 may still remain

beyond the limits of the channel.

These two works would also add to the anchorage space to the extent of berthing for

four or five of the largest class of vessels.

For the present the dredging, which is being carried on each fair season in the Entrance

Channel, may be looked on in a great measure as a temporary and partial substitute for the

two works just named.

For the " New Channel" I have proposed further dredging and training, not only with

the direct object of accelerating its improvement to 9 feet depth of low water, but in order

also that the flow of the east backwater may be sooner set free by the improvement of the

lower harbour and especially of the Keamari anchorage.

In the event of the expenditure thus proposed on the "New Channel" being deemed

out of the question (though I believe in the end it would be found the best economy),

I have proposed (see Appendix E) an alternative and immediately cheaper arrangement for

regulating the flow at the Napier Mole Bridge, so as to give early relief to the keamari

anchorage, without any serious loss of what has been already gained in the " New Channel."

T do not propose any direct treatment of the Keamari anchorage, which I believe with

time will recover itself.

Assuming, however, that increasing trade calls for an immediate extension of accommo

dation, I have proposed to dredge between the lower end of that anchorage and the upper

end of the Manora anchorage a cut as described in Appendix D and reply No. X, which

aiding the natural action would within a year or two far more than compensate for the recent

temporary loss at Keamari.

IX. Please to state in detail, the results whether beneficial, or injurious, on each

artificial work.

It is difficult to apportion exactly the results on each work, as they are more or less

connected as regards their effects on the harbour.

The following therefore must only be looked on as approximation, and the results so far

as a whole may be judged from the reply to Question II.

Bbeakwateb.

Beneficial results.

Shelters the Entrance Channel from the south-west monsoon sea, so that when there is a

15 foot wave outside, this is reduced to a 5 foot wave at the outer end of the channel, lower

ing gradually to smooth water at the inner end. This shelter not only directly benefits the

navigation, but also prevents the sea from breaking, so as to tear up sand from the bottom

and to deposit it as a bar.

The Breakwater also has sheltered the outer part of the Manora (Deep 'Water)

anchorage, so as to make it available during the monsoon (see Appendix and Plan B).

Injurious results.

The deflection of the flood-tide to a more circuitous course in entering the harbour.

This acts negatively, by depriving the Entrance Channel of flood scour. The

diversion also intensifies the injurious cross-rush of flood round the end of the Groyne

(East Pier).

Geoyne.

(Keamabi Geoyne and East Pies).

Beneficial results.

Acted in deepening the entrance, by scour only, up to January 1 869, to the extent of

13| millions of cubic feet,* which has however since been reduced by about 4 millions by

changes during the construction of the Breakwater (see Appendix and Plan C.)

In still greater degree the Groyne by its concentration and better direction of the tidal

currents, especially that of the ebb, has deepened and enlarged the lower harbour, from which

up to January 1869 nearly 56 millions of cubic feet-f of material were expelled by scour only

(see Appendix and Plan C), which enlargement, aided by freedom from eddies, virtually

trebled the capacity of the anchorage (see Appendix and Plan B). Since the division of the

Chinna Creek waters was commenced in 1869, the gain in the lower harbour has been

reduced, especially at Keamari, by deposit of a portion of the material scoured down from

the " New Channel," so that the nett gain in the lower harbour by scour is now only 41

millions, }: and the capacity of the anchorage is now not quite double what it was in 1858

(see Appendix and Plan B).

• Enongh to cover nearly 53 acres, one fathom deep,

t Enough to cover 214 acres, one fathom deep.

J Enough to cover 157 acres, one fathom deep.
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When the " New Channel" shall have attained its regimen (which cannot however be

expected for some years yet), the former gain will it may be expected be not only recovered,

but eventually far surpassed with the aid of the very Chinna Creek waters which are now

doing temporary damage.

Besides its effect in causing scour, the Groyne has been highly beneficial by shutting off

the movement of sand from the eastward, and sheltering the anchorage from sea end from

tidal eddies.

Injurious results.

The shoaling of the inner end of the New Entrance Channel and of part of the anchor

age adjoining, by the cross-rush and eddies of the flood-tide at the contraction formed by

the abrupt termination of the Groyne (East Piery.

This greatly increases the dredging required annually in the entrance.

Last year a bar formed at this part right across the channel, having only 17J feet over

it at low water, and a Ship, the " Abercorn," touched on it.

This was dredged away to 20 feet by the 1 5th February last, but neverthless by the

end of May had already partially reformed, and a large Steamer, the " Canara," while lying at

a mooring recently laid down there, grounded within the limits of the channel, into which the

usual spit proved to be extending, so that near the east side it had shoaled to 17i feet.

This will probably extend across the channel as before during this monsoon.

The particulars of this case, were communicated to Colonel Wilkins under my No. 393

of 26th May 1876.

Dredging and Removal of Rock in Entrance Channel.

Beneficial results.

Supplementing scour have deepened the Entrance Channel for a length of 2,700, a width

of 500, and to a depth of 20 feet (at low water), within the shelter of the Breakwater.

Injurious results.

No injurious ultimate results, but during progress of work some interference with navi

gation and risk of collision in the channel.

Deep Water Point Removal.

Beneficial results.

The work done in partial removal of the Point, in straightening the high water line

with a rough stone pitching, and in prolongation of this a training groyne constructed north

ward for a length of 940 feet, have improved the direction of the currents both on flood and

ebb, to the benefit both of the anchorage and entrance.

Up to the present the flood has been the most benefited by the doing away with the

eddy in the bight above the Point.

A good deal more work is however required in removal of the rocky nucleus of the

Point, so as more fully to remedy its mis-direction of currents and interference with anchor

age and navigation.

Injurious results.

In the present unfinished state of the work the tongue of Jagged rock laid bare i3 more

dangerous to shipping than it formerly was when masked by sand and shingle.

Napier Mole Bridge.

Results.

This work being merely an auxiliary to the " New Channel" and " Chinna Creek

Stoppage" cannot be said to have any results apart from these works, which will be

referred to presently.

Native Jetty.

Beneficial results.

The Native Jetty has been for several years of great use to the harbour lighterage and

native sea-going trade, by providing a commodious wharfage 2,806 feet in length, of which

1,736 feet can be used by the larger, and 1,070 feet by the smaller, native craft.

The area of the jetty bounded by these wharves is about 5 acres.

515 feet of quay-wall for vessels of light draught have also been provided south of

the Napier Mole Bridge, but not yet much used, as the water-way has not yet been opened

so as to bring scour to bear on its approach.
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Over the Native Jetty passes all the trade of the port excepting Railway material and

Government stores generally, which are landed at Keamari (by lighters) at the Railway,

Customs, or Commissariat Piers.

Injurious results.

None.

New Channel,

(to Native Jetty and Chinna Crbkk.)

• Beneficial results.

Provides access to the Native Jetty, at nearly all times of tide for lighters, and at high

water for the largest native sea-going craft.

The facilities to lighters aTe of course an advantage to the shipping by enabling loading

and discharging to be expedited.

The " New Channel" also offers throughout its entire length of 2£ miles great facilities

for future extension of wharfage.

As yet the " New Channel" improvement has not advanced sufficiently to fulfil

that portion of its object which consists in freely tapping the east backwater so as to in

crease the scour in the lower harbour and entrance.

With the material excavated from the line of " New Channel", before scour was brought

to bear was filled in 44\ acres of land, chiefly at Keamari, the greater portion of which has

been reserved by Government, but which must all eventually prove of much value.

Particulars as to quantities of material excavated and scoured in forming the " New

Channel" are given in Appendix C.

Injurious results.

The " New Channel" has no directly injurious effect, but indirectly, though temporarily,

it causes damage by supplying, through its scour by the Chinna Creek waters, material for

the shoaling of the Keamari anchorage, for particulars of which, see Appendices B and C.

Chinna Creek Stoppage.

Beneficial results.

Excepting the formation of land with excavated material, the beneficial results detailed

under the head of the "New Channel" apply also to this work, the two in fact may be classed

under one head as "Chinna Creek Diversion."

Injurious results.

The same applies as regards the temporary injury to the Keamari anchorage.

X. Do you contemplate any further improvements of the harbour by the extension of

existing artificial works, or by the addition of new ones ?

For convenience of reference, I have included in Appendix and Plan D, the additional

works which I propose, to provide accommodation for trade further than what may be looked

for from the existing works when perfected.

These consist of—1st, Deepening the centre of the upper Manora anchorage where the

bottom in great measure consists of soft sand-stone, to 25 feet below low water, so as to

provide berthing for six large vessels at fixed moorings, and to aid scour—2nd, Dredging east

harbour channel in continuation of the last named between Manora and Keamari, so as to

aid action of scour at that part to form additional anchorage space—3rd, a Ship Pier at

Keamari—4th, a Graving Dock at Manora.

Particulars of these will be found in Appendix D.

XL What would be the probable effect of such extension or additional works ?

For convenience of reference, I have entered in Appendix D an abstract of the parti

cular effect of each proposed work.

In looking to the general effects of the further works proposed, the " perfecting" and

" additional" works cannot well be separated. Their combined effects I consider will be,

with the aid of the scour already provided, though not yet fully brought to bear, to confirm

and extend the improvement already gained in the entrance, ,and more than double the

present anchorage capacity of the harbour, making it about four times what it was in 1858.

Further, they will greatly increase the facilities already given to the native sea-going and

general lighterage traffic, and by the construction of the Ship Pier at Keamari and Graving

Dock at Manora, will give entirely new and much needed facilities to shipping.

Further, that the enlargement gained will maintain itself without the aid of dredging,

except possibly in the entrance to a slight extent.

The enlargement of the channels and anchorages comprised in the foregoing summary

of general results, includes large effects of scour, and it will be convenient here to examine

in some detail what those effects may be.
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In Mr. Parkes' report on the survey of October 1873, duted 13th March 1876, para. 22,

he assumes as an approximation that the further effects of the Chinna Creek diversion would

ultimately be to increase the sectional area throughout the whole length of the harbour, so as

to set in motion about 168 millions of cubic feet of solid matter, of which the greater portion

would ultimately be expelled from the harbour.

Since then, in 2i years, only 8 i millions have been scoured, but as the Chinna Creek

diversion develops itself under the regulation and aid now proposed, it may reasonably be

expected that within the next 10 years about 80' millions of cubic feet will be expelled.

This is rather less than has already been scoured from the harbour since the com

mencement of the works. See Appendix C.

I do not mean to convey that the ultimate enlargement will be limited by the quantity

and time just named, but the further process—unless further aided—will be slow, and prac

tically it would seem sufficient at present to confine the question within the above safe limits.

XII. Could the same results be effected by dredging with the dredgers now at your dis

posal, or by the employment of better or more economical dredging apparatus ?

I do not consider that the above results could be obtained by unaided dredging, even with

the most improved appliances.

Putting aside the Ship Pier and Graving Dock, which of course could not be replaced

by dredging, of the other six works, three consist substantially of dredging, two of sub-marine

blasting combined with dredging, and one is an extension of the East Pier, but all are more

or less auxiliaries to aid or expedite scour.

The question therefore seems to resolve itself into this, can further dredging be substi

tuted with advantage for the action of such scour ?

Looking first to the experience of the past, I think that the figures given in Appendix

C will show that dredging could not with advantage have been substituted for scour in what

has been already effected.

But this can be shown even more clearly in a money form, seeing that the cost of re

moval of material by dredging or excavation has averaged 9i annas per ton of 20 cubic feet,"

whereas that of the scour works has averaged only 5 annas per tonf on the material removed

by their means, besides that their effects are not yet exhausted^. Also our dredging plant

should have been increased two or three-fold to execute the work in the same time, and

constant dredging operations on so large a scale would have been a serious obstruction to

shipping.

And after all remains the most weighty consideration, that the space so gained would

not have maintained itself without extra scour.

To the future, similar considerations apply, with the addition that the works to produce

the scour are already in great measure complete, though time is needed to develop their full

effects.

For the works of dredging which I have proposed in Appendix D (excepting that of the

" New Channel," which is specially provided for;, the present dredging plant may be made

to suffice, for though improved plant would save probably one-fourth in the rate of dredging,

or say 1$ to 1| lakhs of rupees on the works now proposed, this would not be enough to

warrant the first outlay on such plant, which on the scale of that lately ordered for the

Bombay Port Trust, would amount to about 6| lakhs of rupees.§

If however continual dredging on the bar were to be provided for on the present scale

(that is, if the East Pier extension and Deep Water Point removal be not carried out), and

that it were determined also by shutting off the Chinna Creek waters to look to dredging

instead of scour for the further improvement and maintenance of harbour channels and

anchorages, since the present plant will not last for many years longer, it would no doubt bo

good economy at once to order improved plant, which would save the sum above-mentioned

on the works now proposed, and remain available for further dredging.

It will be obvious , however, that even with such improved plant, I do not consider that

the same results could be obtained without the aid of scour.

XIII. What are the advantages and disadvantages of each method ?

* Entrance dredging, spoil deposited at sea ... ... ... 8 Annus per ton.

" Mew Channel," dredging and excavation, spoil landed ... ... 11 ditto.

Rs.

f Groyne (including East Pier) ... ... ... ... 4,83,174

Deep Water Point training groyne, stone facing, and other work, exclusive of

direct removal of material ... ... ... 83,720

Mew Channel training groyne, and other work, exclusive of direct removal of

material ... ... ... ... ... 3R.934

Napier Mole Bridge ... ... ... ... 4,90,128

Chinna Creek Stoppage ... ... ... ... 1.88,273

Total ... 12,82,229

which, divided hy 4,050,882 tons of 20 cubic feet scoured (see Appendix C) gives 5 annas per ton.

% Plant and Establishments are excluded in the above comparison, but would not affect the conclusion as

regards the past. For the future they would tell most against the unaided dredging plan, as requiring more plant,

and being indefinite in continuance.

§ Our two existing dredgers (each 25 H. P.) cost Rs. 2,20,511 in 1856.
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The advantages of the method of scour with auxiliary dredging is the saving of expense

by taking advantage of the scour arrangements (for the most part already madej, for both

formation and maintenance of enlargement.

The disadvantage may be some temporary shoaling by the scour action, but this is not

likely at worst to be so great as has already been encountered without serious inconvenience.

The advantage of direct and unaided dredging would be avoidance of temporary shoal

ing, and ability to form the enlargement at once in the exact position required.

Its disadvantages would be the extra cost, not only in formation but in maintenance

and the obstruction to shipping by continual dredging operations.

XIV. Give the approximate cost by both methods ?

On a general view it would seem sufficient to state that, whereas by the auxiliary system,

works proposed in Appendix D to cost Rs. 9,37,208 are calculated —besides their own direct

effects—to aid scour in expelling SO millions of cubic feet from the harbour, within the next

ten years, and further to maintain and even increase the enlargement ; to remove such a

quantity by unaided dredging with our present plan would cost nearly 24 lakhs of rupees,

and would occupy 50 per cent. more time.* With improved plaut on about three time3

our present scale, the cost might be reduced by about one-fourth, and the time of course in

still greater proportion.

Probably the least unfavourable application of direct unaided dredging would be in

substitution for the action of the proposed East Pier extension and Deep Water Point removal,

in keeping the entrance open.

Even there however I think that the following figures will help to show that the aid

to scour could not well be dispensed with. The estimated cost of the two works just named

is Rs. 3,13,208.* Of this one-third might fairly be considered a charge against

anchorage improvement, leaving say Rs. 2,00,000 to set against the alternative direct

dredging of the Entrance Channel.

The interest on this sum at 4 per cent, would be Rs. 8,000 per anum.

So far as can at present be judged, the dredging of the entrance, if other matters be

left as at present, seems likely to cost Rs. 40,000 per annum. Of this I believe that at

least two-thirds, or Rs. 26,666 per annum, would be saved by the better direction of the

currents which the East Fier extension and Deep Water Point removal would give, so that

the difference in their favor would be Rs. 18,666 per annum, with this additional con

sideration that the other alternative would not contribute to the improvement of the

anchorage.

XV. Do you propose any further treatment of the Chinna Creek ?

No, except in so far as it may be now considered as merged in the " New Channel," the

proposed further treatment of which is described in reply No. VIII and Appendix D.

XVI. Do you propose any treatment of the Soti, Puhi and Baba Creeks ?

No, as they converge at present in very fair directions for the Keamari anchorage and

lower harbour generally.

The Yarari Creek which opens south of Baba island might be improved in direction by

damming at the mouth and diverting it into the Baba Channel. i

This however would be an expensive operation ; roughly it would cost about

Rs. 70,000, and the change might cause further temporary inconvenience by setting fresh

material in motion.

XVII. Do you contemplate any treatment of the Layari River bed or currents ?

No, as my observation confirms the views set forth by Mr. Parkes at page 38, Volume I,

of Kurrachee Harbour Works correspondence, as to any diversion or confinement of that

river not being advisable under present circumstances, as the scour of the Chinna Creek

waters is capable of carrying off any material brought down by the occasional flow of the

Layari. Without such scour, however, the material brought down by the Layari would largely

tend to the shoaling of the " New Channel."

XVIII. Do you consider any beneficial results can be obtained by deflecting the courses,

or currents, of the Soti, Puhi, and Baba Creeks, and of the Layari River ?

I do not think any such deflection desirable. As regards the Yarari Creek, I have

stated my views in reply No. XVI.

XIX. What is the influence of the Keamari Groyno and East Pier upon the

harhour ?

Answered in detail in reply No. IX. These two may be looked on as one work which

directs and concentrates tidal currents, especially the ebb, so as to deepen the lower harbour

and entrance, shuts out sand from eastward, and generally shelters anchorage from sea and

eddies of tide, but by abrupt termination causes some local eddies aud° shoalin» near

outer end.

• More probably than th« life of the dredgers.

t For clearness, Plant and Establishments ure excluded. These would, of the two, tell most against the direct

dredging pluo.
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XX. What influence has Manora Point on the harbour ?

Acts as a natural breakwater and groyne, also as a landmark and elevated site for a

lighthouse, being in fact the chief natural feature of the harbour.

XXI. What influence has the Breakwater on the harbour ?

Answered in detail in reply No. IX. The Breakwater effectually shelters the entrance

from the south-west monsoon seas, which are also prevented from tearing up sand to deposit

it as a bar. Also shelters the outer part of the Manora anchorage.

The Breakwater has little or no effect on the ebb currents, but has deflected the flood

to a greater circuit ; this is some disadvantage as regards action in the entrance, but no

injury has been done to the flood in its principal function of filling the Harbour and

Breakwater.

XXII. Has the Bar made any advance towards the sea since the Breakwater was

constructed ?

The conditions of the Bar have been greatly changed by the formation of the New

Entrance Chanuel, but it may be said that for half a mile from Manora, the Bar has from

the very first not moved out. Eastward of that it had lengthened and advanced towards

the sea, by deposit of a small proportion of the material scoured out from the harbour by

the operation of the Groyne, before the Breakwater was built, but since that time this east

ward part of the Bar has become flatter and moved in, scour evidently acting there which

would be better employed in the Entrance Channel.

XXIII. Has it assumed a different form and dimensions ?

Yes, in being completely cut through near its root by the deep Entrance Channel, and

the remainder generally lowered, the least sounding on any part of it for half a mile from

Manora being 14 feet, against 9i feet in 1873.

XXIV. Has the Bar less or more water over it than before the Breakwater was built ?

Much more water, not only in the line of the deep Entrance Channel, but in the general

lowering of the Bar throughout, as above described. When the Breakwater and dredging

were commenced, the depth of the old [ East ] channel was practically 15 feet, compara

tively unsheltered. This is now superseded by the New Entrance Channel, 20 feet deep

under shelter, where in 1869 there was a maximum depth of 9 feet.

XXV. Has the Breakwater suffered any damage since its completion ?

It has suffered some, though no very serious damage, and as there has been no under

mining or disturbance of the lower course, there has been no difficulty in effecting the

necessary repairs, which are also likely to become lighter as settlement ceases.

During last monsoon, 1875, [ which was not however a heavy one ], no blocks were

washed out, but it was thought desirable to shift in a few blocks of the sea-side course, where

they overhung from unequal settlement over the boulders near the shore, and to level the

top further with concrete tor 150 feet in length, reaching to 259 feet from shore, an opera

tion which I should like to continue on the jagged topped portion—as means admit—and as

settlement ceases.

Altogether, during three years which have elapsed since the Breakwater was completed,

an average of Rs. 4,342 per annum has been expended on its repairs.* This includes

replacing a few washed-out blocks with concrete, re-adjusting others, the concrete capping

and refixing and alterations of the iron beacon on the outer end. So far during the monsoon

lately commenced [ a heavy one], the Breakwater has suffered no damage.

XXVL Do you approve the structural arrangements of the Breakwater ?

I do, speaking generally, and especially of the absence of bond and the inclination of

the blocks, which facilitated execution and repair, and enabled the structure to accommo

date itself to the action of the sea and of settlement without serious dislocation. Were the

work to be constructed over again, the only changes which I would propose are, blasting away

of the projecting tops of the boulders in the foundation, some special ties and dove-tailing of

the outer end, a level top lougitudinally throughout, [ instead of part jagged as carried

out ] ; and as regards the cross section, to widen the base two feet and give the sides a

slight batter, say 1 inch to 1 foot, and the beds a corresponding inclination towards the

centre, also the top to have somewhat of a saddleback form.

Some extra difficulty might be looked for in moulding, conveying, and setting such

blocks as compared with those of less complicated shape, also the sea-side would be more

likely to follow the harbour side row, in the event of a breach in the latter. I believe,

however, that the balance of considerations would be in favor of the modification, as

aiding stability and lessening settlement.

XXVIL Do you consider the Breakwater likely to remain stable ?

I do, though possibly a weak place may even yet be found out here and there, which

from past experience I should anticipate no difficulty in repairing, though sea-works can

never be reckoned as absolutely safe from extraordinary contingencies.

* Except last year these repairs were charged to construction.
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XXVIII. With reference to Question XV, what would be the probable effect on the

harbour of closing the notch at Napier Mole Bridge, leaving the Chinna Creek closed at

the railway embankment as at present ?

The effect on the lower harbour would be to stop the temporary shoaling of the

Keamari anchorage, and probably to cause an early return to improvement there.

This benefit however [ which could be obtained less objectionably by other means* ]

would be more than balanced by the immediate damage to the " New Channel" as an

approach to the Native Jetty, and by the abandonment of the great prospective benefit to

the harbour [ including the Keamari anchorage ], and in a less degree to the entrance, which

may be looked for eventually if the diverson of the Chinna Creek waters be allowed to

develop its effects fully according to the original intention.

A reference to the reports of Messrs. Walker and Parkes in the printed Volumes of

Kurrachee Harbour Works correspondence will show the importance which they attached

to this feature of the design, as calculated ultimately to produce effects not only greater,

but more useful than even those of the Groyne.

XXIX. Would any results injurious, or otherwise, accrue from closing the notch

irrespective of the Harbour Works ?

Very injurious results would in my opinion accrue in a sanitary point of view by

checking the tidal-flow over the east backwater marsh, which during neaps would be

entirely, and at springs partially, cut off. The evil would be aggravated by the accumulation

of sewage, and at times of rain by the penning up of the land waters. The percolation

through the Napier Mole and Chinna Creek embankment caused by the head of water,

would also cause continual damage and trouble to the road and railway traffic respectively.

The formerly proposed Canal from Ghizree into the harbour, which latterly I believe

has also been contemplated in connection with tho JerrucK Canal navigation, would also

be interfered with by any arrangement for cutting off the east backwater.

XXX. Could any injurious results be obviated in any way, and at what approximate

cost ?

The immediately injurious results to the New Channel as an approach to the Native Jetty

could be partially obviated [while abandoning prospects of its further improvement] by con

tinued dredging, as a substitute for scour.

An approximation to the cost of such dredging may be arrived at as follows.

It will be seen by Appendix C, that accumulation to the extent of 5,391,970 cubic feet,

or, 209,598 tons, took place in the line of the " New Channel" west of Napier Mole between

1858 and 1869, previous to the opening of the " Notch" in the latter year, that is at the rate

of 24,509 tons per annum. The channel being now very much deeper would in the absence

of scour form all the more of a trap for silt, so that 50 per cent, should be added to the

above quantity to arrive at probable future rate of silting in the event of the " Notch"

being closed, making a quantity of about 36,000 tons, to be removed annually by dredging.

This, at the average rate of our past New Channel dredging, would cost about Rs. 25,000 per

annum. It should be borne in mind too that the dredging vessels with their anchors and

barges would cause much inconvenience and continual liability to accident in the navigation

of the channel.

The less direct, but at least equally injurious result in the abandonment of prospective

benefit to the lower harbour and entrance could not in my opinion be obviated by any

practicable means. For detailed reasons as to this, see reply No. XII.

The cost of obviating the injurious results as regards sanitation I cannot attempt to

estimate in a money form. The measure would I believe be nearly equivalent to the aban

donment of Kurrachee as a station, as the prevailing wind blows to it across the east back

water.

As regards the Napier Mole and Chinna Creek embankment, the injury by percolation

could only be obviated by forming a puddle bank along both, at an expense which I roughly

estimate at Rs. 13,000.

The cost of remedying the interference with the contemplated Canal .to Ghizree, I am

not in a position to estimate, as I have had no concern with the latter project.

XXXI.—Can you give the approximate cost of re-opening the Chinna Creek

embankment ?

I estimate this approximately at four lakhs of rupees, including a substantial and perma

nent viaduct for the Sind Railway line, 1,000 feet in length, the removal of the present

embankment, and the damming of the "Notch."

XXXII.—Can you give the approximate cost of removing and re-building so much of

the Napier Mole bridge as would be required to give the necessary waterway at the Chinna

Creek mouth 1

The Napier Mole bridge having been designed for ordinary road-traffic, could only at

great disadvantage be adapted for the veiy different dimensions and conditions required for

the Railway.

* See reply No. XXXIII aDd Appendices D and E.
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The piles, if they could be withdrawn, could not be screwed at the Chinna Creek, as the

foundation would be a bank of rubble-stone.

At best, the adaptation would be patchwork, and might not be accepted by the Railway

authorities.

I estimate the cost approximately at two lakhs of rupees for 1,000 feet in length,

including cost of an embankment to replace the removed portion of the bridge, of removing

the present Chinna Creek embankment, and of masonry abutments.

XXXIII.— On the understanding that the Chinna Creek scour has partially damaged the

Keamari anchorage, could this injurious action be arrested by any means short of closing the

notch at Napier Mole Bridge ?

In reply No. VIII and in detail in Appendix E, I have stated that the injury to the

Keamari anchorage [after some possible temporary aggravation] could be arrested, and the

balance soon after turned in favor of improvement, by allowing the tide to pass freely at the

Napier Mole Bridge, so as to ease the scour on the late ebb and its consequent conflict with

the flood at Keamari.

For the bearings and details of this arrangement, I request a reference to Appendix E,

but I put it forward only on the assumption that time and funds cannot be allowed respec

tively for the Keamari anchorage to recover itself, and for the New Channel to be further

improved as proposed in Appendix D, previous to setting the Chinna Creek waters free for

the benefit of the anchorage.

XXXIV.—What is*the depth of water at the Native Jetty ?

About 5 feet below datum low water, but owing to the ponding up of the ebb, the lowest

tides do not usually fall lower there than If feet over datum, so that there is seldom less

than about O| feet of water along the south wall. This head will of course be reduced as

the channel approaches a regimen.

XXXV—What is the depth of water in the New Channel 1

In the west division from Keamari to the " Notch" about 5 feet,* except on the bar at

mouth just above Keamari where there is only about 4 feet bejow datum low water. In the

east division, from " Notch" to head of channel, the depth is about 3 feet below datum,

though the ponding up of the ebb seldom allows the water to fall within 1\ fuet of this.

XXXVI.—What is the depth of water desired, or necessary, in the New Channel and at

the Native Jetty ?

Mr. Parkes in his report on the survey of October 1873, para. 25, contemplates the

Channel being ultimately navigable by vessels of 20 feet draught, and from the context he

would seem to mean this to be at low water. I am however of opinion that 9 feet below

datum low water, which is the limit allowable by the foundation of the Native Jetty south

wall, would practically suffice for the " New Channel" as making it passable at all times of

tide for native sea-going craft and harbour lighters.

XXXVII.—In what time is it anticipated the required depths will be obtained, and at

what approximate cost t

At the rate of last year's deepening it would take ten years, but even that rate can

hardly be looked for in future.

With help by dredging and groynes, as proposed in my report No. 272 of 10th April

1876, and Appendix D, I believe that the depth of 9 feet could be attained in about five

years, provided that the weir at the bridge be kept up as at present.

XXXVIII.—Supposing the Napier Mole Notch closed, and the Chinna Creek mouth

opened, what would be the probable effect on the New Channel and Native Jetty Channel 1

The effect would be an early return to the state of 1869, when the channel became so

blocked up that Rupees 8,002 was sanctioned as an emergency for a very partial measure of

dredging, which should have been continued on a much larger scale [ see reply No. XXX ] ,

but for the opening of the " Notch" in the same year.

XXXIX. Supposing as above in the previous question, what would be the probable

effect on the harbour ?

As regards the Keamari anchorage, an immediate check to the shoaling there, and pro

bably an early return to improvement, but without the ultimate aid of the Chinna Creek

waters, I do not think that anchorage will ever completely regain its dimensions of 1869.

As regards the rest of the lower harbour and the entrance, the closing of the " Notch"

would cause no material change from their present state.

XL. What object was gained by placing the Native Jetty in its present position ?

Saving of cartage, and advantage generally by proximity to the Town, Custom House,

Merchants' Godowns and Offices, to supply of labour, and of fresh water.

In illustration of the saving in the one item of cartage, as compared with Keamari, it

appears from information with which I have been favoured by the Collector of Customs, the

Agents of the Landing and Shipping Company, and the Municipality, that 1,71,428 tons of

goods passed over the jetty in 1875-76 ; that the extra cost of conveying this quantity to or

• At the upper end there is of course iu addition the head mentioned in reply No. XXXIV.
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from Keainari instead, would have been Rupees 96,428, at 9 annas per ton ; and that the

probable extra annual cost for repairs to the roadway of the Napier Mole would be Rupees

3,500 per annum.

Thus, in these two items alone, a saving of about a lakh of rupees in one year appears

in favor of the jetty, equal at 4 per cent, to interest on a capital sum of 25 lakhs. The other

considerations, though not so easy to put into money value, are, I believe, in the aggregate of

nearly equal importance.

No doubt if the landing-place were shifted to Keamari, arrangements would be made,

to facilitate carriage of goods to and from the town by some modification of the Railway,

or construction of a special tram-line along the Mole.

These measures however would involve a large outlay, and the result would never be

so cheap or so satisfactory to the merchants, as the direct and independent cartage between

the jetty and their godowns and presses, or town Railway Station.

XLI. Are there any good reasons why the native landing-place should not have been

established at Keamari ?

Yes, the converse of the reasons given in last reply, and in addition the limited space

at Keamari, and the crowding which would have been caused in the anchorage, by the

concentration there of the native sea-going and lighterage traffic.

XLII. Required a list of the harbour works projected for Kurrachee, with the cost

of each, under all heads, including plant and establishments i

For convenience of reference I have drawn out such a list in Appendix A, giving the

cost of construction to 31st March 1876, in the form under which it appears in the accounts.

The works are shown on Plan A for 1876. The total amount is Rupees 46,28,984.

XLIII. Also, a brief description, with dimensions of each work, with the object to be

attained by each ?

For convenience of reference I have entered these particulars opposite each work in

Appendix A.

XLIV. Have all the projected works been carried out ?

No, as there still remain incomplete a portion of the East Pier extension, the removal of

the rock of Deep Water Point, the Entrance dredging, and the further development of the

" New Channel

Also, it will be seen by Mr. Walker's report, [page 20, Vol I, of Kurrachee Harbour

Works correspondence] that he further recommended and estimated at £360,000 considerable

works in the way of Basins, Quays, and a Graving Dock, as necessary to fit Kurrachee for an

extensive trade in shipping of large tonnage, and that the eventual carrying out of these wa3

contemplated when accepting Mr. Walker's report may be inferred from the Secretary of

State's Despatch No. 3, dated 16th February 1859, quoted at page 245 of Volume I, Kurrachee

Harbour Works correspondence.

It may however here be remarked that the perfect shelter of the harbour will probably

always enable Basins to be dispensed with, and Pile Piers or wharves to serve instead.

XLV. Have works extra to those projected been undertaken ?

No extra works* but two works supplementary to the original design, namely, the

removal of Deep Water Point, and dredging, chiefly in the entrance, both found necessary

to remove hard material, and to expedite and aid scour, especially in overcoming the diffi

culties caused in the entrance by the postponement of the Breakwater.

XLVI. What is the probable cost of any further works proposed for execution, and

what time will it take to carry them out ?

The probable cost of the further works proposed for execution, amounting to Rs. 23,29,020,

is shown in detail in Appendix D, and it would take probably five or six years to carry them

out, if funds were supplied for due progress.

XLVII. At what date do you anticipate the establishment of the harbour regimen ?

I should say about five or six years [if the works now proposed be carried out], that

is, in so far as cessation of rapid change or disturbance.

After that time, however, it will be probably several years [it is not possible to say

exactly how many] before a complete regimen is attained.

Mr. Parkes' views on this point will be found in his report on the survey of October

1873, especially paras. 3 and 22.

XLVIII. Do you anticipate a time when dredging may be dispensed with altogether ?

I think it impossible to say at present that dredging can eventually be altogether dis

pensed with, to maintain the Entrance Channel to its full depth of 20 feet.

It certainly never can, unless the extension of East Pier and removal of Deep Water

Point be carried out, and even after that, though these works would, I believe, certainly save

annual dredging to the amount of about three times the interest on their cost [see reply

• The various petty works shown as eitra in Appendix A, and amounting to a total of Rs. 25,595, cannot be said to

form part of the general scheme of improvement.
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No. XIV], yet I think some small dredging may still be found necessary, especially owing to

the patches of rock and boulders, which, though removed to the 20 feet depth, are still found

to gather sand.

As regards other parts of the harbour, I do not think dredging is likely to be required

further than that specially proposed in Appendix D.

XLIX. Do you consider the Harbour Works a success up to the present time ?

I do, and to save repetition, would refer to the details given in reply No. IL

There can be no doubt that the entrance is a success, even though not yet quite self-

maintaining.

As regards the anchorage, the recent loss by shoaling [of a part of the previous gain]

may be looked on as temporary, and up to the present seems to have caused no injury to

trade, the anchorage being even now nearly double the capacity of 1858.

The wharfage accommodation has also been very greatly improved.

The opinions of others, who, though not responsible for the design or execution of the

work, are well acquainted with and interested in the harbour, will be found in the remarks

made by Sir Barrow Ellis, Mr. John Fleming, and Captain Giles, I. N.,iu the discussion on my

Manora Breakwater paper, read this Session at the Institution of Civil Engineers, also in

the following extract of a letter from the Chairman of the Kurrachee Chamber of Commerce

to the Commissioner in Sind, dated 20th March 1876 :—

" I would invite attention to the fact that, including the vessels now in port with those

bound for Kurrachee, it has never before happened that at any one time such an extent of

sailing tonnage has been directed hither, thereby showing plainly that the anticipations of

Government exhibited by the outlay in their efforts to improve the harbour are being gra

dually realized. At present 20 vessels are on the way here, aud some of them, as also

recent arrivals, are of the finest description of sailing ships afloat."

It is, of course, impracticable to show the advantage gained by the works in the form of

a direct money return, but there can be no question of the national importance and conve

nience of such a port in the absence of any other good harbour within 500 miles.

The comparative total values of the import and export trade in the year when the works

were commenced, and during last year, are as follows :—

There can be no doubt that the increase would have been much greater, but for the

disadvantages which this port has laboured under in the want of through Railway communi

cation with the Punjab and the North West Provinces, which has of late years caused

goods, stores, troops and passengers to be largely diverted for the time to other channels.

These disadvantages are now in early prospect of removal ; but so great have they been that

the fact of the trade having in spite of them improved, instead of fallen off, speaks much

for the commercial vitality of the place, and for the aid given to it by the Harbour Works.

L. At what date do you anticipate a completion of the Harbour Works ?

The works in hand and now proposed could be completed, as already stated, in five or

six years,—see reply XLVI.

LI. Are you of opinion that the Harbour Works, if completed as designed, with the

additional works you may have proposed, will ultimately prove successful, and provide a

commodious harbour capable of receiving ships of large Bize, affording them perfect shelter

in all seasons, and an easy exit and entrance to the port ?

I am decidedly of that opinion.

It will, in fact, be seen by reply No. 2 that a considerable portion of such results has

been already attained.

LIL Adding the probable cost of future works to the actual cost of works executed,

what is the total amount under all heads the Kurrachee Harbour Works will cost the

Government of India ?

So far as already executed, and now further proposed, about 70 lakhs of rupees, being

in round numbers the total of the works enumerated in Appendices A and D.

This (which is however only 4 lakhs in excess of what was originally contemplated on

Mr. Walker's recommendation) may seem a heavy outlay, but I submit that it is not so when

Rs. Rs.

2,52,70,8331859-60 •
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measured by the national interests and the results involved.and by the outlay on Harbour

Works elsewhere, though there are probably few ports where the real outlay on improvements

can be ascertained so readily as in this case.

As touching on this question, I may be permitted to quote a few lines from "Stevenson

on Harbours," 2nd edition, page 270 :—

" In concluding these remarks on harbours, it may not be out of place to state that

the want of sufficient funds occasions a great national loss in the construction of many of

our ports. The history of a large number of works which have been erected by private

or local enterprise presents but a record of the building of piers at one period when funds

were small, and of tiikinsr them down again at another, when the trade had increased and

more room and accommodation were required. The difficulty of procuring capital for

schemes, however beneficial in their tendency, and however likely to be ultimately pro

ductive, is fully established in the early history of many of our now flourishing ports.

• *••*•*•••

" To such an extent has this system of partial and limited improvements prevailed,

that were an Engineer called on to value many of our works, as they exist at present,

his estimate however fully and fairly made out would fall far short of the actual cost.

**********

"For these reasons we conceive there could hardly be a more advisable expenditure of

the public money than a system of grants on a liberal scale, for supplementing the local

funds. With such aid, the authorities on the spot would be enabled to protect and improve

the existing physical advantages which the shores possess by preventing the construction of

proposed improvements on too narrow a scale."

An opposite course to that above deprecated has up to the present time been pursued

with respect to the Kurrachee Harbour, and I submit that the results already gained and

those in reasonable prospect amply justify its adoption.*

Additional questions.

LIII. Required longitudinal sections of anchorages, when at their best, marked on the 1

general longitudinal sectiou ?

This information has been embodied in the tracing No. 5 supplied to Colonel

Wilkins with my No. 340 of 5th May 1876, to para. 2 of which I would specially request

a reference.

L1V. Required cross-section of Deep Water Point channel as proposed to be widened?

Supplied herewith, together with plan, on tracting No. 6.

LV. Required acreage below low-water datum in best year, and in 1876 ?

The acreage of the lower harbour below low water in 1869, which may be taken as

the best year with reference to anchorage space, was 850 acres, and now in 1876, it is 868

acres.

LVI. What is the desired section for the Entrance Channel, and what is the section

now ?

Shown in accompanying tracing No. 7.

LVII. Required a chart with section lines marked thereon ?

The section lines are marked on the charts Nos. 1 to 4 furnished to Colonel Wilkins

with my Nos. 315 and 317 of 28th and 29th April 1876.

LVIII. What are the proposals and estimates for a Ship Pier at Keamari, and

Docks ?

Shown in Appendix D, and details as regards the Ship Pier given in Appendix F.

The design and estimate for the Graving Dock have not been as yet worked out in

detail.

No Floating Docks or Basins are proposed, as the harbour does not seem to require

them, being well sheltered.

LIX. Required cross-section of Napier Mole and New Channel ?

Given on the accompanying tracing No. 8.

•From the "Engineer" for March 3rd, 1876, it appears that the Netherlands' Government are about commeno

ing, at the cost of the State, to the amount of £3,000,000, a new Harboor for Batavia in the Island of Java.

This has been found necessary to meet ttie requirements of the Snez Canal trade, the same which is also helping

the pressure at Kurrachee, where however facilities ctm be provided much more easily than at liutavia.
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LX. Probable cost of re-opening the Chinna Creek mouth and providing for the rail

way ?

Replied to under Question No. XXXI.

LXI. What would general dredging, that is, dredging where you thought advisable

from time to time, Sbst per annum ?

I suppose you could dredge all you require with the two dredges you have in use ?

What would an improved dredge cost t

General dredging, say in the entrance during the fair season, and duriug the monsoon

in the anchorage [depositing the material then within the harbour, which could be ad

vantageously arranged] could be carried on, if required, to the extent of about Rs. 1,GO,000

per annum with the existing dredges, and country boats as lighters.

These dredges could be made to suffice for some years longer, perhaps ten or so.

New improved dredging plant would cost—as mentioned in reply No. XII—about 6J

lakhs of rupees. This would include one large self-propelling dredge, and three screw-barges,

adapted either for depositing at sea, or for reclamation.

LXII. Required anchorage areas on each of the charts 1 to 4 ?

To save repetition, it is thought that the information as regards auchorage areas given

in Appendix and Sketch Plan B will probably suffice for this question.

LXIII. Is there any balance of works sanctioned for which Budget allotments have

not been made ?

Two sanctioned works in progress, i. e., Bar dredging No. 9, i. e., for the season just

passed, and improvements to the " New Channel,*" were not provided for in the Budget,

but Government sanctioned their being proceeded with against the amount recoverable for

plant lately transferred to Madras.

A further allotment of about Rs. 25,000 will probably be required during the current

year for entrance dredging of next season, which cannot however as yet be precisely

estimated.

LXIV. Prepare on any new data you may have in your possession a revised estimate

of the probable cost of removing Deep Water Point ?

Prepared accordingly, and the result in abstract is given in Appendix D.

The rates have been considerably reduced below those of Major Manson, owing to

information about modes of working lately obtained in England, but the quantity has been

increased in correspondence with the section No. 6 referred to in reply No. LIV, so that

the total amount is not much under that of Major Manson's estimate.

Pending actual trial however of the arrangements proposed, the estimate now framed

must be looked on as an approximation, as the work is of an extremely difficult and un

certain nature, owing to the irregularity and hardness of the rock, and the complication

of the work by strong currents and eddies.

I am however of opinion that actual trial is more likely to result in saving than in

excess on the estimate now put forward for Deep Water Point.

Kurrachee Harbour Works Office ; | W. H. PRICE, M. Inst., C. E.

Manora, 13th July 1876. j Superintendent, Kurrachee Harbour Works.
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WORKS EXECUTED.



APPENDIXA.

K.URRACHEEHARBOURWORKS.

Listofworksexecuted,withcost,uptothe31stMarch1876.

EstimatedforinMr.Walker's reportofthe28thoctober

1858.

[ExclusiveofBasins,Quaysand

GravingDock.']

ManoraBreakwater

KeamariGroyne

Rs.
i9i349

3001, 1

Objecttobeattained.

Briefdescriptionwithdimensions.

Remarks.

31stMarch
Totalto

1876.

31stMarch

Costto
1876.

NameofWork.

Rs.

Complete Complete

ExtendsfromManoraPointonthewestsideofthe entrance,inasouth-by-east\castdirectionfora

lengtliof1,503',terminatinginadepthof5
fathomsatlowwater.Thebaseisabankofrub blestonelevelledoffforthemostpartto15'below lowwater,butneartheshoreto10/Thesuper structureisofconcr.eblocks,each.'-'x4i',

and27tonsweight,setonedgewithoutbond,so tbattwoformthewidthandthreetheheight, .makingaverticalwallofwhichthewidthand deptharealike24/Theblockswerelaidwith aninclinationtowardstheshoreof3*to1/At theshoreendthetopwasraised4'overhigh waterofspringtides,droppingtohighwaterat
aboutone-thirdout,andsocontinuedtotheend,

butithassincesettled,moreorless,inthemiddle

andouterportionsasmuchas2£'to3$.'

Runsinaslightcurve,aboutS.S.E.fromwest endofKeamariislandforalengthof2,516yards. Isformedofrubblestone,tippedchieflyfrom
wagons,butpartlyfromboats,thesizevaryingfromhandrubbleto4or5tons/thelargerstone beingchieflynearouterend.Themeantopwidthis21',withnaturalsideslopes,andthetop is4'abovehighwatersprings.Alongeachside isabenchtoprotectthetoe.Thebottomis sunkn.roorlessintothosand;177,591tons

ofstonowieusediuthiswork.

Mainlytosheltertheentrancefromthe
violentanddangerousseasofthosouth

westmonsoon,andatthesametimeto
breakthemsoastopreventtheirtear

ingupsandfromthebottomtodeposit

itasabar.

Toconcentrateanddirectthetidalcur
rentsinthelowerharbourandover thebar,andtostopthemovementof

sandfromeastward.



Dittoditto.

TopasstheChinnaCreekwatersthrough

theNapierMole.

Additionalwharfageandaccommodation fornativecraftandlightersnearthe

town.

ToconveytheChinnaCreekwatersand ,toaffordapassageforthelargestnativecrafttotheNativeJettyatall

timesoftide.

AnextensionofthoKeamariGroyneandasimilarworkinstyle,butowingtothegreater exposurelargerstonewasusedgenerallythroughout.Thetotallengthis500yards,the last170yardsbeingslopedofflongitudinallyfrom4'overhighwatertolowwaterspringtides.Thesectionis20'wideattop,withside slopesasfollows,fromtopleveltodatum1\to 1,datumtosurface2to1,alsoabenchoneach side,extendingfromthebottomoftheabove
slopes,24'oneachside,and2$'inheight;

1250058tonsofstonewereusedinthiswork.

Anironbridgeonscrewpiles,withamasonry

abutmentateitherend.Length1,200'in30

spansof40',and40'widthofroadway,includ-
infootpaths.Thenorthabutmentisfounded

onclayat13'6",andthesouthabutment10'3*

belowlowwater(datum).Thepilesarescrew
edtodepthsvaryingfrom14i'to20£'below

lowwater.

ExtendswestwardfromnorthendofNapierMole Bridge.Thesouthwallis1,400'inlength,and foundedatfrom9fto13j'belowlowwater datum,thewestwallis336J'long,foundedat
10i',andthenorthwall10070',foundedatlow waterdatum.Theareaofwharfincludedbythesewallsis493acres.Alsoaquaysouth

ofbridge515'longfoundedatlowwaterdatum.

Thelowerorwestportionextendsfromnear Keamaritothenativejetty,andalongthe lattertotheNapierMoleBridge,altogetherli
milesinlength,500'to300'wide,andaveraging5'deepbelowlowwaterdatum,or7i'below

originalsurfaceofground.

TheUpperorEastDivisionextends1mileeast
wardfromthe"Notch"tothejunctionwiththe ChinnaCreek,and.0'meanwidthand3'deep

belowlowwaterdatum,or9i'beloworiginal

surfaceofground.

-Furtherextensionof1,100'

proposedinreplyNo.8.

Complete Complete

Improvementstillinpro
gressbyscour,andfurther aidtothisproposedin

replyNo.8.

•■• •••

...

iiiii,jii»iiioi00zii

proposed.

4 i.8

r3r6 

i260020

27,2i348

NapierMoleBridge

NativeJettyandQuay

NewChannel

*♦

Carriedforward*



>

NameofWork.*

Costto31st

March 1876.

Broughtforward

"~EstimatedforinMr.Walker's

Report—(continued).

ChinnaCreekstoppage

SupplementaryWorksafterwards!

foundneckssaryinconnection

withtheabove.

Bardredging

Rs.

2i2i3 
1 i2 

Totalto

31stMarchl

1876.

Remarks.

Rs. ., , 1

.670,846

Complete

Inprogress,seereplyNo.8

Briefdescriptionwithdimensions.

Objecttobeattained.

Anembankment2,784'longand30'wideattop,

withsideslopesabout1to1.

Formedchieflyofrubblestone,withheartingand
backingofstiffmud.Thebaseextendsacon

siderablewidthanddepthowingtoactionof
scourduringthegradualcontractionoftheopen

ing,butthedimensionscannotbeexactlygiven

owingtotheworkbeingburiedinsand.

Informingthebank65,328tonsofstone,and 1,132,166cubicfeetofmud-backingwereused, buttheworkhavingbeenspreadoveraperiod ofabout10yearswasunavoidablyexpensive, includingmaintenanceofstagingandofunfinish

edbank.

Achanneldredgedthroughthebarattheentrance 2,700'long,500'wide,aud20'deepatlowwater
datum.Thisworkalsoincludesdivingopera tionsinblastingpatchesofrockandboulders,

andremovingthemeitherbyacranebargeor bythedredgers.Abosoinodredgingin

anchoragenearendofgroyne.

T«,5<.il"770tonsofmatoriiilwioromovod.

TodiverttheChinnaCreekwaters,and

thoseoftheeastbackwatergenerally.
Todirectandaidthetidalscourinform

ingandmaintainingadeepandper

manententranceChannel.



Toimprovedirectionoftidalcurrents andtoeasetheirrushandeddiespastthepoint,soastobenefitthescourof thelowerharbourandentrance,increase theanchoragespace,andaddtoholding

groundbyfillingupdeeprockygut.

Toaidanddirectscourinformingthe

"NewChannel."

Topartiallyfacilitateaccessofboatsto

NativeJettysouthwall.

Toimproveaccesstonorthandnorth
westwallsand(forfishingboats)to

embankmentnorthofJetty.

TolightNativeJetty.

ForusebypersonsfrequentingtheNa

tiveJetty.

Partialremovalofprojectiononwestsideoflower harbour,calledDeepWaterPoint.Sandand shingleremovedbyhand,laboranddredging,andunderlyingridgeofrockpartiallyremoved byblasting.Atraininggroyneformedtothe northofthepointinordertodirectthescour onit.Thenewhighwaterlinefacedwithlarge conglomeraterubble.Buildingswhichstoodon
thepointwereremovedandre-erectedelse

where.

2,938,468cubicfeetofsandandshingledredged Dredgingbaratjunctionof"NewChannel"with
Keamarianchorageforalengthof1,700',quan

tity22,.6tons.Pitchingbankswithrubble

stonehereandtherewhereactedonbyscour.

Achannelclearedforalengthof2,560'fromwest endofsouthwallofNativeJettytothelevelof
1'overdatum,soastopartiallyremoveaccumu

lationwhichtookplacebeforeopeningof"Notch."
ExcavationalongnorthandwestwallsoftheNa

tiveJetty,1,400'inlengthand75'inwidthat bottom,and2'overdatum,alsoexcavatinga channel175'inlength,20'widthatbottomand tosamedepth,toembankmentnorthofJetty,

alsoextrapitchingtotheembankmentslope.

Ninecastironlampposts,withlanternstoburn kerosineoil,masonryfoundationsandashlar

plinths,and1sparelamppost.

Alatrine15'x10'with3compartments,builtof masonrywithdrainopeningthroughsouthwall
ofJetty,andfittedwithpump,tankandappara

tusforflushing.

Incomplete,butaccount
closed.Furtherworkpro

posedinreplyNo.8.

orexcavated.

50,317cubicfeetrockremoved.

Carriedoutin1875-76,fur therworkproposed,see replyNo.8,aspartofthe
"NewChannel'improve

ment

Complete Complete Complete Complete

5,78,557

3i961 

*•• ••• ••■ •••

•1,96,045

8,9 
.2,672 80002 4,.3

920
7.

140077

DeepWaterPointRemoval

Dredgifigmouthof*NewChannel"
ProtectingBanksof"NewChannel" Works,extra,tothoseprojected. ChanneltoNativeJetty.Special

dredgingrequiredin1869-70.

ImprovingChannelalongnorthand

north-westwallsofNativeJetty.

LightingNativeJetty..." ...

LatrineonNativeJetty

Carriedforward



J-

NameofWork.

Remarks.

Complete Complete Complete Complete Complete

*••

Totalto

31stMarch

1876.
Rs.

34,96178 25,595

Costto31st

March
1876.

... ... ... ...

■••

...

14  
1,316 489 575 981 1,369

i788
Rs.

Broughtforward

Works,extra,tothoseprojected—

(continued).

ChowkeeatNapierMoleBridge

BoringsinAnchorage...

TrialBoringsforShipPier

NewOfficestoManoraBungalow...

Renewalandadditiontoroofofditto
KurracheeHarbourEngineeringex

pensesinEngland,asumordered

speciallytobedebitedin1871-72.

Briefdescriptionwithdimensions.

Objecttobeattained.

Tworooms,each.'x10',oneforaChowkedarand theotherforkeepingstoresandtools,averandah alongeastside,andanironrailingwithgate,roundthecompound,masonryofstone,and

mortar,tiledroofandteakwooi-work.

Tentrialboringsforscrewmoorings,and26tofind

levelofhardmaterial.

TwelveboringsatKeamari,allthroughsand,and

averagedindepthbelowsurfaceofground28

feet.

Cook-room,quartersforservants;godownandsheds. Renewalandstrengtheningofroofandadditionof

2verandahs,&c.

Orderedtobedebited

26thFebruary1872.

byGRNo.365ofthe

KurracheeHarbourEngineeringexpenses.
£s.6.

PaidtoMr.Parkesforassistanceren
deredbyhiminconnectionwiththe

discussionastotheKurracheeHar

bourWorks......40000

PaidtoMessrs.J.andJ.Stevens(D.

andT.Stevenson?)professional chargesonaccountoftheirreport

ontheHarbourWorks...247160

PaidtoE.Fogg,EnginoDriver,for
10days'salary,gratuityandexpenses30194

QuartersforChowkedarandstoragefor paint,tools,&c,inuseatBridgeand

Jetty.

Toascertainnatureofgroundwithrefer encetoproposedmooringsanddredg

ing.

Toascertainnatureofgroundatsiteof

proposedShipPieratKeamari.

678154



SubsidiaryWorks.

Apportionableonallthtforegoing.

PlantandTools

Officeworkshopsandstoreyard,

Kurrachee.

Officeworkshopsandstoreyard,

Manora.

RepairstoQuarters

HarbourSurveys

7,42,075 49,109

83.S88

4,478 48,469

Total

Deduct—

Estimatedvalueofplantandtools aftercompletionofworks,one-fourth

ofRs.7,420075......1,85,518

Dittooflandfilledin,withmaterial
from"NewChannel,"44acres, 1,845yards,atRe.1persquare

yard.........2,150000

Dittoofmaterialsofbuildingsand piersandwellofsweet-waterat

anora...150000

Add—

Establishment

GrandTotal

9,28,119

44,4i892

4,15,518

4i31,374

5,97,610

4i28,984

Complete Complete Complete

Providedin

repairs.

Inprogress

futureunder

OutofthisaboutRs.300000

isalreadyrecoverablefor partofBreakwaterplant

transferredtoMadras.

13'44percent,ongross expenditure,or1482per
cent,onnettexpenditure.

Enhancedbysuspensions ofactiveoperations,and bytheshortsupplyof fundscausingdelayin

works.

BlockmakingandsettingMachinery,RollingStock, DredgingPlant,BargesandBoats,Workshops'EnginesandMachinery,andvariousotherplant

andtools.

Office,without-houses,workshopsforfitters,smiths,
andcarpenters,store-godownandsheds,&c,&c.

Office,without-houses,workshopsforfitters,smiths, andcarpenters,store-godownandsheds(the
greaterpartoftheforegoingremovedfrom

Kurrachee),twopiers,onewithshearlegsfor loadingmaterialsandshippingstone,railwaysidings,&c.Quartersforforemenandothers,

andlinesforwork-people.

Repairstoquartersforforemen,workmenfrom

Englandandothers.

Periodicalsurveysoftheharboursince1863with

tidalandanemometerobservations.

Subsidiarytoexecutionofmainworks.

Ditto Ditto

ditto, ditto.

Ditto

ditto.

Torecordchangesproducedbyworksand

naturalactionsaffectingtheharbour.

W.H.PRICE,M.Inst.C.E,

Superintendent,KurracheeHarbourWorks.
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APPENDIX B.

Anchorages.

The sketch Plan B [with statement] shows the states of the deep anchorage areas at the

following important dates :—

1838.—Survey of Lieutenant Carless, I. N., showing Harbour in its natural state.

1854.—Survey of Lieutenant Grieve, I. N., showing the Harbour after changes bad

been caused by the construction of the Napier Mole.

1858.—Survey by Mr. Parkes, M. Inst., C. E., for Mr. Walker's Harbour Improvement

project.

1869.—Survey by Mr. Price, M. Inst., C. E., after the Groyne [completed in 1865] had

been some years in operation, but before commencement of Breakwater, Bar

dredging, or diversion of Chinna Creek waters.

1876.—Survey by Mr. Price, M. Inst., C. E., after the completion of the Breakwater

[completed in 1873] and the operation since 1869 of the Bar dredging, and the

Chinna Creek diversion.

The anchorage spaces within the 20-foot contour at all the above dates are shown on the

sketch Plan B by a dark blue tint, and to save confusion, all other contours are omitted.

The three main divisions of the anchorage are—

Manora,

West Channel,

Keamari,

the two first named of which have joined on the later surveys, but are divided in the calcu

lations at Section 11.

Certain portions of the 20-foot area at each date not being always useful for anchorage,

are distinguished by a cross hatching of blue.

The portions so crossed out, as regards the Manora anchorage, consist of those useless

through disturbance by the mousoon sea, or by eddies at end of Groyne or at Deep Water

Point.

In the West Channel anchorage the upper and narrow part has been crossed out, which,

though it could still accommodate vessels, cannot well be got at when the lower berths are

occupied.

In the Keamari anchorage the portion crossed out was narrow and subject to eddies

before the construction of the Groyne.

In the accompanying statement accordingly the areas of each anchorage are divided into

" Good" printed in blue ; " Useless" printed in red ; and " Total" printed in black.

Between 1838 and 1854 [the Napier Mole having meanwhile been made] it will be seen

that the Manora anchorage slightly decreased, as also did the West channel anchorage [in its

total area], and that the Keamari anchorage almost disappeared, having decreased from 27

to 4i acres.*

This great reduction seems clearly owing to deposit of material scoured out ahead of the

Napier Mole bank during its progress.

At the same time the Mole, by shutting off the east backwater flow, transferred the pre

ponderance of the ebb-currents from the west to the east side of the harbour, evinced not only

the shoaling of the West Channel anchorage, but by the beginning in the east harbour

channel of the deepening, which has of late years been largely increased by the operation of

the Groyne.

Between 1854 and 1858, the Manora anchorage improved, T the West Channel conti

nued to shoal, though not rapidly, and the Keamari anchorage without any artificial aid

recovered from 4i to 17i acres [good], its position also having shifted southward.

Between 1858 and 1869 the effects of the Groyne, constructed in the interim, appear in

the increase from 18| to 25 § in the [good] Manora anchorage [the total increase was much

more]; the West Channel anchorage continued to shoal, from 22;j to 214 acres, but on the

other hand the Keamari anchorage increased from 17i to 304 acres.

The aggregate increase in the good anchorage during the period was from 58jj to 774

acres, and the gross total increase from 95i to 132 £ acres.

Between 1869 and 1876 the good Manora anchorage increased from 25$ to 5 1 1 acres,

partly by scour, but chiefly owing to the shelter afforded by the Breakwater having made

available during the monsoon the larger space of about 19§ acres, extending from the south

side of Deep Water Point to near the end of the Groyne [East Pier].

• This is exclusive of the narrow detached pit to southward, evidently a new formation, and which later was

joined by the northern portion.

t This improvement was probably caused by the raising of the Keamari sand-spit in the interim by the action of

the sea—see Mr. l'arkes' report, page 32, Volume I of Kurrachee Harbour Works correspondence.
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The good West Channel anchorage decreased further from 21 i to 8 J acres, omitting the

narrow gut, 100' to 150' wide, which is not conveniently accessible.

Further, the Keamari anchorage was reduced from 30J to 13| acres, by tlie deposit of a

portion of the material scoured down from the " New Channel" by the action of the Chinna

Creek waters.

The balance was slightly in favor of increase on the aggregate area of the good anchor

ages, which was 78$ acres in 1876 as compared with 774 acres in 1869, but the gross total

area decreased from I32£ to 121 J acres.

In 1858 the good area was 58§, and the gross total 95i acres.

On a view of the figures just given, it may not at first be understood why the increase

of 2o| acres in the '-good" Jlanora anchorage since 1*09 does not compensate for the decrease

of 24$ acres in the West Channel and Keamari anchorages, but this is explained by the fact

that the space gained at Manora south of Deep Water Point, being wide and deep, has been

taken up by two swinging moorings for vessels of a large class, such as in former years never

visited the port ; also by a third mooring for a medium sized vessel.

That part also, owing to its vicinity to the entrance and to the irregular influences of

Deep Water Point and of the abrupt termination of the Groyne on the tidal currents, does

not admit of vessels being placed so close as they might be higher up the harbour, and so

the increase of trade causes the loss on the other anchorages to be greatly felt.

General Remarks.

In 1858 Captain Giles considered that only 20 loaded ships of from 500 to 900 tons, or

say 14,000 tons of shipping, could be accommodated.

Captain Parker, the Acting Master Attendant, considers the harbour as it now stands,

capable of accommodating 20 ships of from 500 to 2,000 tons, or say 25,000 tons of shipping,

being 78 per cent, over the capacity of 1858. This increase is in greater ratio than that

of the areas, as the anchorages have also deepened, so as to accommodate larger vessels.

In 1868 Captain Giles estimated the capacity of the anchorage to have trebled since

1858, but in this he contemplated the utilisation by fixed moorings of the entire Keamari

anchorage, which has since lost nearly two-fifths of its area, and as regards the remainder

of which Captain Parker thinks it best to defer adoption of fixed moorings until a regimen

is more nearly attained.

With the aid of time and of the further works now proposed [see Appendix D,J I believe

that the present capacity of the anchorage will be more than doubled, making it about four

times what it was in 1858.

W. H. PRICE, M. Inst., C. E.,

Superintendent, Kurrachee Harbour Works.
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CUBIC SPACES

GAINED IN

ENTRANCE AND HARBOUR.
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Α Ρ Ρ Ε Ν

KURRACHEE HAR

Statement of cubic spaces gained in the Entrance and Harbour (Lower and Upper) both above

excavation in the following periods, viz ., January 1858 to January 1869, January 1869

divisions into which the Entrance and Lower Harbour cubic spaces are divided .

NOTE. -- The following shows the gain in the several divisions of the Harbour, first between January 1858 and

between January 1869 and November 1875 , being the period during which the breakwater, bar dredging, and diversion

The boundary between the entrance and lower harbour has been taken as a line drawn across at right-angles from

a little bigher up, i. e ., at Section 18, nearly up to which the so -called Bar dredging has of late years extended . As

re-apportionment of water-spaces between the two adjoining divisions, but not effecting the conclusions drawn ; a

take in the former (and probable) future upper limit of the anchorage.

Figures prefixed with & denote silting,

Where.

January 1858

How gained .

January 1869.

ENTRANCE .

. ..

Cubic feet.

13,758,545
1. - Entrance Below low water

Scoured

Dredged ...

Total I ... 13,758,545

LOWER HARBOUR

II. - From off end of Groyne to 11th Below low water

Section , including Manora

Anchorage. Above low water

Scoured ...

Dredged ...

Scoured

Excavated . ..

24 ,215 ,577

42,900

8 ,320,490

2 ,270,040

Total II ... 1 34 ,849,007

III. - Section 11 to 4

East side.

Below low water

""* Above low water

Scoured

Scoured

red . . . 13,421,060

4 ,409,240

Total III ... 17,830,300

West side.

IV . - Section 11 to 4 , including West

Channel Anchorage.

Silted ... § 356 ,647

Below low water

Total IV .. . 1 § 356,647

V . - Keamari Anchorage Below low water
Scoured

Dredged ...

5 ,883,320

5 ,883,320Total V ...

UPPER HARBOUR OR “ New CHANNEL."

VI.- West side of Within Channelſ Above and below low si Scoured ...

Napier Mole, I limits. 1 water. Dredged ...

8 ,100 feet in From Flats ... Above low water Scoured

length .

Total VI ...

§ 5 ,391,970

9 ,019.795

142,410

3,770,235

VII. - East side of Within Channel | Above and below s Scoured

Napier Mole, l limits . S low water. Dredged ...

5 ,300 feet in Probable from
"

Flats .length .
Above low water ... Scoured

§ 2,532 ,742

8,302,742

Total VII ... 5 ,770,000

Total I to VII

DEDUCT.-- -

Due directly to dredging and excavation as above

81,504,760

19,635,477

· Balance due to scour .. . 61,869,283

+ January 1858 is taken for comparison, as date ofMr. Parkes' original survey, but the Groyne had not advanced

far enough to affect the harbour until 1861-62.
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DIX C .

BOUR WORKS.

and below low water, also showing proportions due respectively to scour, and dredging or

to November 1875, and January 1858 to November 1875 . -- See Sketch plan C for the several

January 1869, daring which period the Groyne only had been brought to bear on the scour of the Harbour, and second

of Chinna Creek waters were brought into operation . The last Column shows the nett gain since 1858.t

the outer extremity of the Groyne (East Pier ). In my report No. 272 of 10th April 1876 this boundary was drawn

the extremity of the Groyne seems a mere convenient limit for reference , the change has been made, involving thus å

similar slight re-arrangement of boundary has been made between the Keamari Anchorage and New Channel, 60 as to

and therefore a minus quantity .

January 1869
Reol Nett gain.

to November January 1858

1875.
1875 .

to
November to

November Remarks

Cubic feet.

§ 4 ,017,535

14 ,019,350

10,001,815

Cubic feet.

9, 741,010 I. - The loss of about 4 millions, between January 1869 and

14 ,019,350 November 1875, nearly all took place before the comple

tion of the Breakwater, and seems mainly due to the

23,760,360 shifting of material by the flood -tide during its diversion

by that work .

23 ,379,625

1,046,877) II. - About two-thirds of the dredging was at Deep Water Point,

10,166 ,262 and one- third on the shoal patches off end of East Pier .

2 ,301,908 The excavation was all at Deep Water Point.

§ 835,952

1 ,003,977

1,845,772

31,868

2,045,665 36 ,894,672

5 ,180,600

48,7701

19,601,660 III. - The gain above low water is from the Keamari Sand Spit.

4 ,458,010

5 ,229,370 23,059,670

$ 8,976 ,110 § 9,332,757
IV . - In reference to the rapid loss from 1869 to 1875, and the

$ 8,976 ,110 9,332,757 comparatively small amount of silting between 1858 and

1876, it may bementioned, that from 1858 to 1863 a loss

took place of about 2 millions ; 1863 to 1865 a gain of 1 }

millions ; 1865 to 1867 a gain of over 3 millions ; and 1867

to 1869 a loss of 24 millions. Of the further loss of nearly

9 millions, between 1869 and 1875, it will probably be fair

to ascribe about 6 millions to the continuance of the shoal

ing previously felt, and 3 millions to material from “ New

Channel.”

$ 12,130,960 $ 6 ,247,640 V . - The silting seems wholly due to material from the “ New

222, 9601 2 22, 960 Channel." ,

Dredging is about half of that done in 1875 at the junction

$ 11,908,000 $ 6 ,024 ,680 “ of the New Channel” with the Keamari Anchorage.

15 ,828,501

562,252

4 ,034,350

10,436 ,531 VI. & VII. - The quantities shown in red are silting ,

9,582,047 ) which took place before the Chinna Creek scour was

4,176 ,760 brought into action.

- VI. _ " Flats" is that portion between the channel and Napier

24 ,195 ,338 Mole.20 ,425 ,103

9,170,925

137,719

9,000 ,000

6 ,638,183 VII. - For “ Within the channel limits ," a width of500 feet has

8 ,440,461 been taken for comparison ,to allow of future enlargement.

The 9 millions shown as “ Probable scour from
9,000,000

flats,” can

be well accounted for, by the many diversions caused by

change in the flow of the tide from Chinna Creek to the

24 ,078,644 Notch .18,308,641

35,126 ,487 116 ,631,247

15 ,978, 126 35 ,613,603

19, 148,361 * 81,017,644 * Enough to cover 310 acres , one fathom deep.

W . H . PRICE, M . Inst., C. E.,

Superintendent, Kurrachee Harbour Works
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APPENDIXD.

KUERACHEEHARBOURWORKS.

Furtherworksproposed,withprobablecost,from1stApril1876.

Probableeffects.

ClearanceandmaintenanceofEntrance

Channeltofulldimensions.

PreventionofinjurytoEntranceChannel
andanchoragebyeddiesandshoaling fromcross-rushofflood,alsoextension ofanchoragespacefor2or3large

vessels.

Toleadebb-scourintoEntranceChannel, andtoimproveanchoragebyquieting tidal-rushandeddies,andbyfillingin deeprockygut,soastogiveberthsfor

2or3largevessels.

Briefdescriptionwithdimensions.

Length2,700feet,breadth500feet,anddepth20

feetatlowwater,tobekeptclearbydredgingas aiumulationtakesplace,pendingexecutionof thetwoworksnextnamed.Includesalsosome
furtherremovalofpatchesofrockandboulders.

Onacurveof1,500'rad30s,foralengthof1,100

feetbroughtuptolowwaterlevel.Widthat toptobe40feet.Westsideslopelito1.The heartingtobeofordinaryrubble-stone,faced andtoppedwithlargeblocks,also4largebeacons

tomarkthispartlysubmergedwork.

Reductionofprojectiononwestsideofharbour,
beingatongueofconglomeraterock(onclay),

flankedandpartlycoveredbysandandshingle. Thisdivertsebbfromentrance,causeseddiesin anchorageanddangertoshipping;1,7.lineal
feetmeanlength,by384feetmeanbreadth,

averaging4Jfeetdeep,comprising2facresof rockpartlycoveredbyshingleand.4acresof sandcoveredwithshingle.Holestobedrilled inrockbysteammachineryfromBargeonlegsandexplodedbydampGunCotton.Charging donebyNativeDivis,alsotheslingingoflargo

pieceBforliftingbyCraneBarge.

Allotmentforthesesanc

tionedinG.R.No.925

of15thMay1876.

Estimatesubmittedwith No.236of30thMarch

1876.

Estimatewithplansub
mittedwithNo.164of

.thMarch1875.

BesidesRupees23,338for specialplantestimated

forbelow.

Remarks.
For5years.

Total
probable

cost.

28,850

Rs. •••

Probable

cost.

22,850 60000 2,140000 98,875 2,14,333

Rs.

Bardredging,completionforseason

of1875-76.

MakingcertainimprovementstoNew

Channel,protectingbanks.

Sanctionedworksinprogress.
Toperfectexistingworks.

NamesofWorks.

DredginginEntranceChannel

EastPier(Groyne)extension DeepWaterPointremoval



Auxiliarydredgingandconstruction oftrainingGroynesintheNew Channel(seeAppendixEforalter

nativearrangement).

TOPROVIDEFURTHERACCOMMODA

TION.

BlastinganddredgingacutalongthecentreoftheManoraanchor age,andprovidingsixfixedmoor

ings

B

DredginginEastChanneloflower

Harbour.

1,250000

Carriedover

6,   

BesidesRupees35006for asmalldredgingvessel
suitedtotheUpperHar

bour,includedinspecial
plantestimatedforbe

low.

Estimatesubmittedwith
No.355of20thApril

1874.

SeemyNo.272of10th

April1876.

Remainderofworktobodonebydredging,aided byscour,whichwillprobablyremovethree-
fourthsofthesoftermaterialwhentherockand

surfaceshinglehavebeengotaway.

Dredginghereandtherewhererequired,especiallyinhardandstiffmaterialnearheadofChannel, alsoconstructionofstonegroynesandpitching whererequiredtocontrolanddirectscour,soas tobringaboutimprovementto9feetdepth

within5years.

TheimprovementofManoraanchorage(A)and thedredginginEastChannel(B)maybeconsi deredonework.ThecutAwasproposedby

CaptainGiles,I.N.,in1873.

AoverlapsBby420feet,dredgingthe20-foot

channelleftbyRto25feetbelewlowwater.

ThelowesthalfofAconsistsofsoftsandstone rocktoohardtobedredged,andmusttherefore beblasted,remaindersandandshinglewillbe dredged.Thischanneltobeexcavatedto25feet belowlowwater,1,650feetinlength,200feet inbottomwidth,andsideslopes10to1,mean depthofcutting3Jfeet.Thisgives7iacres ofdeepanchorage,totalareaofdredging10J acres.Sixfixedmooringstobealsoprovided

alongthecutA.

B

Inthisdivision(seeAppendixC)improvementis
steadilygoingon,toaidwhichdredgingispro

posed.Totallength4,880feetby200feetin

widthatbottom,20feetbelowdatum,and400

feetwidthat17feetbelowlowwater,mean depthofdredgingbeing3ifeetThiswilljointhe20'contouratKeamarianchoragetothatof
Manora.AreaofdredgiDgto20feetbelowlow

water22iacres.Totalareaofdredging44

acres.

Accelerationofimprovementof"New Channel"andultimately(bygivingfree venttothetideoftheeastbackwater)
thatofthelowerharbourandentrance

byaidofChinnaCreekwaters.

Toprovideadditionalanchorageaccom

modationforsixSteamersofthelargest
class,suchasH.M.'sIndiantroop-ships.Alsotoaidscouringeneralimprove

mentoftheharbour.
B

Extensionofanchoragespaceandaidto

furtherenlargementbyscour.



APPENDIXD.—concluded.

Probableeffects.

B

Aidtoshippingbyfacilitiesforloading anddischarginggoods,especiallydirect
toorfromup-countrywithoutinterven

tionoflighters.Itisbelievedthat thisworkwouldreturndirectprofitto Government.Fordetails,seeAppendix

F.

Encouragementtotradewiththeportbyenablingvesselstobeexaminedand repairedhere,wouldbeusefulalsofor GovernmentandRoyalNavyvessels, exceptthoseoflargestsize.Thiswould notprobablyatonceorataveryearly datepayinterestonitscost,butwould

beagreataidtodevelopingtrade.

Briefdescriptionwithdimensions.

■
Anironscrew-pileShipPieratKeamari,T

shapedhead307'X55',neck55'wideand234'

longtoshoreabutment.Depthofwaterin front22Jatlowsprings.Top5'overhighwater. Tohavelinesofrailsconnectedwithadjoining
SindRailwayandadaptedtocarrysteamtra

vellingcranes,alsoapublicroadapproach;8

landingstairs,.mooringbollards,10'lamp posts.Constructiongenerallysimilartothe

CalcuttaPiers.FordetailsseeAppendixF. Estimatedapproximatelyforamasonrydock,330

feetlong,60feetwideatgate,and18feetwater onsill.ThedocktobelocatedatManorainthe
vicinityofthePier,WorkshopsandStoreBuild

ingsoftheHarbourWorks,allofwhichwillbe

usefulinconnectionwiththeGravingdock.

•

Remarks.

B

Detailedplans,specification,andestimatesub mittedtotheCommis sionerinSindbyMr.
HartwithhisNo.200of

29thMarch18 .

Frequentlyrecommended andrecentlysobythe ActingMasterAttendant. Plansandestimatescalled forbytheCommissioner
inSind,butnotyetpre

pared,owingtopressure

ofotherwork.

Thiswillnotofcoursebe newoutlay,havingbeen alreadyincurred,butitis includedhereasafair chargeagainstthefurther

works.

Total
probable

cost.
Rs.

6,810058

11,7i550
••• ••• »••

Probable

cost.

2,850000 2,91,550 60000000 1,55,518

Rs.

ShipPieratKeamari(seeAppen-

dixF).

Planttransferredfromformerworks. Estimatedvaluedeductedupto

31stMarch1876.lessRs.300000

recoverablefromMadras,—seeAp

pendixA.

NamesofWorks.

ToPROVIDEFURTHERACCOMMO

DATION—(concluded). Subsidiaryworks.
PlantandTools.

Broughtforward
GravingDockatManora

B



••• 2,38i856
2i9i464

56284

2i 006 2, 0020

26.0020

350000 23,338 2,16856 250000

■i• ••• ••• •••

Specialdredgingvesselfor"New

Channel."

SpecialplantforDeepWaterPoint

removal*.

TotalPlant

HarbourSurvejs,10years

Total

Estimatedvalueofplantandtools aftercompletion,one-fourthofRs.

2,16856.

Establishmentat14percent,onnett

expenditure.

GrandTotal

DEDUCT.

Add.

•Steamdrills,bargeonlegs,cranebarge,anddiv

ingapparatus.

Includesthespecialestablishmentandboats'
crewsrequiredforcarryingouttheperiodical surveysoftheharbour,alsothetidegaugeand

anemometerobservations.Theperiodof10

yearsisnamed,notasfinal,butasthatwithin whichitwouldseemlikelythatthepresent arrangementoffrequentBurveyswillrequireto

becontinued.

Recordofchangesproducedbyworksand MeteorologicalObservationsespecially

connectedwithnavigationpurposes.

W.H.PRICE,81.Inst.,C.EL,

Superintendent,KurracheeHarbourWorks.
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APPENDIX E.

New Channel and Keamari Anchoragb.

The proposal in Appendix D, as regards the ''New Channel," is made with the special

view of continuing and expediting its improvement, on the supposition that the restoration

of the lost ancLorage space at Keamari may be left to time, and that meanwhile it will be

compensated tor by other works now proposed.

Should it however be thougnt out. of the question at present to undertake the full

expenditure proposed in Appendix D, the present state of the " New Channel" might be

tolerably maintained, injury to the Keamari anchorage stopped, and probably its improve

ment be early resumed through the action of scour, at small immediate cost, though at the

same time with smaller and slower general results, by the following arrangement.

The rough stone weir at the Napier Mole Bridge might be lowered gradually, heaping

up the stone at a convenient place for 'future use |if necessary, and the "bunds" across the

creeks in the East Backwater partially, or wholly removed.

This would of course give the flood greater access to the East Backwater, but in far

greater degree would free the ebb and so would stop or greatly diminish the scour of material

from the new " New Channel," and the conflict of ebb and flood at Keamari.

It is probable that this pncess might at first cause even some further shoaling at

Keamari, through the fresh material set in motion on the flat between the Bridge and Channel,

but this would be light and would probably soon clear away, after which not only might no

further shoaling at Keamari be expected, but that anchorage would probably soon regain

much of what it has lost since 1869, with prospect of still further improvement, not only there,

but generally in the lower harbour and entrance, as the flow at the Bridge gained more

freedom. Meanwhile of course the " New Channel" would miss the scour abstracted from it,

and if the trade began to suffer from its shoaling more than was being gained by the improve

ment of the anchorage, the lough stone might be replaced partially, so as to riise the weir

and throw more scour into the Channel.

This operation as regards the weir would cost very little, the mere lowering would he

only a matter of a few hundred rupees, and it would be only in case that the weir again

required to be raised, that those hundreds would mount to thousands.

Ten thousand rupees would probably in any case suffice as. regards the weir, but in

addition to this some expenditure would be required, for traiuing and controlling the current

so as to maintain the " New Channel" as nearly as possible in its present state, say Rs. 5,000

per annum, for at least five or six years.

The arrangement thus proposed may be thought worth a trial, as saving immediate outlay

and favouring the early restoration of the Keamari Anchorage, though in the end I believe

that the larger measure proposed in Appendix D would be found the more advantageous for

the general interests of the harbour.

W. H. PRICE, M. Inst., C. E,

Superintendent, Kurrachee Harbour Works.

APPENDIX F.

PROPOSED SHIP PIER AT KEAMARI.

(Selections from correspondence and reports).

Letter No. 1016, dated 23rd July 1874, from the Consulting Engineer to the Government of

India, for Guaranteed Railways, Lahore, to the Secretary to the Government of India,

Public Works Department, Calcutta.

I have the honor to forward copy of Agent's No. 1753, dated 13th June 1874, with

original enclosures (to be returned), on the subject of a proposed Ship Pier at Kurrachee,

which the Home Board of the Sind Punjab and Delhi Railway have proposed to Her

Majesty's Secretary of State that they should construct from the unexpended balance of the

Company's Capital.

2. The Subject was referred for the opinion of the Commissioner to the Deputy Con

sulting Engineer in Sind, and for any remarks he might wish to add ; copies of the Deputy

Consulting Engineer in Sind's ^ o. 874, dated 8th July 1 874, and of enclosures, are forwarded.

3. There are two questions to consider—1 st, whether the pier is necessary ; and 2nd,

whether the Sind Punjab and Delhi Railway Company should be allowed to construct it.
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4. From the correspondence it will be seen that the Commissioner in Sind warmly

supports sucb a scheme by whomever carried out, and considers it most easy of execution, and

which cannot fail to be of the greatest value to the trade of Kurrachee.

5. The Deputy Consulting Engineer shows that on an average 6,800 tons of goods are

landed for the Sind section of this Railway, and for the Indus Valley (State) Railway, which

can be but a small portion of what is received and despatched by merchants and Government :

the total tounage of vessels entered and cleared at Kurrachee, excluding Native Craft, during

1872-73 was 146,500 tons.

6. The value of exports and imports of Kurrachee harbour has risen as high as C,h

millions sterling, and has been about 3| millions during the last six years.

7. The opening of through rail communication between Lahore and Kurrachee will

very probably increase the trade of this port, and the proposed pier will no doubt be a work

of considerable value.

8. It is impossible to treat this part of the subject properly in this department. The

description and cost of such a writ, its effect on the harbour, the probable return on

the capital to be expended, need all to be fully weighed ; and on these points Government

would obtaiu information directly.

9. The second enquiry touches the Sind Punjab and Delhi Railway Company more

immediately. My opinion is that, even if agreeable to the shareholders, it would not be

advisable to allow the Company to build and possess the deep-water pier at Kurrachee,

10. The prosperity of the Indus Valley (State) Railway alone is sufficient to bind the

interest of Government equally with that of the Sind Punjab and Delhi Railway in improve

ments to the port at the terminus of the combined system ; but Government have necessarily

the largest stake in such a scheme, and considering the wants of merchants and of the public,

it would be unwise to place in the hands of a Railway Company the best, if not the only,

available site and machinery for dealing directly with large ship's cargoes.

11. The advantages to the Company may separate widely from the best interests of

the public, and the management of business concerning the jetty would be but indifferently

controlled either from Lahore or London.

1 2. A good plan of Kurrachee Harbour will be found attached to a Memoir on the

Kurrachee Harbour Works by Mr. W. H. Price, M. I., C. E., showing the railway lines to

and the frontage at Keamari.

No. 1935 R, dated August 1874.

From—The Government of India, P. W. Dept.,

To—The Government of Bombay, P. W. Dept., (Railway).

I am directed to forward in original letter No. 1010, dated the 23rd July 1874, and

enclosures, with reference to the construction of a Ship Pier at Keamari for the accommo

dation of large vessels visiting Kurrachee.

2. The Government of India agree with Colonel Pollard that the Railway Company

are not the proper people to own this pier, but at the same time as its construction may be

of great public advantage, the papers are forwarded for such action as His Excellency in

Council may desire to take.

«

II.—-C. W. Harbour Improvements.

Construction of a Ship Pier at Keamari.

Local.

No. 124 C W—435 of 1874.

Bombay Castle, 2nd November 1874.

Public Works Department.

Resolution in the Railway Department, No. 1456, dated 21st October 1874.

Communicates copy of a letter from the Government of India on the subject of the

proposed Ship Pier at Keamari ; requests the Commissioner in Sind to take the matter

into his consideration ; and states that if a suitable design is submitted, with any feasible

suggestion for obtaining the funds, either wholly or in part, by loan on the security of Pier

dues, Government will take steps to bring the matter before the Government of India.

Resolution.— To be communicated to the Superintending Engineer in Sind for

information. •

E. L. MARRYAT, Captain, R. E.,

Acting Under Secretary to Government.
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KEAMARI NEW SHIP PIER.

Beport by Mr. Hart, M. Inst, C. E.

Mr. Price in his letter to the Commissioner in Sind, dated 9th May 1874, para. 29, and

following, indicated a design of Ship Pier similar to those at

Site and extent . Calcutta, reaching out to the line of 20 feet contour. It was

supposed that this limit would have led to a pier extending to

not more than 300 feet from high water mark ; but at this distance, according to the most

recent survey, it was found that the 17 feet contour only is reached. By reference however

to the survey of January 1871, it is observed that at the distance above specified, a depth of

about 24 feet was then to be obtained ; so that since then the anchorage has shallowed

through a deposit of silt from the Chinna Creek and the New Channel.

It will eventually be necessary to dredge away all this deposit, if not removed otherwise ;

so as this operation cannot take place after the construction of

Dredging necessary, the pier, it is proposed to include dredging in the design, and

thus obtain a shorter pier with a depth in front, such that ves

sels of 22 feet draught can lie alongside at all times of tide without touching ground. This

will merely restore the Harbour bed to what it was in 1871, before the Chinna Creek

was closed, and to what it is expected it will be brought again. In order to permit of vessels

manoeuvring about the pier, dredging over a space of 800,000 square feet has been estimated

for.

This is approximately shown by red lines ou the general plan with section of the site.

This work forms an item in the estimate, amounting to a little over Rs. 29,000.

The Calcutta piers are in a depth of water similar to this one, and therefore similar

dimensions have been used for the piles ; a rather stronger

euemll^adrted0' Calcntta pie™ class of bracing has however been adopted. The piles being

very long, with a view to reduce their number, a rather larger

span of girder has been designed than at Calcutta ; as also concrete and ashphalt for a

?latform flooring has been adopted. The transverse strength of the girders is also greater.

d the Calcutta piers the platform is wooden planking, this is considered unsafe in the matter

of fire ; but if used, a saving of Rs. 6,000 might be made. Of course, it would not be either

so durable, or so strong, as the construction proposed, viz., buckled plates and concrete. A

h and limit of stress construction in which the cross girders are placed between
reng an n r instead of on top of the main girders, has been adopted, as

tending to increased strength, as well as reducing the surface of iron exposed, and thus

requiring painting.

The girders are calculated to sustain with a limiting stress of 4 tons per square inch, the

following load in per square foot :—

Per square foot. Per girder.

Concrete 4 i* at 140 lbs. per cubic foot ... ... -023 tons= 2 48 tons.

Buckled plates and girders ... ... ... '009 tons=0 93 „

Crowd of people, 112 lbs. per square foot ... ... -05 tons= 5 40 „

881

This requires a flange area of about 5" in the cross girders, and 11" in the main girders.

A crowd of people produces somewhat greater stress on the structure than a line of

loaded wagons. •

Taking the length of pile unbraced as 30 feet Stoney gives 7*3 tons per square inch as

the breaking weight, and the weight on the piles of the structure as designed is not within

6 tons of the amount.

The timber fenders will be a constant source of expense in this harbour, and will, it is

expected, have to be constantly replaced, unless saturation of

Fenders. the timber with Ransome's patent stone solution will protect

them.* Coppering, which is found to preserve ordinary wooden

pile structures, is inadmissible here, because of the galvanic action between it and iron, and

because in the exposed parts the copper skin will not stand the rubbing of ships ; the fender

pieces are therefore designed so that they can be readily changed.

The rates for iron work are now so very uncertain that no reliable estimate can be

Rates framed. Rates adopted in the estimate are however based on
"l ts' the prices given by Messrs. Nicoll's Agent in Bombay, to which

have been added the freight charges as mentioned by Mr. Ormiston in his Bombay pier

estimate.

English price. Freight. Total.

Thus :—Cast-iron ... ... ... 110 + 35 = 145

Say Rs. 150 per ton.

Iron girders ... ... ... 180 + 35 = 215

The other items of iron work in like proportion.

* liote by Mr. Price. —Enquiry iu England at Mr. Hart's request makes this seem out of the question.
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To this is added a rate for erecting, &c, of Its. 40, which would bring up the rates to

190 for cast-iron, and 255 for wrought-iron. Forgings and bolts are at an higher rate,

amounting to 275 when fixed.

The simplest way of finding what the market rates are for such a structure is to submit

the plans to Contractors, to tender for the material, as much will depend on the economy of

the design, whether high or low rates are adopted, and this point has been kept steadily in

view throughout the drawings.

Regarding the probable financial position of the work, a very clear result cannot well

_ . , .yon lie arrived at. The question is complicated with that of
i »Dcia i i lan(j carriage and the possibility of ships declining to make

use of the pier ; which, combined with the impossibility of affording pier accommodation to

all vessels at all times, makes the problem one of intricacy. If the pier could accommodate

the whole trade of the port, and if all vessels could be forced alongside, which powers have

been taken at Calcutta, then, given the cost of lighterage per ton, it could easily be calcu

lated what the pier might earn.

Thus it appears from a statement, kindly prepared by the Collector of Customs, that

the average tonnage for the last five years entered and cleared at the port has been (exclu

sive of Mail Steamers) 74,000 tons, and if Re. 1 per ton be assumed to be the lighterage

charges on this tonnage, we have Rs. 74,000 as the limit to the pier.

If further 30 per cent, be deducted for working expenses, there would remain over

Rs. 50,000 to meet the interest on a pier. Thus warranting an expenditure of five

lakhs on a pier. •

The problem is, however, whether a pier costing three lakhs will pay or not.

It is impossible to procure the returns of the general public, but it appears that for the

two departments most interested in a pier at Keamari, viz., the Commissariat and Railway,

the average amount of disbursements on account of landing charges are Rs. 14,500,

which is as nearly as possible the interest required to meet the expenditure of Capital on the

pier as designed.

It is very doubtful if the Native trade would benefit much by the pier,* for there is a

difference of 8 annas to Re. 1 in the cart hire between, from Keamari and from the

Native Jetty, to Kurracbee ; but there would no doubt be some general public trade, which

would at least cover the cost of working expenses.

A rather important consideration however presents itself in favor of a new pier, which

is, that there are three wooden piers now in existence, the life of which cannot be very long.

Two of these belong to Government, of which one has been condemned, while the other is

not very much better. These, which cost at least 2i lakhs of Rupees, would be replaced by

the much more convenient and permanent iron one now proposed, and on that ground alone,

it would be to the interest of Government to erect it at once before the re-construction of

the existing piers become more emergent.

The Railway Company, in consideration of the advantages offered to them, and the

saving of Capital in avoiding a renewal of their pier, might also be asked to contribute

towards the Capital required, on which understanding no further case for the new pier need

be made.

The Collector of Customs may possibly be inclined to propose a landing fee for pas

sengers, in which case a considerable addition to the revenue might accrue.

In estimating the cost of this pier, it is to be borne in view that about Rs. 30,000

are set down for dredging, which, by right, forms part of the necessary improvements of the

Keamari anchorage.^

Statements of tonnage and charges received from the Commissariat and Railway Com

pany, and also copy of a letter from the Chamber of Commerce accompany. J

Manora, \ J. HART, M. Inst., C. E.,

29th March 1875. J Acting Superintendent, Kurracbee Harbour Works.

Letter No. 1016, dated 11th April 1875, from Colonel Sir W. L. Mereweifver, K. C. S. I.

and C. B., Commissioner in Sind, to His Excellency the Honorable Sir Phillip

Edmond Wodehouse, K. C. A, Governor and President in Council, Bombay.

I have £he honor to submit herewith plans and estimates for a Ship Pier at Keamari

for the direct landing and shipping of goods coming to and leaving the port of Kurrachee.

* Note by Mr. Price.—I quite agree. The pier would be mainly for through traffic, and would not supersede

the jetty for local trade.

t Note by Mr. Price.—This mny not all now be required, but owing to depreciation in exchange, it would not

be advisable to reduce the estimate.

J Note.—These accompaniments are not printed here.

23
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2. The estimates have been very carefully prepared by Mr. I. H. E. Hart, C. E.,

Superintendent, Kurrachee Harbour Works, and the plan is the one approved of, after con

sultation with Mr. Hart, as being sufficient for the present, and at the same time admitting

expansion hereafter, if found necessary. The site is the best in all respects, and was likewise

decided upon after full discussion.

3. Such a pier is greatly required at Kurrachee. At present all goods and passengers

have to be conveyed between Steamers and Shipping to the shore by means of barges or

boats. The port of Kurrachee is admirably suited for a shipping pier being thoroughly

protected, and the water still all the year round.

4. The Punjab and Sind Railway has a branch line down to Keamari which would be

brought into connection with the pier, and when the link between Kotri and Multan is

completed, warehouses also being established at Keamari, the traffic must be very largely

increased, all of which would pass over this pier.

5. The question about cranes was lately mooted by me. Having, during my visit to

Calcutta, through the kindness of the Honorable the Lieutenant-Governor and the Chairman

of the Port Trust, had an opportunity of going thoroughly over the pier there, it was

pointed out to me among other things that steam cranes were at first used, but on their being

found not to answer well, hydraulic machinery was introduced, and the steam cranes dispensed

with as they wore out. However I quite agree with Mr. Hart, that this matter may be

allowed to stand over. The Honorable Mr. Schalch was good enough to cause me to be

furnished with all papers and accounts relating to the Calcutta piers, and these have been

handed over to Mr. Hart.

6. Of the financial success of such a scheme there can be little doubt. The disbursements

by the Commissariat for seven years (omitting Abyssinian expenditure as unusual) give an

average of nearly Rs. H,21() per annum, on a yearly average of 3,800 tons of goods and

'20,619 hogsheads of malt liquor. The railway payments for landing stores at Keamari

for ten years give an annual average of Rs. 5,173, on average tonnage of 5,653. I have

not the papers by me to show the nature of the abovementioned goods ; but supposing the

railway material to have been iron, and taking the Bombay Port Trust rales—8 annas a ton—

the return cn this item alone would be Rs. 2,826-8-0 per annum. On malt liquor for the

Commissariat Rs. 5,154-12, and putting the goods at 8 annas a ton, Rs. 1,900 more.

7. Taking the Customs Returns, the average tonnage of Ships and Steamers, not

including Mail Steamers, entered and cleared at Kurrachee during the past five years, is,

• Excludin balla»t omitting fractions, 53,135 tons.* Calculating the rate per ton
xc u mg ^ ^ paij on tljig aj. g annaSj there would be, taken annually

a sum of Rs. 26,567-8, or nearly 9 per cent, on the outlay—3 lakhs. The whole of this

shipping and steam tonnage may be expected to pass over the pier, and would probably pay

higher rates tbau that above quoted. Tnere is besides the certainty, that may well be

depended on, of the trade of the port steadily increasing year by year, now the success of the

harbour improvements has been proved, and is becoming more widely known. The increase

in 1873-74 is very marked. Some of this is due to the import of railway material and larger

export of wheat after removal of the duty. The former willeontinue until the railway is com

pleted, and then there will be greatly increased traffic. The latter, it is hoped, will be steadly

maintained from a country growing so much wheat as Sind does.

• 8. I would not like to see any landing fee imposed on passengers, they should be free

to come and go.

9. Any private Company would be glad to carry out this scheme, but it should, I think

be taken up by Government, and by Government alone ; not even including the Sind and,

Punjab Railway Company, as suggested by Mr. Hart. The plan shows the Company could

not use cheir own pier for shipping purposes, and they will be glad to frequent this in

preference to making a new one for themselves. It is much better that Government should

retain works on the foreshore in their own hands as much as possible.

APPENDIX G.

Questions put by Colonel H. St. C. Wilkins, R. E., regarding the scheme of the Kurrachee

Harbour Works, and their replies by J. H. E. Hart, Esq., M. Inst., C. E.

I. Are you in favour of any further improvements of the harbour by . the extension of

existing artificial works, or by the addition of new ones ?

I am in favour of further improvements of the Kurrachee Harbour by both extension

of existing works and by the addition of new ones.

II. What would be the probable effect of such extension, or additional wofks ?

The effect of extensions of existing works would be to strengthen in some instances

the effects of such works, as in the case of the extension of East Pier arid of the New

Channel Groyne; in another instance to palliate evils arising from the incomplete state of

the works, and to favour the natural forces at work in the maintenance of the harbour

entrance. 1 refer to the completion of the removal of Deep Water Point. Such new works

as I could propose would be more for the increase of facilities for trade, as for example Ship

piers and jellies.
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III. Could the same results be effected by dredging ?

The effects of extensions and additions—they being preventive measures—could not in

every instance be obtained by dredging. Dredging would be a recurring charge to remove

silting, depending on the unfinished state of the works ; but it can only remove an evil after •

it has been called into existence and become tangible.

IV. What are the advantages or disadvantages of each method ?

The improvements obtained through the action of natural forces are permanent and

progressive, and the only recurring charge is the interest of the money sunk in them. The

constant use of dredging plant m the fairways of the harbour is an evil in itself of serious

importance.

V. Will you compare the approximate cost by both methods ? '

I have not at my command just now data on which to frame comparisons of cost

and anything of the sort which I might give you would to a great extent be given second-

hand from Mr. Price.

VI. What is the influence of the Keamari Groyne and East Pier upon the harbour ?

The Keamari Groyne and East Pier protect the harbour from the cross-set of the flood-

tide, keeping back such silt as might be travelling along the Clifton shore with it.

The protection afforded by these works renders the anchorages more satisfactory and

secure, while their use as training groynes is to force the tidal currents more fairly up and

down the harbour.

VII. What influence has the Breakwater upon the harbour ?

The influence of the Breakwater on the harbour is to protect the entrance and still the

outer harbour, thus preventing the formation of a Bar by the stroke of the monsoon wave

in shallow water, and adding to the anchorage of the port. The port is made more easy of

access in heavy weather through the shelter afforded to the entrance channel by the work.

The theoretical effects of the work are set forth so strongly in Mr. Parkes' reports and

the Harbour Works correspondence, that it is needless to enter further into an explanations

of its utility, and it will suffice to say that the theoretical anticipations have been very fairly

borne out by the practical results obtained by its construction.

VIII. Do you approve the structural arrangements of the Breakwater, and consider it

likely to remain stable ?

I approve generally of the structure of the Breakwater, although if called on to design

a similar structure, I should probably advocate the use of larger blocks, and endeavour to avoid

a central joint. I consider the work as a whole likely to prove stable, but at times of

unusual storms we must be prepared to expect it to suffer partial or local injury.

IX. Would you propose any further treatment of the Chinna Creek ?

I would not advocate any further treatment of the Chinna Creek just yet; hereafter, if

found necessary, I would recommend the adoption of the measures referred to in my reply

to Question XV.

X. What would be the probable effect upon the harbour of closing the notch at

Napier Mole Bridge, leaving the Chinna Creek closed as at present ?

If the notch were closed, the new channel would immediately silt up. After a time

probably silt would cease to be deposited in the anchorages, and a possible relative improve

ment might at first have taken place in the entrance channel, because of the diminution of

silt in the ebb-waters ; but a reduction having been caused in the ebb and flood volumes, we

might cease to look for any prospective improvement by natural scour in the channel

XI. Would any injurious results be likely to follow the closing of the notch irrespec

tive of the Harbour Works ?

If the weir be reduced to half-tide level, it is possible that the daily change of water

would be sufficient to keep the pond sweet ; but at times of rain the flushing of the

Town and Camp drains would be likely to cause a nuisance.

XII. Could any such injurious results be obviated in any way?

Except by the introduction of sluices, or by the reclamation of the space between

Napier Mole bridge and the Creek bund, I do not see any way of obviating the injurious

effects alluded to.

XIII. What would be the approximate cost of re-opening the Chinna Creek!

I could not give, with any attempt at accuracy, the probable cost of re-opening the

Chinna Creek. 1 should say 3 to 4 lakhs of Rupees.

XIV. Could you give the approximate cost of removing and re-buildiug so much of

the Napier Mole Bridge as would be required to provide the necessary waterway at the

Chinna Creek mouth ?

1 It would take up more time than I could now spare to prepare such an estimate, and

I think such information could be best obtained from Mr. Price who has all the necessary

data at command.
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XV. Understanding that the scour from the Chinna Creek has partially, but seriously,

damaged the Keamari anchorage, and that at Manora also, could this injurious action be

arrested by any means short of closing the notch at Napier Mole Bridge ?

i I think that the damage to the anchorages from the silt brought down by the Chinna

Creek scour might be mitigated, if not at once arrested, by the lowering of the weir at the

Napier Mole Bridge, and the judicious breaching of the training bunds inside.

XVI. Supposing the Napier Mole notch closed, and the Chinna Creek mouth opened,

what would be the probable effect upon the new Native Jetty channel ?

Nearly the same result as that mentioned in Question X would follow the closing

of the notch and opening the Chinna Creek bund.

XVII. Supposing, as in the previous question, what would be the probable effect upon

the harbour ?

See latter part of Answer X for the anticipated effect of closing the notch and opening

Chinna Creek.*

XVIII. What object was gained by placing the Native Jetty in its present position ?

The Native Jetty was built where it is, apparently, because the Native traders had

selected that point on the Chinna Creek as most convenient. It is close to the Native

Town, and was probably at one time the nearest piece of firm ground available.

XIX. Why should not the Native landing-place have been located at Keamari ?

Water-carriage being cheaper than cartage, it is to the advantage of trade that the

jetty should be at as little distance from the town as possible. The charge on the trade by a

long cart mileage would be considerable, and I believe if there were no Native Jetty as

it is now, and if wharfage were provided at Keamari, that all the smaller Native Boats

would discharge on the nearest convenieut "hard" to the town in preference to using a jetty

at Keamari with its attendant inconveniences. Keamari piers can expect only to draw the

Commissariat, Railway, and through traffic to themselves.

XX. At what date do you anticipate—if you anticipate it at all—the establishment

of what is called the harbour regimen ?

It is hard to say when the regimen of the harbour under its present design will be

attained. Much will depend on what may be done to assist the natural action, and when

it will be done.

Ten years would probably see a regimen established, if no assistance be given, but

there will probably be more or less trivial changes for many many years to come.

XXI. Do you hold the opinion the Chinna Creek scour will ever be able to scour a

Ship channel through the Bar, or even to keep open a dredged channel ?

I fear I do not understand this question. If by "Bar" and "Dredged Channel" is

meant that at the harbour entrance, I have to state that in my opinion the Chinna Creek

scour would, of itself alone, effect nothing ; but the Chinna Creek waters would be doubtless

a great help to the other backwaters of the harbour, in keeping the dredged channel open,

if allowed freely to ebb and flow with them.

XXII. Do you think it probable the Chinna Creek scouring process will cease its

injurious effects upon the anchorages before it has obliterated and ruined them ?

Yes, certainly, and I think that recent observations prove that injurious action is already

on the decrease.

XXIII. Are you of opinion the time will arrive when dredging may be dispensed with

altogether ?

I do not think that dredging can ever be quite dispensed with, but the amounts

required will probably be very slight when the harbour bed has approximately attained its

regimen.

XXIV. Are you in favour o£ removing Deep Water Point ?

I am in favour of removing Deep Water Point, and am only doubtful whether Mr.

Parkes' proposal goes far enough in the matter.

XXV. If the harbour is not yet capable of accommodating Ships of the largest size,

and it should be proposed—as it has been—to dredge an anchorage for such vessels, do

you consider it would be wise to remove Deep Water Point—a natural work which

gives deep water in the channel, and by so straightening the channel, risk the loss of what

nature has given. Do you think it expedient to remove Deep Water Point and risk the

natural depth of water at a cost of from £ 20,000 to f 30,000, just to save some trouble to

Pilots and Ships' crews, and to gain—which is uncertain—an increased scour over the Bar ?

I do not think the removal of Deep Water Point would produce any injurious effect on

the deep water of the harbour ; on the contrary, if the bed did fill up somewhat, so as to

equalise the sectional area, it would be more of an advantage than otherwise.

I have never heard any complaints of trouble caused to Pilots and Ships' crews. I

have heard more of the danger of Deep Water Point as being a knob of rock projecting

into the anchorage and fairway, and producing uncertain and strong currents which pre

vent Ships steering properly when under way, or swinging safely when at anchor in its

neighbourhood.
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XXVL Can you give any information bearing on the financial aspects of the whole

scheme ?

I regret to say that I cannot afford any useful information, or observations on the

financial bearings of the whole scheme.

L H. E. HART.

APPENDIX H.

LIEUTENANT G. C. PARKER, I. N.

21s< April 1870.

Question 1.—How long have you been acquainted with the port ?

Answer.—I have been acquainted with the port since 1854, aud have been a resident

at Manora, as Acting Master Attendant, for the last 2 years and 9 months.

Q. 2.—Are you aware of the fact that the anchorage areas are decreasing ?

A.—Yes ; the anchorage areas are decreasing at Keamari and in West Channel.

Q. 3.—How long has this injurious effect been in force ?

A.—At Keamari since 1871, in West Channel long before.

Q, 4.—How many anchorages are there ?

A.—Four, namely—1st.—Keamari,

2nd.—Manora,

3rd.—West Channel,

4th.—Deep Water Point.

1st.—The Keamari anchorage has, since the closing of Chinna Creek in 187 1, decreased

by silt, caused by the ebb-tide continuing to run out after the flood has made,

the effect being to deposit silt at the anchorage at Keamari. It has now

swinging moorings for 8 ships, with a draught of from 1 6 to 20 feet. In

1868, there was space for 14 swinging moorings, but before the Harbour Works

commenced, it had only 8 moorings.

2nd.—Manora anchorage is about the same as in 1868, if anything, it has improved

and is still improving ; the anchorage is better than it was in 1858. It has 5

swinging moorings for vessels of a draught from 17 to 21 feet.

3rd.—West Channel anchorage is fast disappearing ; there was formerly space for 6

swinging moorings, we have now only 3 fixed moorings in the centre of the

gut for large vessels, with a draught of from 21 to 24 feet. The decrease in

this anchorage was anticipated, as a result of the scour being directed to the

east side of the harbour. The West Channel began to silt up soon after the

Napier Mole was built, and before the harbour improvements commenced.

4th.—Deep Water Point anchorage is increasing in width. It has two swinging moor

ings for large vessel*, with a draught of 22 feet, and one swinging moorinc

for a vessel with a draught of 21 feet.

Q. 5.—How many vessels can be accommodated in the harbour at present ?

A.—About 20 ships, including S of the largest class, with a draught of 24 feet at fixed

moorings, the rest of the size that now visit the port with a draught of 18, 19, 20, 21 and

22 feet, from 700 to 2,000 tons, at swinging moorings.

Q. 6.—Mr. Price, in his Memoir of the 8th January 1874, page 26, para. 73, states that

the capacity of the harbour anchorage as respects vessels of moderate size has been nearly

trebled in the ratio of 55 ships to 20. Is tliat statement correct ?

A.—I could not put 55 vessels of moderate size in the harbour at present ; 20 of the

size that now visit the port is about the number I could berth, in consequence of the siltinw

that has taken place at Keamari.

Mr. Price's statement was, I suppose, intended to apply to the state of the anchorage

when at its best, as improved up to 1871, and was made, I am informed, on the authority of

Captain Giles' opinion, as quoted in Mr. Parkes' printed report dated 10th August 1868,

page 4.

Q. 7.—Are you acquainted with the general scheme for improving the harbour ?

A.—Yes.

Q. 8—Do you approve of the scouring project ?

A.—Yes, I approve of the scheme. The scour was successful as regards the harbour up

to 1871, but since then, the material scoured out from the boat channel above (to the benefit

no doubt of that channel) has done injury below. It requires more time before I can give a

decided opinion as to the effect of the scour ; the deposit of silt is decreasing in quantity,

and there is a favourable action now taking place at the lower moorings at Keamari, as will

be at once seen by the soundings just taken.
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Q. 9.—What has been the effect of the socur project upon the channel leading up to

the Keamari anchorage ?

. A.—There is a favourable action taking place. We have now a 17-foot contour between

the Keamari and Manora anchorage, and further improvement is expected from scour.

Q. 10.—Is there more room in the harbour now for ships than there was in 1838 ?

A.—From Lieutenant Carless' chart of 1838, there appears not so much room now ; but

at that time, there was only 1 4 feet in the Entrance Channel, now, however, we have a shel

tered channel with 20 feet at low water spring-tides.

I have not however particularly examined the chart of 1838.

(Mr. Price has since informed me, that from an examination of Carless' chart, that there

is slightly more room now than in 1838.)

Q. II.—What was the effect of the construction of the Napier Mole ?

A.—I believe deterioration has taken place ever since the Napier Mole was constructed,

and before the present improvements commenced.

Q. 12.—What was the effect of the Groyne ?

A.—The Groyne improved the scour. It confined the water in a smaller space, and

directed it on to the Entrance Channel ; but the scour in the channel has not been so effective

as was anticipated, on account of the projection called " Deep Water Point this tends

to divert the ebb-tides to the eastward of the Entrance Channel. ,

Q. 13.—Do you think the prolongation of the East Pier a desirable work ?

A.—Yes, I do consider it most important that it should be extended in a curved direction.

It would improve the direction of the flood-tide and prevent the silt which now extends

across the channel, and which is caused by the flood-tide round the Groyne deflected by

the Breakwater, meeting the last of the ebb. It would also give extra mooring-space for

two or three large vessels.

Q. 14.—As you say the Breakwater deflects the flood-tide, would you desire it to be

lengthened ?

A.—No, certainly not.

Q. 15.—What is your opinion respecting the influence on the Channels and

Anchorages of the Harbour of Deep Water Point ?

A.—Deep Water Point is a rocky ridge, and extends far out into the harbour and

diverts the tides, causing strong eddies and currents in its vicinity, and has the effect of

making a deep hole of 9 or 10 fathoms right in the centre of the harbour. Moorings for

ships cannot be placed anywhere near, and a valuable space for anchorage is thereby lost.

It is also dangerous to a ship entering or leaving port during a strong ebb-tide, the violent

eddies causing her to steer badly. It also diverts the ebb-tide to the eastward, so that

there is little or no scour on the Entrance Channel.

Q. 16.—This rocky ridge would have to be excavated below low water ?

A.—Yes, about 20 feet below datum ; now there is 8 or 9 feet at the outer end at

high water, and then it suddenly deepens to 1 0 fathoms.

Q. 17—This point clearly causes a great depth of water in the Channel. Are you

sure you would not lose this depth by its removal ?

A—-We should probably lose the hole and deepest water, which would I think be

an advantage to the harbour, as we should get rid of the strong eddies and currents that

it causes.

Q. 18.—You understand, of course, that all improvements to this harbour are costly;

to remove a promontory of rock at a depth of say 20 feet below datum must be a costly,

work ?

A.—Of course it would be a costly work ; but it is of great importance that a portion

of it should be removed.

Q. 19.—Have you seen Mr. Price's proposals of the 10th April, amounting in total to

Rs. 9,96,093.

A.—Yes, I have, a portion only of that large total is absolutely necessary in my

opinion-

No. 1.—Dredging on Entrance Channel is most necessary.

No. 2.—I also strongly recommend extension of East Pier.

No. 3.—A portion of Deep Water Point I also recommend to be removed.

No. 4.—I do not recommend the deepening the centre of the Manora Anchorage, as

the bottom consists of hard sand-stone, and there is no certainty about it.

No. 5.—Dredging a cut between the Keamari and Manora anchorage, I strongly recom

mend, as it has a tendency to deepen now, and would be likely to increase with the assistance

of dredging ; this would compensate for the temporary loss at the Keamari anchorage.

No. 6,—I decline to recommend the deepening of the New Channel. I am inclined

to think it would injure the Deep Water Anchorage.
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Q. 20.—What was the advantage to be gained by forming a Native Jetty at its present

position ?

A.—It is nearer the Town, also the space at Keamari was taken up by Government

for a Commissariat Pier, &c.

Q. 21.—Was there any reason why the Native landing-place should not have been

erected at Keamari ?

A.—I know of no reason excepting the distance it would have been from the Town,

and also there being no available space for a Native Jetty.

Q. 22.—By the scouring project, has the harbour improved or deteriorated up to the

present time ?

A.—It improved up to 1871, but since then it has deteriorated up to the present time ;

but we are looking forward to improvement from scour. On the whole I think there is

improvement.

Q. 23.—Supposing that tho harbour does not improve in a few years' time, what

then ?

A.—I would suggest the bunds under the Bridge be opened, and so allow a larger flow

of water, 60 as to allow the ebb-tide to escape before the flood makes ; this would I think

at once relieve the silting at Keamari.

Q. 24.—What would be the effect of this course upon the Native Jetty and New

Channel ?

A.— It would delay the deepening of the boat channel, and might tend to decrease its

present depth for a time, but the larger flow of water would have a beneficial effect on the

harbour in general.

Q. 25.—What would be the effect of opening the Chinna Creek ?

A.—The effect of opening the Chinna Creek would be to greatly reduce the force of

the ebb-tide in the harbour, put a stop to further deepening the Boat Channel, and prevent

further deterioration to the Keamari anchorage. I would not, however, recommend this being

done for some time to come. I would wait to see the effects of scour as predicted by the

Harbour Engineers.

Q. 26.—What would be the effect of closing the Notch and opening the Chinna Creek ?

A.—The scour would be shut off, and the deterioration would remain as it is now, or

most likely increase.

Q. 27.—What is the cause of tho depression forming the Anchorage at Keamari ? '

A.—I do not know how it has been formed.

Q. 28.—But it was formed originally before the Chinna Creek was allowed to flow

through the Napier Bridge ?

A.—I cannot tell whether there was any deteroriation in the Keamari anchorage ; but

the West Channel began to silt from the time the Napier Mole was built. From Grieves'

chart of 1856, the Keamari anchorage is less than Carless shows in his chart of 1838 ; some

decrease must therefore have taken plsce after the Napier Mole was built.

Q. 29.—What have you gained in improvement to the harbour generally by the construc

tion of the work ?

A.—We Lave gained a sheltered and deep water entrance, with 20 feet at low water

spring-tides, in lieu of an exposed entrance with only 14 feet of water on tho Bar (I re

member when entering the harbour in the H. C. Steamer Queen in 1854, bumping heavily,

the vessel only drawing 16 feet at the time) ; also some improvement in anchorage space, a

boat channel to the Native Jetty, and we hope for further improvements in anchorage space ;

also in directing the tides and currents.

Q, 30.—Does the harbour afford complete shelter to ships at all seasons ?

A.—Yes, it affords complete shelter.

Q. 31.—Do you want to offer any remarks ?

A. —I wish to say that I have every confidence in the scheme as it stands, and consider

it only requires time to prove successful ; with the extension of East Pier, and removal of

Deep Water Point, as well as dredging the Keamari and Manora Channels ; I would also

remark that it is absolutely necessary that more deep water anchorage should be provided by

dredging.

I would most strongly recommend that the space between Manora and the Keamari

anchorage be dredged to a depth of 20 feet, and about 400 feet in width ; there is now a

favourable action taking place, and dredging will greatly assist ; this work should be com

menced with at once to compensate for the temporary loss at Keamari anchorage.

G. C. PARKER, Lieutenant, L N.,

Acting Master Attendant.
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APPENDIX J.

KEAMARI MOORINGS.

Jan .april Sept. Jan .

1876 . 1874 . 1871.

April Sept. Jan.

1876. 1874 . 1871,

April Sept.

1876. 1874.

April Sept.

1876 . 1874 .1876 . 1874 . 1871.

Loss Loss

on on

Loss Logs
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.
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APPENDIX J — (continued ).

KEAMARI MOORINGS.

April Sept.

1876 . 1874 .

April Sept.

1876 . 1874.

April Sept.

1876 . 1874 .

April Sept.

1876 . 1874.

April Sept.

1876 . 1874 .

Improved . Improved . Improved . Improved . Improved.
.
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APPENDIX J.

KEAMARI MOORINGS.

April Sept. Jan.

1876 . 1874. 1871.

April Sept. Jan .

1876. 1874. 1871,

April kept. Jan.

1876 . 1874. 1871.
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April Sept.

1876 . 1874.
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on on
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Loss Loss
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Gain Loss

on on
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Improved .
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APPENDIX J — (continued ).

KEAMARI MOORINGS.
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APPENDIX J - ( concluded ).

WEST CHANNEL MOORINGS.
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APPENDIX K . '

KURRACHEE HARBOUR.

Statement showing areas of sections in January 1875 as compared with January 1858 and January 1874.

AREAS IN AREAS IN JANUARY 1875 AS COMPARED WITH

January 1858 . January 1874.
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Not taken 28,220 29,690 1 ,470

26 ,070 27 ,060 990

24,620 25 ,700 1 , 180

22,060 22,630 470
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APPENDIX K .

KURRACHEE HARBOUR.

Statement showing areas of sections in May 1875 as compared with January 1858 and

May 1874 .

AREAS IN AREAS IN MAY 1875 AS COMPARED WITH

January 1858. May 1874.
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No. 311 C W—880, dated 3rd July 1877.

From—Major-Genl. M. K. Kennedy, R. E., Secy, to the Govt, of Bombay, P. W. Dept.,

To—Secretary to the Government of India, P. W. Dept.

I have the honor to forward, for the information of the Government of India, a report

No. 874, dated 26th May, with a Chart by the Superintendent, Kurrachee Harbour Works,

on the last periodical survey of the Kurrachee Harbour, taken in January 1877. I am

directed to say that, during his recent inspection of the harbour and visit to Kurrachee, His

Excellency the Governor found a consensus of local opinion as to the general success of the

harbour works, and an unanimous confidence in the judiciousness and professional skill of

Mr. Price's management subject to the higher judgment of experts; and I am to add that

His Excellency should hope that all questions may be solved in this way, and that the

progressive development of the work may be effected.

No. 374, dated 26th May 1877.

From—W. H. Price, Esq., M. Inst. C. E., Superintendent, Kurrachee Harbour Works,

To—Secretary to the Government of Bombay, P. W. Dept.

I have the honor to submit report on the last periodical survey of this harbour, i. e.,

January 1877.

Plans and tracings accompany as follows :—

Index plan, showing divisions of water space calculations.

1. Tracing of January 1877, Chart 200' scale, 3 tracings of January 1877, Chart 500

scale (in triplicate).

(This last includes the " New Channel," which for want of space is not shown on the

larger chart).

2. As the changes up to November 1875, both from the original state and from that

of 1869, have recently been detailed in replies to Colonel Wilkins, it may now suffice to

describe the changes between November 1875 (the previous general survey) and January

1877. The interval in this case is rather longer than it will be in future, as it is proposed to

make the general survey always in January; vide paras. 9 and 22 of my report, No. 272 of

10th April 1^76.

3. The work executed in the interval, which could materially affect the results now

under report, wa3 as follows :—

In Entrance Channel.

Cubic Feet. Tons.

Dredging ... ... ... 1,471,485 78,574

Stone removed by Divers ... ... ... ... 516

In "New Channel."

For diversion of Chinna Creek waters.

Lineal feet.

Lengthening of Training Groyne to northward between 9th and

10th Sections ... ... ... ... ... 126

Pitching to define scour along west side of Channel, west

of Mole ... ... ... ... ... 1,587

Ditto ditto north side of Channel, east

of Mole ... ... ... ... ... 1,074

4. The south-west monsoon of 1876 was above the average in force of sea; but the

rainfall was unusually great, 20 i inches having falling in the 14 months, of which nearly 15

inches fell in July.* •

Entrance.

5. The general results as regards the entrance will be seen from the subjoined figures, '

which refer to the space (coloured green on the Index plan) nearly one mile long and 4 mile

* The above ia from the registry of the Kurrachee Civil Hospital. The Manora Dispensary gauge gives only 9

inches for the same period, but the former is taken as most likely to affect the harbour.
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wide, extending from deep water outside to Section 18 just within the outer end of the groyne,

comprising the deep channel and such portion of the bar on either side as it is more or less

an object to improve :—

Watbb spacbs bblow Kubbachbb Habboub Wobxs datum (low-watbb lbtil).

Datb.

Total cubic feet.

Increase.
Dredged in

same period.

Decrease if gain by

dred?iug be not

reckoned.

Cubic feet. Per cent. Cubic feet. Cubic feet. Per cent.

November 1875

January 1877

200,020,735

201,039,440

| 1,018,705
•51

1,471,485 452,780
•23

6. The above shows an increase of about 1 million of cubic feet, or i per cent. of water

space over the area in question ; but as nearly 14 millions were dredged in the same period,

this being deducted, shows a balance of nearly half a million of cubic feet, or i per cent, on

the side of accumulation.

7. Considering, as will appear further on, that about 4 millions of cubic feet, equal to

200,000 tons or to 15$ acres one fathom in depth, have, in the same time, been scoured from

the harbour, of which the greater part must have passed out to sea over the space referred to

as the entrance, it is not matter for surprise that the latter should show for the present the

above slight balance against scour.

8. But, though it may thus be said, in a general way, that scour is fairly holding its

own in the division called the entrance, yet in the deep navigable channel the tendency to

accumulation is found, as in previous years, counterbalancing the favourable action of scour

to eastward.

9. The most marked deposit is at the inner end of the channel where the usual bar

has formed by the cross rush of flood round end of the groyne.

The least souuding on this near the centre of the channel is 18J feet, but near the east

side it has shoaled to 17 i feet.

10. Comparing the two general surveys, the channel shows, on the whole, rather an

improvement in width ; but it must be recollected that a considerable quantity of dredging

was done in the interim, and that the intermediate surveys or dredging purposes (submitted

with my No. 893 of 29th December 1876) show the usual tendency to narrowing.

11. The sea bottom opposite the channel shows a continuance of the shoaling noticed

in previous reports, which extends eastward as far as Section 34, beyond which the depths as

before are well maintained.

I have before now stated my opinion that this shoaling is owing mainly to the want of

ebb scour, which is deflected to eastward by Deep Water Point (while the flood is diverted by

the breakwater); but whatever may be the cause, the effect calls for careful attention, and

this season the dredger has been kept at work on that part for a considerable portion of her

season's work, in order to keep down the accumulation.

As regards permanent remedy, I may add that the proposed deepening of the east, and

contraction of the west, side of the lower harbour would help by outflanking Deep Water

Point to direct the ebb into the entrance channel.

Lower Harbour from Section 18 to 11.

12. This division, which is coloured blue on the Index plan, includes the "Deep Water"

and " Manora " anchorages, which are separated by the " gut " opposite Deep Water Point, and

which in former reports have been classed under the one head of the " Manora Anchorage."

Datb.

Watbb spacbs bblow Kvbbachbb Habbovb

Wobxs datum (low-watbb lbvbl).

Increase.

Total cubic feet.

Cubic feet. Per cent.

November 1875 ... ... 122,662,645

124,160,430

| 1,497,785 1-22

January 1877 ... ...
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13. The above figures show a slight gain by scour only, of about 1J per cent., confirm

ing the opinion, expressed in last report, as to the slight loss then apparent in this division

being only a temporary effect of the material moving outwards from the upper harbour " New

Channel/

14. As stated in last report and elsewhere, this part of the harbour would be greatly

improved by the curved extension of the East Pier (groyne) and removal of Deep Water Point

as well as by the central dredging of the anchorage first proposed by Captain Giles.

Lately also a proposition has been submitted, on the recommendation of the present

Master Attendant, to remove, at a cost of li s. 4,000, two shoal patches of soft sandstone rock

and coarse shingle, which interfere with the anchorage space about Section 13.

Lower Harbourfrom Section 11 to 4.

15. This space, which lies between the Manora and Keamari anchorages, may, as before,

be divided longitudinally into two parts, of which, looking to ultimate improvement, the

enlargement of the eastern and the contraction of the western are desirable. These divisions

are coloured, respectively, red and brown on the Index plan.

Eastern Division.

WlTEB SPACE BELOW KUBBACHEB HaBBOUS

Works Datum (low-watbr lbvbl).

Date.

Total cubic

Cubic feet. Per ceDt.

November 1875 58,4*6,010

59,875,960

| 889,950 1-52

January 1877 ••• ••• ••• •••

Western Division.

WaTBB SPAC8 BELOW KlJBBAOHEB HaBBOUB

Datb.

Wobks Datpm (low-water lbvbl).

Decreaa

Cubic feet.

e.

Total cubic

feet

Per cent

November 1875

January 1877

71,194,690

71,123,295

| 71,895
•10

16. The above shows a continuance of the deepening on the east side, and accumula

tion on the west, which, for some years past, have characterized those divisions.

17. The shoaling of the west side during last year has been very slight, and would not

require notice, but that it points to the gradual loss of the narrow *' West Channel" line of

anchorage, for which the deepening in progress on the east side will be, at best, a long time

in forming a substitute, unless aided by the dredging proposed in the last survey and other

reports, which, combined with the filling up of the hollow west shore by the dredged material,

would bring the ebb and flood into one line of deep water connecting the Manora and

Keamari anchorages.

■
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Keamari Anchorage.

18. Coming now to the Keamari anchorage, which has of late years been much under

notice, the following table will show the changes which have taken place during the interval

in this division, which is coloured yellow in the Index plan :—

Date.

Watbb spacb bblow Kttbbachbb Habboub

Wobes Datum (low-watbb lkykl).

Decrease.

Total cnbio

feet.

Cubic feet. Per cent.

November 1875

January 1877

62,979,725

61,206,535 J- 1,773,190

281 |

Area within

20-foot

contour in

18-80

17-94

19. These figures, being for 14 months, give a rate of shoaling of about 1£ millions, or

2|- per cent. per annum. This is an increase on tho rate of 1875, which was about 860,000

cubic feet per annum, but is less than the average rate of the 4 years from 1871 to 1874,

inclusive, which was nearly 2i millions of cubic feet per annum.

20. On the other hand, the decrease of area within the 20-foot contour has been only

■86 of an acre between November 1875 and January lts77, whereas it was 331 acres between

January and November 1875.

This is favourable, as showing that the deposit does not now so much affect the deeper

water in which a narrowing throughout is not found as in previous years, though it is still

contracting at the north end, for which, however, there are signs of compensation in some

slight extension to southward.

21. The increase in the cubic quantity of shoaling (vide para. 19) in 1876 as compared

with 1875, may partly be accounted for by the increase in quantity scoured from the " New

Channel," to be presently referred to, but is mainly due to a large percentage of the " New

Channel" material having been dropped within the division classed as the Keamari anchorage

in 1876 as compared with 1875, the proportions being, respectively, 39 and 24 £ per cent.,

while the average proportion for the 5 years from the commencement of the division to the

end of 1874, was 324 per cent.

22. The reason of the large percentage of 1876 is, I think, to be found in the action of

the scour straightening the channel above, aided by the dredging through the bar at its mouth,

executed by Mr. Hart in 1875, and by a slight prolongation of the training groyne to north

ward, so that the ebb has been checked from spreading to westward, and turned more directly

into the Keamari anchorage division.

23. The current which is thus causing extra shoaling in the upper end of the deep

water, is at the same time doing good work in maintaining its width lower down, and even in

extending it to southward, as described in para. 20, while passing about three-fifths of the

" New Channel " material onward to sea.

" New Channel."

For Division of Chinna Creek Waters.

24. In my last report, on the survey of November 1 875,* was given a sketch of the

measures adopted, and progress made from the first, in the
• No. 272 of loth April 1876. diversion of the Chinna Creek waters, so that it will suffice

here to note the progress made since the previous survey :—

Wbst op Napibb Molb, 8,100

fbbt in lbngth.

East opNapibb Molb, 5,300

Datb.

PEET IE LBBOTH.

Total.
Scour from

Flats between

Channel and

Napier Mole.

Scour

(probable)

from Flats

and creeks.

Scour within

Channel limits.

Scour within

Channel limits.

From November 1875f to Janu

ary 1877 1,726,527 16,500 1,279.856 1,500,000 4,522,383

t In the previous report the date for New Channel was given as January 1876, but it saves confusion to refer to

the same date throughout in the general survey.
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25. The quantity scoured out in 1876 from the " New Channel" and flats adjoining, as

shown by the above figures, is, as already noticed in paia. 21, slightly in excess of the rate

of 1875.

The acceleration of improvement was, no doubt, aided not only by the cut dredged

through the bar just abovo Keamari in 1875, but by the training of the scour effected by the

stone pitching to define the line at intervals, for which Rs. 8,678 was sanctioned in 1875, as a

small portion of the measures then recommended by Mr. Hart.

26. On the bar just referred to between Sections 23 aud 17, the narrow cut made by

the dredger in 1$75 has partially filled up; but, on the whole, the bar has slightly lowered,

while at the same time the spreading of the current to westward of it has been checked by

the gradual rising of the west bank.

27. At present there is about 3£ feet at low water for navigation over this bar, as com

pared with 5 to 6 feet in the channel upwards to the native jetty, in which the quantity

scoured out in 1876 gives an average increase in depth of 6 inches, while it has improved

also in width and regularity, though still greatly short of the desirable depth of 9 feet

throughout.

28. East of the " Notch" also the channel shows marked improvement in depth, width

and regularity as far as Section 5J, above which progress is, as usual, checked by the coarse

shell and shingle near the junction with the Chinna Creek.

29. In my last survey report I gave full particulars, with diagram, in illustration of the

tidal flow through the " New Channel," by which the effects just described are being

produced.

30. In connection with Colonel Wilkins' inquiry some further observations of interest

as regards discharge were taken in September last, which showed the maximum ebb discharge

of the " Notch" to be 14,342 cubic feet per second, being about -j^-th of the main harbour

maximum discharge, (but occurring 1 hour 35 minutes later), showing some improvement since

September 1873, when the proportion was only T'Tth. .

The total harbour discbarge during the entire ebb was 2,055 millions of cubic feet, and

that of the " Notch" and weir at Napier Mole Bridge combined, was 250 millions, or about

one-eighth of the total harbour discharge, whereas the duty of the east backwater, if properly

filled and emptied, would be at least one-fifth.

The area of the " Notch" at half tide was found to be 3,272 square feet in 1876, as com

pared with 2,268 ia September 1873.

31. The following figures also show some, though slight, progress towards the desirable

objects of a "higher flood" and a " lower ebb," at the "Notch," as compared with the lower

harbour :—

Datb op obsbrvation.

High Watbr, Low Watbr.

Lower

Harbcur.
Notch.

Lower

Harbour.
Notch.

28th March 1876 ...

30th March 1877 ...

9' 2i'

9' 3"

8' 6|'

8' 10*

30* B

05 i" B

1' 10*

r ?

Notb.— The heights are with (f) referred to E. H. W. datum, and the letter B signifies below.

The slight depression of \ inch in the ebb at the " Notch" which these observations

show, is of some importance when it is considered that the slightly higher high water in the

harbour and its appreciable elevation at the "Notch," must have filled the east backwater

more largely on the recent observations, so that the " Notch" must have had more to pass

out on the ebb.

32. These observations all show, as remarked in last report, a large reserve of scouring

power, resisted, however, here and there by hard material, especially at the neck of the " New

Channel," where it leaves the Chinna Creek, so that some dredging and training, as already

proposed, are required to aid the scour.

Concluding Remarks.

33. On the whole, I submit that the results of the survey are fairly satisfactory, though

there are drawbacks in the shoaling of the entrance and of portions of the anchorage, also in

the slowness of improvement generally, all which, however, seem susceptible of remedy, partly

by moderate further measures, and partly by the lapse of time.

34. Having in my last survey and other reports, and in replies to Colonel Wilkins

seated in detail the measures which I would propose, it would seem unnecessary to add to

length by repeating them her*
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35. I may, however, be permitted to express my gratification at finding that, though

sanction has not yet been given to such further measures, at least no intention has appeared

of adopting the retrograde and costly measure of re-opening the Chinna Creek.

36. The survey has, as usual, been carried out mainly by Mr. Humby, with some assis

tance from Mr. H. Wray, in the upper harbour work.

37. The water-space calculations have delayed the submission of this report, which

would be much less definite without them, and I have now no subordinate of experience to

entrust them to, except Mr. Humby, who has much other work on hands.

No. 274 M, dated 5th October 1877.

from—The Government of India, P. W. Dept.,

To—Secretary to the Government of Bombay, P. W. Dept.

I am directed to acknowledge the receipt under cover of your No. 699 C W of 3rd

November 1876, of Colonel H. St. Clair Wilkins' valuable report on the Kurrachee Harbour

Works, and on the steps that should be taken with reference to their satisfactory improve

ment and maintenance, and, in reply, to convey the following observations and orders.

2. The artificially formed harbour of Kurrachee may be considered so far to have been

fairly successful, but like all artificial works of a similar nature it requires an annual outlay

to maintain aud keep it efficient, and in the particular case of the Kurrachee Harbour to

improve it with a view to meet the very large increase to the trade of the port which may be

looked for on the completion and opening out to traflic of the Indus Valley State Railway.

3. Various proposals for the construction of groynes and piers have been made from

time to time with a view to divert and regulate the tidal scour, but though the value and

possible efficiency of such methods of improvement must be recognized, yet His Excellency

the Governor General in Council feels that the element of extreme uncertainty cannot be

eliminated from them, and His Excellency is convinced that better and more permanent

results are likely to be achieved by a well devised and continuous system of dredging, than

by any of the other means that have been suggested.

4. In this view I am to say the Government of India is prepared to make an annual

grant, to include the cost of establishments, of 1 lakh of rupees, for the next ten years,

or such other period as future experience may suggest, to be expended wholly on dredging ;

and His Excellency in Council is of opinion that the most important objects to be aimed at

in these dredging operations named in order of their importance, are—

(1) .—Deepening the entrance to the harbour, and more especially along its western

lank.

(2) .—Deepening the harbour off " Deep-water Rock."

(3) .—Improving and widening the Manora anchorage, the Eastern Channel, and the

Keamari anchorage.

5. The next point to be considered is the means by which the dredging can be most

effectively carried out. His Excellency iu Council has no doubt but that in a narrow and

restricted anchorage the single self-moving powerful hopper steam credger is the proper

description of machine to select, of the type recommended by Mr. Price and Sir W. Merewether,

vide your letter No. 259 C—W—753 of 1st June last, and estimated to cost £40,000. This

dredger should be at once indented for through the Secretary of State, who might be asked

to contract for the machine with Messrs. Simons and Co. of Renfrew, the makers of the

particular type approved, to be delivered in Kurrachee in 1879, and be paid for in 1878-79

and 1879-80. The necessary provision to be made in the Budget-Estimates of those years.

6. In thus deciding on dredging in preference to the construction of groynes, &c, the

Government of India is not, I am to say, to be understood to preclude the adoption of any

subsidiary and secondary proposals for the construction of such works to aid and assist the

dredging operations. What is meant is that dredging shall be the primary means adopted to

attain the end in view, other means being considered on their merits from time to time as

occasion may demand, and experience may show to be advisable.

7. Further communication will be made to the Government of Bombay in the Financial

and Revenue Departments concerning the enforcement of Provincial and Local responsibility

for the expenditure now sanctioned, and the increase of local revenues in support thereof.

8. In conclusion, I am to request that the thanks of the Governor General in Council

may be conveyed to Colonel Wilkins for his very able and exhaustive report.

No. 275 M.

Endorsed by P. W. Dept.

Copy forwarded to the Financial Department for information, and for the issue of an

subsidiary orders that may be thought desirable.
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No. 448 C W—1306, dated 7th September 1878.

From—Colonel C. J. Merriman, R. E., Acting Secy to the Govt of Bombay, P. W. Dept.,

To—Secretary to the Government of India, P. W. Dept.

I am directed to forward, for the information of the Government of India, a copy of a

Report No. 879, dated 26th August 1878, with a chart, by the Superintendent, Kurrachee

Harbour Works, on the last periodical survey of the Kurrachee Harbour, taken in January

1878.

No. 879, dated 26tb August 1878.

From—W. H. Price, Esq., M. Inst., C. E., Supdt., Kurrachee Harbour Works,

To—Secretary to the Government of Bombay. P. W. Dept.

I have the honor to submit my report on the last periodical survey of this harbour,

i. e., January 1878.

Plans and tracings accompany as follows :—

Annexed to Report.

Tracing of index plan showing divisions of water-space calculations.

By Banghy Post in Tin Case.

No.

1 Tracing of January 1878, chart, scale 200'= 1*.

3 Tracings of January 1878, reduced chart, scale 500'= 1* (this last includes the

" New Channel" of the Upper Harbour, which, for want of space, is not

shown on the larger chart).

2 Spare copies of the index plan tracing.

2. I propose, as in last report, to confine the description mainly to the changes which

have occured in the period (of one year) since the previous survey, i. e., January 1877.

3. The work executed in the interval, bearing on the results now under report, was

as follows :—

In Entrance Channel.

Cubic feet. Tons.

Dredging ... ... ... 1,020,080 61,004

In Manora Anchorage.

Cubic feet. Tone.

Dredging ... ... ... 114,672 5,734

4. The south-west monsoon of 1877 was about the average in force of sea, but the

rain-fall was small, only 2-82 inches during the year, so that the harbour cannot have been

much affected by material washed in from the land.*

Entrance.

5. The general results as regards the entrance will be seen from the subjoined figures

which refer to the Epace (coloured green on the index plan) nearly I mile long and i mile

wide, extending from the sea to section 18 near the outer end of the groyne, and comprising

the deep entrance channel, with such portion of the bar on either side, as it is more or less

an object to improve.

Watbb-spacbs bblow Kubbachbb Harboue Wobks Datum (Low-watbblbvbl.)

Date. Increase.
Dredged in

same period.

Decrease, if gain by

dredping be not

reckoned.Total cubic feet.

Cubic feet. Per cent. Cubic feet. Cubic feet. Per cent.

January 1877

January 1^78

201,039,440 )

202,095,325 )

1,055,885
•52

1,020,080 ?5,805
•02

• The min-fall in 1876, given in last report, should have been 101 and 20\ inches.

The error originated in the Bombay Government Gazette whieh showed the rain-fall for July 1876 at 14 inches

83 cents instead of 4 inches 83 cents.
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6. The above shows an increase of slightly over a million of cubic feet, or 1 per cent.,

of water-space.

This is almost exactly the same increase as in the previous year, but is more favorable

as only about one million cubic feet of dredging was done in aid of the result in 1877, against

1| millions in 1876.

Setting aside the quantity dredged, a decrease appears in 1877 of 85,805 cubic feet, or

•02 per cent, which is so small that scour may be said (as it has done practically of late years)

to have balanced deposit in the entrance division.

7. This result cannot but appear satisfactory, considering, as will appear further on,

that, as in the previous year, about 4 millions of cubic feet, equal to 200,000 tons, or to 15$

acres 1 fathom in depth, have in the same time been scoured from the harbour, the greater

part of which must have passed out to sea through the entrance division.

8. Generally speaking scour thus appears to be doing good work in the * entrance"

division, but in the deep navigation channel the tendency to accumulation still continues,

counterbalancing the gain effected by scour outside its limits.

9. The most marked deposit is at the inner end of the channel, where the usual bar

has been formed by the cross rush of flood-tide round end of the groyne.

The least sounding on this bar near the centre of the channel is 19 feet, but near the

east side it has shoaled to 17 feet.

10. Comparing the two general surveys, the channel shows, on the whole, rather an

improvement in width, especially at the outer end.

It must, however, be recollected that dredging was done in the interim, and that the

intermediate surveys for dredging purposes showed the usual teudency to narrowing.

11. It is most satisfactory to have to report no further continuance of the shoaling

opposite the mouth of the channel, which was noticed in previous reports.

The special working of the dredger at that part during the season of 1876-77 has evi

dently done much good in counteracting accumulation, but nevertheless experience of the

good effects of dredging for one season should not, I submit, preclude the consideration of

more permanent remedies.

Lower Harbour from Section 18 to 11.

12. This division (coloured blue on the index plan), which is nearly | mile long by 4

mile wide, includes the " deep water" and " Manora " anchorages, also the '• gut " separating

them opposite deep water point, and which, owing to eddies is at present useless for anchor

age.

Watbr-spacbs bblow Kubbachbb Barbour Works Datum (Low-watbr-lbvel)

Datb.

Total cubic feet.

Decrease.
Dredged in

»«me period

Decrease, if gain by

dredging be not

reckoned.

Cubic feet. Per cent. Cubic feet. Cubic feet. Per cent.

January 1877

January 1878

124,160,430

123,840,885

| 319,545
•26

114,672 434,217
•35

13. The above figures show that the slight gain by scour noticed in this division during

the previous year has this year turned into a still slighter loss of about one-third per cent.,

notwithstanding that some hard material was dredged in the interim in the Manora Anchor

age, to aid in making space for long steamers to swing in.

1 4. Tiie loss has chiefly occurred between the end of the groyne and " deep-water point,"

especially on the east side.

Such fluctuations must be looked for at this part through the irregular currents and

eddies caused by " deep-water point," and by the abrupt termination of the groyne which

limit and counteract improvement at this important anchorage.

Lower Harbour from Section 11 to 4.

15. This space, about f mile long by § mile wide, which lies between the Manora and

Keamari Anchorages may, as latterly usual, be divided longitudinally into two nearly equal

parts, of which the enlargement of the eastern, and some contraction of the western, are

ultimately desirable, and which are coloured respectively red and brown on the index plan.
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Eastern Division .

WATER -SPACE BELOW KURRACHEE HAR .

BOUR WORKS DATUM (LOW .WATER-LEVEL).

DATE .

Increase

Total cubic feet.

Cubic feet. Per cent.

January 1877 59,375,960

$ 1,257,850 2:12

January 1878 ... ... ... 60,633,810

Western Division .

WATER-SPACE BELOW KURRACHEE HAR .

BOUR WORKS Datum (LOW -WATER -LEVEL ).

DATE .

Decrease.

Total cubic feet.

Cubic feet. Per cent.

January 1877

January 1878

71,123,295

71,097,560

25,735 03

16 . The above show a continuance of the marked deepening and slight accumulation

which have for some years past respectively characterised these divisions.

17 . As remarked in former reports, the accumulation on the west side is so slight as

hardly to require notice, except in its connexion with the gradual and expected loss of the

narrow “ West Channel” line of anchorage.

For this however, a substitute will eventually be provided by the natural deepening in

progress on the eastern division , which is now (for the first time) being aided by dredging

and combined with the filling up of the hollow west shore by the dredged material pro

tected by stone-pitching, will bring the flood and ebb into one line of deep water, connecting

the Manora and Keamari Anchorages.

KEAMARI ANCHORAGE.

18. This division (coloured yellow on the index plan ) , which is nearly 1 mile long by

mile wide, includes the Keamari Anchorage, the shoaling of which has of late years attract

ed much attention.

The following statement shows the changes in this division in 1877 :

WATER -SPACES BELOW KURRACHEE HAR

BOUR WORKS DATUM (Low -WATER LEVEL.

Area within 20

foot contour.

Increase.

Total Cubic feet.

DATE .

cubic feet Per cent. Acres .

January 1877 ... 61,206 ,536 17.94

| 418 ,465

January 1878 61,655,000 i l 14.55
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19. In cubic quantity these figures show ; for the first time since 1871 (when the

Chinna Creek diversion began to affect this anchorage), a reversal of the process of shoaling

which had been going on more or less from that time.

Thus, in 1876, there was a shoaling of about 14 millions of cubic feet, or i\ per cent,

per annum, while in 1877 is found deepening of nearly half a million, or | per cent.

20. This result is, no doubt, partly attributable to the decrease of quantity scoured

from the " New Channel " above, which was under 3 millions of cubic feet in 1877, as com

pared with 4i millions in 1876.

21. But more than one-third of the ti millions of 1876 was dropped in the Keamari

Anchorage Division, while the (nearly) 3 millions of 1877 have passed on, and nearly half a

million of gain is found in addition.

22. So favourable a result cannot, however, be looked for in 1878, owing to the tempo

rary accumulation which may be expected from the unusually heavy rain-fall of this year.

23. But, though, so far favourable as regards general water-space within the Keamari

Anchorage Division, on the other hand, decrease of area within the 20-foot contour has

continued, and at a rate about 4 times that of 1 876, amounting in 1877 to about 3£ acres, or

about the same as in 1875.

This decrease appears at both ends of the anchorage, but a very few inches in a very

few soundings make a great difference in the area within this contour, which will soon be

restored and further increased where the dredging now in progress up the east side of the

harbour reaches that part.

New Channel fob diversion cf Chinna Creek. Waters, and access to the Natite

Jetty.

24. The following statement shows the progress made by the " New Channel" in

1877 :—

Wbst op Napibb Moib,

8,100 ffft in lbnqth.

East of Napibb Molb,

6,3u0 fbbt in lbngth.

Scour within Channel

limit*.

Scour within Channel

limits, plus 14 millions

estimated fir Scour from

Flats and Creeks.

Total.

Cubic feet. Cubic feet. Cubic feet.

From January 1877

To January 1878

| 921,125 1,974,750 2,895,875

25. These figures show, as usual, continuance of improvement, but the quantity

scoured in 1877 has been less than in 1876 by rather over one-third.

This slower rate is not to be wondered at, as no assistance worth mentioning could be

given to the scour during the past year, funds having admitted only of maintenance and

securing of the banks in the proper line.

It may be hoped, however, with the aid ol the fixed annual grant for dredging lately-

made by the Government of India, to give some assistance before long to the " New Channel"

scour by dredging through the bar at its mouth and removal of hard material here and

there.

During the current year, however, there will be no funds to spare from the dredging

of the entrance and anchorage.

26. The bar just referred to, between sections 23 and 17, a distance of 400 yards,

has slightly shallowed, as compared with 1876, having now about 3 feet depth over it at

low-water, as compared with 5 to 6 feet in the channel thence upwards to the Native Jetty,

which, on the average, has deepened about 3 inches in 1877.

27. This is only half the rate of deepening of 1876, and neither has the channel

continued its rate of improvement either in width or regularity.

28. East of the " Notch" also improvement has been less marked than in 1876, but

there are traces of large quantities of material being washed in from the creeks, at the upper

end especially, which naturally retard the improvement of the channel, though favourable

as regards general development of the east back-water.

29. The area of the " Notch" continues to increase having been 3,719 superficial feet

at half-tide in January 1878, as compared with 3,508 in January 1877.
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30. No observations of discharges were taken in 1877, as these give better data when

repeated at longer intervals.

31. Independently of its bearing on the general improvement of the harbour, the

value of the " New Chaunel" as au access to the Native Jetty, which has indeed long recog

nized, may be expected before long to assume a tangible hhape in connection with the

measures now in progress for enhancement of port revenue, especially in the shape of bunder

fees.

32. It is however to be hoped that the levying of such dues may not be pushed so far

as to check the growing trade of the port, which has still much advantage to contend with,

in the incompleteness of the railway communication.

Concluding Remarks.

S3. The results of the survey may, I submit, be considered, on the whole, satisfactory,

though there is abundant evidence, as before, of the necessity for measures to accelerate,

direct, and confirm improvement.

34. Good promise of such measures has recently been given in the orders of the Govern

ment of India, providing for a fixed annual grant for dredging, and for new and powerful

dredging plant, and promising consideration to other special measures proposed on their

merits, which, no doubt, may be judged of better after trial of what may be effected by

dredging on a vigorous scale.

35. The unusual delay in submission of this report calls for explanation. It has arisen

first from the numerous calls for surveys and charts in connection with the defences of this

harbour, and next from the occupation of most of my establishment on the construction of

railway lines and share of other operations in connection with the defence works.

36. Though the preparation of the charts and calculations were thus unavoidably defer

red, yet the survey was completed at the usual time, the entrance portiou having been

carried out by Mr. Humby and the rest under his supervision by Mr. H. Wray.
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